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ABSTRACT

What could cause greater upheaval in any system of trade than the consumer 
becoming the producer? 

Even though there is a vast amount of information concerning the negative environmental 
and social impact that the overproduction of fashion contributes to, the industry still manages 
to attract and make more people into consumers as they are playing on the human need and 
desire for renewal. The purpose of this study is to learn more about collaborative approaches 
on a grassroots level that could contribute to reducing the growing mountain of second-hand 
garments created by this overproduction. 

Based on the two premises that (1) everyone can be a designer at times, and (2) reutilisation 
is a viable sustainable approach to deal with problems of waste, a third premise (3) an 
installation matters was put into practice as an installation containing an exhibition and a 
crafting workshop was organised in Mozambique, Mexico, Sweden and Singapore. Taking 
support from the two theoretical frameworks of community of practice and activity theory 
the participants’ activities and responses during the redesign of second-hand garments were 
analysed. The resulting installations can be said to have facilitated four different temporary 
communities of practice in which learning and artefacts were socially produced. 

The project shows that people were attracted to and then inclined to participate in the 
proposed activities as they voluntarily chose to engage and find their own role in the process 
of reusing and redesigning materials that they previously had not considered using. Their 
resulting artefacts confirm the initial assumption that everyone can be a designer at times 
if given the opportunity. The project also shows that it is possible to use the concept of 
reutilisation and redesign to gather people from different socio economic backgrounds with 
different motivations, ages, cultures and pre-skills into a collaborative learning experience 
that also becomes a means of production. 

To place the production process closer to consumers in this way changes people’s relationship 
towards the materials and processes needed for the production of fashion. They become 
closer to their personalised garment and their perception of waste materials changes. This 
revaluation of roles and materials could have an impact on the way people choose to continue 
to engage in fashion as they may either move away from the habit of buying new materials 
or begin to create affordable fashion from what already exists. If this initiative can become 
recurring within communities then significant difference could be achieved as people choose 
to turn waste into resource, satisfying their need for renewal and urge to be creative together 
whilst coming up with their own everyday approaches to sustainable fashion.

KEYWORDS: COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE, DO-IT-YOURSELF, DO-IT-TOGETHER, PARTICIPATORY 
DESIGN, SOCIAL PRODUCTION, SUSTAINABLE FASHION, VALUE CREATION



SVENSK SAMMANFATTNING

Det finns mycket information om modeindustrin, dess överproduktion och dess negativa 
påverkan på människa och miljö. Likväl fortsätter modeindustrin att locka fler människor 
att konsumera genom att spela på behoven och önskan om ständig förnyelse. Syftet med 
denna studie är att ge kunskap om samverkansmetoder som på gräsrotsnivå kan bidra till 
att reducera det växande berget av andrahandskläder som skapats på grund av nuvarande 
överproduktion av mode. 

Baserat på två premisser att (1) alla kan vara designer, (2) återbruk är en hållbar metod att 
hantera avfallsproblem, växte en tredje premiss fram: (3) en installation är av betydelse. 
Dessa tre premisser omsattes i praktiken genom att installationer som innehöll utställning 
och workshop organiserades i Moçambique, Mexiko, Sverige och Singapore. Genom att 
använda två teoretiska ramverk – community of practice och aktivitetsteori – analyserades 
deltagarnas aktiviteter och respons på att redesigna andrahandskläder. Installationen kan 
därmed sägas ha främjat fyra tillfälliga communities of practice. Genom att deltagarna 
samarbetade medförde dessa tillfällen både lärande inom gruppen och artefakter.

Projektet visar att människor var intresserade av, och välvilligt inställda till att delta i de 
föreslagna aktiviteterna, de valde att vara med och hitta sin egen roll i processen att återanvända 
och redesigna material som de innan ansett oanvändbara. De resulterande artefakterna 
stärker premissen att alla kan vara designer om de ges tillfälle och uppmuntran. Projektet 
visar också att det är möjligt att använda kombinationen återbruk och redesign för att samla 
människor från skilda socioekonomiska bakgrunder med olika motivation, ålder, kultur och 
förkunskaper inom ett och samma koncept där upplevelsen resulterar i både lärande och 
tillverkning av artefakter. 

Att placera produktionsprocessen närmre konsumenten på detta sätt kan bidra till att ändra 
människors förhållande till material samt de processer som behövs för tillverkning av mode. 
På så vis kommer deltagaren också närmre det nu personifierade plagget och uppfattningen 
av avfallsmaterial ändras. Denna omvärdering av material kan förändra hur människor väljer 
att fortsätta att engagera sig i mode. Det kan ske genom att ändra vanan att köpa nya material 
eller att skapa eget prisvärt mode från vad som redan existerar. Detta skulle kunna bidra 
till en större skillnad om initiativet upprepas och blir vanligare i fler samhällen genom att 
människor uppmuntras och väljer att omvandla avfall till resurs. Så kan behoven av förnyelse 
och kreativitet tillfredsställas samtidigt som individerna utvecklar egna vardagslösningar till 
hållbart mode. 
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To redesign or to prepare for redesign might at first sound like a rather straightforward pro-
cess. All the components are premade and its simply a case of breaking things up that have 
already fitted together and then fitting them together in another format. However the way 
you go about this process can change a lot once you actually have the material in front of 
you. With the experience from redesigning dresses on my own, trying to plan activities and 
interventions encouraging others to redesign tended to be a rather forced activity. I knew 
that each person would be as different as the materials would be and this made it difficult to 
plan the way we would work together as a group. By trusting the need for mess and people’s 
inherit capability of envisioning and desire to dream, my aspiration was to make sure we had 
the time, tools and the platform needed to explore the materials that were so readily available 
right under our noses. 

To me, this process of taking something pre-existing and turning it into something similar 
or completely different was relatively intuitive although this may be the result of working in 
this way with my mother from an early age. I had also experienced another side of fashion 
first hand as a model for several years during which time I had learned that fashion was 
something more than just about the garments. It was a dream weaver tempting our need and 
feeding our desire to constantly renew ourselves. It was natural for me to remain working 
with fashion and crafts, and in particular photography and redesign as an approach to resew 
dreams into old garments.

What initially was a hobby soon became my main profession. I had set up a small business 
prior to this research founded on collecting dresses that had been regarded as out-of-fashion, 
and through the combination of redesigning and then photographing them they were given 
new life. These rejuvenated and “new” dresses were being sold both off and online as well 
as being promoted through exhibitions. It was immediately apparent that there were people 
who were similarly both intrigued and interested in knowing more about the concept as well 
as developing their own stories around these dresses, by owning and wearing them or by 
photographing them. 

While I had visited markets and shops to sell my redesigned dresses, I had had several con-
versations with young people as well as elderly that had described the joy that they felt when 
they were crafting something and in particular if they had managed to change something old 
into something new. Mixed with a sense of pride, it was also common that they downplayed 
these skills, in some cases even regarding them as silly and ”amateur-like” as they couldn’t 
be regarded as ”real fashion”. This gave me the feeling that they didn’t seem to recognise the 
value with what they were producing on their own. I started to wonder what it could be in 
people’s perception and practical relationship with garments and fashion that would stop 
them from regarding themselves as co-designers in the fashion system? Could it be that by 
belonging to a group could change these feelings of uncertainty and instil greater confidence? 
I began to think of the old knitting circles from bygone eras.
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These kinds of questions prompted me to adapt some of my exhibitions and sales events into 
offering a workshop space. This combination soon grew into a conceptual travelling installa-
tion as I wanted to see for myself how people living in communities from different continents 
and social backgrounds would engage in the activity of redesign of second-hand garments. 
Through being active online as well as offline, using, promoting and sharing this concept, 
the positive reaction I received led to an invitation to organise a series of installations1. Here 
I learned that first are foremost, people seemed keen to participate. The engagement and 
resulting creative activities that followed both inspired and intrigued me into questioning 
how it came to be that the people that joined in with these activities didn’t already redesign 
at home? Asking them about this their reply was often that they neither had the tools or the 
space or all the necessary elements to do so. They also highlighted the fact that doing things 
together helped them to come up with more ideas as there was an immediate responsive 
group around them with whom they could bounce ideas off and get inspiration from. 

It was in December 2010 during my first visit to Maputo, Mozambique through an invitation 
from the Swedish Embassy’s cultural exchange initiative, when a young woman visited my 
first installation2. She was a local artist who was interested in knowing more about the pro-
ject. I showed her around the installation and introduced her to the concept of redesigning 
the dresses that I had found in the local markets. I told her about my own project and how 
I redesigned dresses as well as reviving their image through photography. I explained that I 
was disturbed by fashion being wasteful and the installation was one attempt to share and 
learn more about how people related to out of fashioned fashion. Within a few hours she had 
spoken to her twin sister and they had started to develop ideas for a new project of their own. 

“We are now giving a go ahead; buying different clothes, cutting together with 
the tailors in the market (dresses, trousers) we got good ones, (sometimes we are 
even trapped wanting to wear ourselves ;-)!  However, we still need to organize 
ourselves better though. We don’t have a logo yet, find a way to make the new 
labels and put them on our stuff. But we continue buying, trying to get the cheep 
clothes and make something nicer out of it.” (Nelly, e-mail conversation, 19/12- 
2010)

They started to make their designs based upon available materials found in the local sec-
ond-hand markets in Maputo. The materials, old dresses which once collected, sorted, sold, 
divided, resold and shipped to Mozambique come from all over the world. The twins selected 
dresses according to their preference and price. The garments were brought to a tailor, either 
at the market or to their home studio where they were reconstructed into new dresses. The 
twins have since 2011 let different photographers take photographs of themselves and their 
friends in the dresses. This takes place in different locations and for the common purpose of 
depicting the dress in a new context. This process helped the sales as the customer instantly 
gets an idea of how the garment would look on a human body and in a surrounding setting. 
1 In the context of this research I have chosen to use the word installation to describe the practical 
interventions. A workshop alone would not fully describe the activities in the same way that simply calling it 
an exhibition would not either. The term has been used to describe the combination of a visual exhibition and 
a practical workshop. In the two latter interventions focus has been put on the workshops.
2 The Swedish Embassy had asked me to organise an installation in Mozambique 2010. This installa-
tion has not been included for analysis in this research project. Neither has another installation that took place 
in Hong Kong 2011. They remain what might be regarded as parts of the spark that ignited this research as 
they raised questions to how this kind of intervention combining an exhibition and a workshop could contrib-
ute to exploring new relationships and approaches within the fashion community.

“We managed to sell 13 dresses and some people choose some which they would 
pass by to try on. We had printed photos on the walls and most of the dresses we 
wore for the photos, sold first. So taking pics of the dresses is really good.” (Nelly, 
e-mail conversation 25/4-2012)

I was fascinated by the devotion that the twins had shown and the fact that the twins had 
managed to turn their take on the concept around this quickly. There also seemed to be a 
great response for their creations. This was the third time that people around me with no pri-
or interest in redesign began to take a similar approach in terms of branding, visualising and 
selling redesigned goods. This time, I decided to follow their progress or at least in some way 
try to understand and explain how their interest and engagement could contribute to how, if 
we bridge our roles as consumers into producers can come up with solutions to problems of 
waste. Even though the focus of this research changed along the way towards exploring how 
the same process could look within a community, the twins activity has remained a source 
of inspiration in the design of this research as well as through being a way of describing and 
giving real life example of what activities of redesign may evolve into. 

Today the twins are full-time artists and instigators in a vibrant design community in Mapu-
to. Despite the struggles of the creative sector in the current downturned economy in Mo-
zambique, Nelly has started a new brand transforming suit trousers into male and female gar-
ments. She has also recently co-founded a new creative arts space with her sister and partner 
while they continue to sell their dresses under their brand Mima-te. 

I decided to learn more about the process of reutilisation and to explore how it could be 
described and understood in a new context, that of academia. I was thus faced with new 
challenges when trying to find some kind of order in the messiness that these installations 
initially seemed to create. I chose to take on the a/r/tographic (Artist/Researcher/Teacher) 
approach as it offered a support to describe my interchanging roles in the research process 
(Springgay, Irwin, Leggo. & Gouzouasis, 2008) as well as during the facilitation of the in-
tervention studies. I was also attracted to the a/r/tographic approach to address activities 
as a series of rhizomatic3 relationships rather than activities with clear beginnings, ends or 
conclusions (Irwin et al., 2006; Irwin, 2013). I began to develop my premises of this research 
project: (1) everyone can be a designer at times, and (2) reutilisation is a viable sustainable 
approach to deal with problems of waste and (3) an installation matters. 

As the research process moved forward and I went from being a practitioner to researcher, 
I experienced a dip in confidence. I felt I was no longer “allowed” to execute ideas freely as 
everything that occurred had to be clearly described and analysed to be fully understood. 
There also seemed to be an infinite amount of projects exploring redesign and ways to chal-
lenge fashion but I was initially not yet sure of where my practice fitted in. I felt blocked in 
my own creativity, perhaps in a way similar to someone feeling inhibited from drawing a 
picture in a room full of artists. As a response to this I invited other designers and artists to 
join into the interventions as their work continued to inspire me to go on even though my 
role as a practitioner had become less profound. To test a modified version of the developed 
installation in a school environment became yet another step forward. 

3 Rhizomatic relationships were introduced by Deleuze and Guattari (1980) as a term to describe 
research and theory that can have several entry and exit points for data representation and interpretation that 
are non-hierarchical. The term originally comes from nature and is used to define a rootsystem with several 
entry and exit points rather than a hierarchicial tree-structure. 
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I now aim with this research to present a series of activities that emerged as a result of acces-
sible resources being configured together, the greatest of which resource was the one in the 
hands of the people with whom I worked. This thesis is a representation of the journey of how 
these people and I went about exploring the assumption that everyone can be a designer at 
times that can contribute with solutions that may decrease the growing mountain of waste 
created by the fashion industry. My aspiration has been not only to increase our understand-
ing of such processes, but also to make a difference. This difference albeit small scale at first, 
when replicated the possibility exists of it having a larger impact. 

17

Photo 3. Photo from the redesigning workshop, Singapore, 2015. 
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The global fashion industry is one of the largest in the world. It envelops a multitude of ac-
tivities, from the production of cotton to worldwide sourcing, design, manufacture, crafting, 
photography and promotion (Aspers, 2010). Already in the 1950’s, leaders of retail chains 
lobbied for the need for business to make fashion as a complement to basic clothing as ”Ba-
sic utility cannot be the foundation of a prosperous apparel industry. We must accelerate 
obsolescence” (Puckett quoted from Time, 1950). With industrialised efficiency ”new mod-
ern clothing systems of provision emerged” (Brooks, 2015, p. 65) and fashion has to a great 
degree been made into a commodity driven process rather than an individual expression of 
style. 

Industrialised fashion created the possibility to make quick changes in designs on a large 
scale. These quick changes contributed to the rapid distribution of certain fashions as they 
became diffused, adopted and adapted globally. Fashion’s power depends on communication, 
and changes in fashion can only occur if information is shared. We live in a world now where 
a moment can be shared by millions in a few seconds. Younger generations are more pres-
sured than ever to comply with the latest looks of the moment. Lynch & Strauss describe how:

“improved communications through the Internet, the globalization of taste, the 
increasing proximity of people to each other through urbanization, and the in-
tensified quest to emulate those who vault into fame all drive mimetic behavior 
to an even more fevered pitch.” (Lynch & Strauss, 2007, p. 168)

Visual communication media such as film and photography is produced in collaboration 
between trend forecast agencies and production companies, selling new details and ”dreams” 
that feed the desire for beauty, status and identity. The dream is conceptualised, packaged, 
sold, communicated and sent on for further travelling, influencing people all over the world, 
with the end user having little or no knowledge of the origin of the garments. Brooks de-
scribes this process and behaviour as a fetishism controlling people as:

“People buy clothes not knowing how or where they are made; the fetishism of 
the commodity is such that it even appears as if things have agency and exert con-
trol over people and environments, rather than the ability to modify conditions 
of production and consumption being central to social relations under capital-
ism.” (Brooks, 2015, p. 36)

Fashion is one example where consumer goods link the consumer to the culturally consti-
tuted world through the movement of meaning. Rituals are said to steer the way meaning is 
distributed between the different entities of the system (McCracken, 1986). 
McCracken describes this movement of meaning as: 

“In contemporary North America, ritual is used to transfer cultural meaning 
from goods to individuals. Four types of rituals are used to serve this purpose: 
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exchange, possession, grooming, and divestment rituals. Each of these rituals 
represents a different stage in a more general process by which meaning is moved 
from consumer goods to individual consumer.” (McCracken, 1986, p. 78)

Figure 1 illustrates this process where advertisment and the fashion system are the instru-
ments for the transfer of meaning from the culturally constituted world. The consumer goods 
are further pushed through possession, exchange, grooming and divestment rituals to the 
individual consumer. 

Figure 1. McCracken Model of meaning transfer (1986) illustrating the movement of meaning. The arrows are 
showing instrument of meaning transfer and the boxes are showing the location of meaning. Figure based on 
McCracken (1986, p. 44).

Through international retailers it is today possible to buy the same style of garment, simul-
taneously in Paris as well as in Shanghai. This has created a homogenification of city centres 
as well as ways of dressing. Retailers compete with each other to decide, lobby for and offer 
the next fashion fad rather than encouraging the individual to participate creatively in the 
process of making their own fashion. Meanwhile, the original ideas behind current fashion 
trends come from high fashion and design houses that to a great extent are influenced by 
current social, political and cultural events. With the possibility to rapidly produce garments 
with short lead times, copies of well-acclaimed designer’s latest exclusive collections have 
soon trickled down to the high street where they become available for purchase within a few 
weeks of the catwalk show (Segre-Reinach, 2005). 

Rather then developing new styles creatively, fast fashion brands and retailers aim to imitate 
the creations of high fashion brands to create their own cheap versions for the mass market. 
These retailers simplify ideas and copy designs rather than investing in their own design as 
they have based ”themselves on the tenet that it is all right to copy, as long as it is done quickly 
and well” (Segre-Reinach, 2005, p. 48). It is made with a strict focus on low price to the cus-
tomer and low production costs and equally important, in a timely quick manner. Instead of 
being an integrated part of society and a language for individuals to differentiate from each 
other (Barnard, 1996; Contini, 1965, Davis, 1992), industrialised fashion, designed in the 
Global North has homogenised their consumer (Ferrero-Regis, 2013), making the industry 
into “a ridiculous and pathetic parody of what it has been” (Edelkoort, 2015). Fashion can be 
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said to have become yet another excuse for increased patterns of production of materials with 
quick consumption cycles resulting in a large amount of underused materials. 

1.1 From In to Out of Fashion

An estimation of more than 30 million tons of textile waste are created worldwide every year 
(Chen and Burns, 2006). In Britain, clothing and textile waste was estimated to be the fastest 
growing field of waste between the years 2005 and 2010 (DEFRA, 2008). Here, used cloth-
ing accounts for approximately 350,000 tonnes of landfilled textiles with a value estimated 
at £140 million (WRAP, 2012). The remains of garments that are not passed from person to 
person are being recollected through larger recollecting schemes. An estimation of about 
10-30% of these collected garments will be sorted and re-sold in local thrift store and charity 
shops. This activity is commonly run on voluntarily basis by charity organisations such as 
for example The Red Cross Organisation or Humana that are organising the schemes as a 
socially beneficial activity for communities as well as a way to raise money for different causes 
(Ekström & Salomonson, 2012). The international trade of second-hand clothing has during 
the past years quickly increased due to rapid circulation of garments (Norris, 2010; Vilarinho, 
2013) as well as an increased value of them. This has made more commercial organisations 
(for example I:CO, GCI, lmb) interested in participating in the market as it is a low cost 
and easy accessible type of entrepreneurship to collect donated or purchased second-hand 
garments and textiles per ton and to process them into different categories for trading. The 
annual gross sale for these businesses in 2014 was estimated to about 700 million USD and 
employing over 100 000 workers (CTR, 2014). In the UK the price for second-hand garments 
tripled in five years (O’Connor, 2012; Baden & Barber, 2005) and the competition for sec-
ond-hand garments has increased further. About half of the amount of circulating garments 
and textiles in the UK are collected and turned into global commodity whereas the rest goes 
to landfill (Barry, 2012; Chen & Burns, 2006).

The growing market for second-hand garments creates a large extended network of trade 
that is building an industry that remains largely unknown amongst the general public. It rep-
resents around 5 % of the annual global trade of textile and clothing, which is equivalent to 
31.8 billion T-shirts (UN Comtrade, 2014) and a value of $4-5 Billion (Baden & Barber 2005; 
UN Comtrade, 2014). The garments are exported to Asia, Latin America and Africa where 
second-hand clothes are the main import. For most of the African importing countries sec-
ond-hand garments account for at least 50 % of the clothing market creating a large impact 
on local economy, ecology and society (OECD Observer, 2005). 

According to a number of African policy makers the second-hand clothing trade has been 
accused of undermining and ”killing” local textile and clothing production and this issue 
remains widely discussed (Bigsten & Wicks, 1996; Tranberg Hansen, 2000; Hoskins, 2013)4. 
Several countries want to impose a ban on second-hand garment import by 2019 but this 

4 Since the early 1980s there has been a decline in the local African textile and clothing industry. 
According to some sources this de-industrialisation of factories has happened due partly to a high import of 
second-hand garments resulting in crude economic damage (Frazer, 2008; Bigsten & Wicks, 1996).
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has been negatively received by selling countries such as USA that has replied with threats to 
remove preferential trade deals that are intended to encourage trade and economic growth 
in the sub-Saharan Africa (Maclean, 2008). One of the reasons for the opposition of banning 
the import is that jobs like packing and sorting the garments locally in America would be 
threatened and more landfill would remain within the USA (Freytas-Tamura, 2017).   

Criticism against this extended trade network raises questions about the relationship of pow-
er between the Global North and the Global South5 as de-industrialisation brings with it an 
increased dependency between the trading partners while exporting countries drain money 
out of the developing countries. It is a trade that has developed out of business interests and 
necessity rather than out of an interest in style or a particular fashion, bringing a number of 
risks for the actors within the network. Poor quality of the content of the bales as well as fluc-
tuation in currency, are the two main risks for the local traders and buyers of the bales. Some 
exports may also contain goods that are unwearable and beyond acceptable condition for any 
local use, making the importing country a dumping ground (Duany, 2006 from Hawlay in 
Hethorn & Ulasewicz 2015; Journeyman Pictures, 2014).

Second-hand garments have for a long time been one of the top ten exports from the USA to 
Africa in terms of volume (Brooks & Simon, 2012a, Frazer, 2008; Tranberg Hansen, 2000). 
USA is also the country that exports the most second-hand garments in the world, followed 
by the UK (Statista, 2016). The majority of the garments exported from the USA will first be 
sent to Canada for sorting to be re-exported to for example India, Chile and United Arab 
Emirates (UN Comtrade, 2014). The number two exporters in the world is the UK with 
Benin, Ghana, Poland, Ukraine, and Pakistan as the top five destinations. The commercial 
networks involved are to a great extent built on long-established trust and the commercial 
traders often come from families of immigrants with practical experience from and local 
knowledge of the potential markets, in some cases their own previous homes, in the Global 
South (Tranberg Hansen, 2000; Brooks, 2012b). A shipping container with 300 bales of sec-
ond-hand garments can for example be sold in West Africa for around 25 000 GBP of which 
about 2000 GBP is the transportation cost (Brooks & Simon, 2012a).

1.2 Second-Hand Garments as Inspiration for New Fashion

Fashion and many subcultures have relied on retro clothing and second-hand garments for 
inspiration using “rag markets as the raw material for the creation of style” (McRobbie, 1994, 
pp. 130-131). One example is from the 1970-1980s when it became popular for women to use 
men’s second-hand garments. This kind of fashion, with icons such as Patti Smith and Diane 
Keaton (in Woody Allen’s Annie Hall), highlighted a potential of feminity and liberty found 
in men’s wardrobes. It did however not take long until mainstream retailers copied details 
from the men’s wardrobes and offered already rolled-up sleeves, baggy trousers and oversized 
coats to their female customers. In the 1980s Madonna also created new looks out of borrwed 
garments in the film Desperately Seeking Susan. Inspiring a big group of fashionable young 
5 Global South / Global North: Economical division of the world at a latitude of 30° N, according to 
Brandt (1980) in the Brandt Report. More recently used by Fletcher & Tham (2015), Norris (2015) and Brooks 
(2015) in order to divide the division between high consumption countries versus low consumption countries.
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people to do the same (as a choice of fashion rather than with an upcycling agenda) (Hethorn 
& Ulasewicz, 2015). Madonna, Patti Smith and Diane Keaton are a few examples of personal-
ities that in films, music and art played an important role in the development of fashion and 
the subcultures that developed from it. McRobbie has further described this motivation to 
buy and use second-hand garments being based in an:

“appreciation of high-quality fabrics of the sort rarely found in mass-produced 
goods, a desire to reinstate them to their former glory, and even a desire to wear 
something “socially useful”. By recycling discarded pieces of clothing new wear-
ers are not only beating the system by finding and defining high fashion cheaply, 
they are also making good use of the social surplus. An ecological ideal thus re-
sides alongside the desire for artifice, decoration and ambiguous, double-edged 
feminity.” (McRobbie, 1989, p. 146)

Today, there are similar patterns in the importance of second-hand markets as an inspira-
tional factor in the development of new styles. Not only has the number of second-hand 
shops increased6 but also their attractiveness, as they are organised not only to offer products 
but also setting up experiences such as club nights, DIY/DIT events and live music concerts. 
Much of the garments that are on display are not made to fit a certain fashion style or trend 
and are instead open to be “continually co-produced as the symbolic value is enhanced when 
it is marketed in different social contexts” (Brooks, 2015, pp. 192-193). 

In the past, experiences, skills and crafting advice were formerly shared in sewing circles. 
Here so called “peer-to-peer textiling” (Bratich, 2010) took place and information, tacit 
knowledge (techné), life strategies and stories were shared and the informational and cultur-
al content of a commodity were produced (Bratich, 2010). These groups are re-emerging and 
becoming popular once more, partly as a response to an increased interest in sustainability, 
opposing wasteful consumption, production and global sweatshop practice but also with a 
genuine interest for the handcrafted. As a movement, it is exploring alternative approaches to 
use fashion as an expression for participation, social engagement and development. 

6 In Italy for example, there has been a 35% increase of second-hand stores between 2004 and 2008 
(Marzella, 2012).
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“What makes information knowledge- what makes it empowering- is 
the way in which it can be integrated within an identity of participa-
tion. When information does not build in to an identity of partici-
pation, it remains alien, literal, fragmented, unnegotiable.” (Wenger, 
1998, p. 220-221)
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There is a clear need to rethink current relationships between designers, producers and 
consumers and to explore alternative processes in the way fashion is made, used and lived. 
Through industrialisation and global production patterns, fashion products have become so 
cheap to buy that consumers in the Global North do not find it worthwhile to make or mend 
garments themselves. This has made fashion into an unethical, unsustainable industry with 
large mountains of waste materials and a steep decline in the desire and need to use what 
have become the inert skills of making. The quote on the previous page questions the gap be-
tween information and participation. The production of fashion creates an ongoing platform 
of change where we shape our identity by actively participating in that process on a daily 
basis. The levels of this participation vary greatly from an almost unconscious following of a 
peer group to a clearly defined set of ethical decisions. The way we interact and participate in 
these processes need to be modified if we want to reduce the damage caused by the process of 
fashion. This means that the ways that information is shared universally needs to encourage 
a more conscious and participative outlook towards the production and use of garments and 
fashion.

This research explores how to facilitate participation and learning, in particular in relation to 
the process of renewal of old materials into usable, fashionable or personally valuable items. 
It is a study about the learning that occurs when people choose to engage in proposed activ-
ities. By regarding the emerging activities that develop through the intervention study, from 
reificated artefact to the processes behind creating them, this thesis shares the exploration 
of the creative and often spontaneous learning experience that redesigning together can be. 

On a methodological level this thesis gives a personal account of a participatory approach 
and the challenge to combine a creative practice with research. It describes, from the midst 
of the messiness the planning and execution of two intervention studies in Mexico and Mo-
zambique that were later slightly adjusted and tried out in a school environment in Singapore 
and Sweden. By doing so this research describes how an open-ended participatory research 
can be designed to give space to the unexpected, this applying to small as well as large groups 
of people with different backgrounds and goals.

2.1 Learning Collectively About Ways to React Against 
Unsustainable Practices

Fashion is today produced, consumed and expressed by people and has a powerful role to 
play in relation to sustainability as it is embedded in everyday life: ”fashion as a process, is 
expressed and worn by people, and, as a material object has a direct link to the environment” 
(Hethorn & Ulasewicz, 2015, p. xxviii). An ever-changing set of activities has however made 
fashion into the world’s second largest polluting industry7 (Claudio, 2007; Ditty, 2015). 

7 To grow and produce raw material for textile and garment production a large amount of water and 
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The styles that make the sales vary depending on season and trends, contributing to the 
timely ”right” way of dressing. Raw materials are extracted and refined, soon to be trans-
formed into new pieces of clothing and fashion, bringing and fulfilling social, aesthetical and 
psychological functions closer together (Wilson, 1985). Imaginary value is added through 
professional concept development and brand identity shapes the perception of fashion as a 
commercial product. It is a cutting-edge business in the sense that what goes on in fashion 
has implications for industries of other kinds (Skov, 2002; Aspers, 2010). It is an industry to 
which everyone has a connection as we all wear garments of some sorts. 

In fashion, the basic structure of the garments remains (a shirt is a shirt, a dress is a dress 
etc) while it is the detail that changes (Barthes & Stafford, 2006). This detail is the ”spark” 
that changes garments into fashion as it ”speaks” to the viewer (Black, 2009). Black further 
describes this as: 

”So when a fashion outfit includes a new detail, it is the detail that leads fashion 
into the future, it is the spark set in the necessary conservatism of the system that 
it moves out of, linking the older system with some new reality with which it may 
not have been associated before”. (Black, 2009, p. 503)

Fashion Communities as Ever Changing Sets of Activities
One of fashion’s key characteristics is its ever-changing nature of renewing itself. It is about 
the contrast between the new and the old and just like all commodity culture, fashion is 
“premised upon limited life spans and disposable goods” (Tischleder & Wasserman, 2015, 
p. 6). The process of fashion8 is also of a collaborative nature as ”Fashion involves becoming 
collectively with others” (Kaiser, 2012, p. 1). It is a practice that may express ”a sense of who 
we are (becoming) as ”individual fashion subjects in the context of a global economy” (Kai-
ser, 2012, p. 1). 

In the Oxford Dictionary fashion is defined as “a popular or the latest style of clothing, hair, 
decoration, or behaviour” (Oxford Dictionary, 2014). Vinken broadened the concept, defin-
ing fashion as ”the art of the perfect moment, of the sudden and surprising and yet obscurely 

pesticides are needed (EJF, 2007; Fletcher, 2008; Brigden et al., 2013). Sometimes toxic substances that are 
highly hazardous may also be used in the production (Deepali & Gangwar, 2010). These substances may for 
example contaminate groundwater with dangerous health risks for the environment around and people living 
in communities nearby the factories (Myers & Stolton 1999). Many of these substances that are used in the 
processes, that to the majority are taking place in the Global South, have since long time been forbidden in the 
Global North as they might be hormone-disrupting and cancerogenous for human beings. The EU legislation 
REACH is one example of a restriction program imposed on production of textiles, restricting the use of more 
than 300 000 harmful substances in products that will be in contact with human skin (REACH, 2015). Many 
of the forbidden chemicals are however found in wastewater from garment factories worldwide (Brigden et al., 
2013; Gregory, 2007). Oil and coal are the main resources supplying energy to run machinery, factory facilities 
and to fuel transportation of materials and finished garments.
8 Fashion is about clothes and garments that are popular. It is a popular way of dressing in a particular 
time and in a particular place. The terms fashion and clothing are in this thesis used separately. The definition 
of fashion in dress is here used as a socially and culturally loaded process and garment. It is further used as 
being a manner and way to use garments/clothing that through a complex process has gained an additional 
value of a specific time. Garments/clothing is defined as culturally unloaded garments that serve to cover out 
basic needs of warmth and shelter. 
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expected harmonious apparition- the Now at the threshold of an immediate future” (Vinken, 
2005, p. 42). 

Fashion redefines itself through its reuse of old ideas and concepts and as a resistance to what 
has been, the new will soon replace the old (Wilson, 1985). As rapidly as fashion is out of 
fashion, the fast flowing changes in style of industrialised fashion garments have made the 
fashion system unsustainable as sustainability is overlooked on behalf of fast production and 
low prices. It has become a producer of waste as “fashion cycles, the periodical release dates 
of new models and other forms of technological or stylistic “advances” delimit the life span 
of a commodity even before it enters the market” (Tischleder & Wasserman, 2015, p. 5). This 
result in that an abundance of garments of various qualities are designed, produced, sold to 
soon be thrown away (Allwood, 2006; Fletcher, 2008, Siegle, 2011). With a geographic move 
of production new work opportunities for developing countries arise and rich and poor are 
connected together through a long and complex supply-chain of material and immaterial 
value. Hoskins has further explored how remoteness from production affects people as:

“People are far removed from the production of clothes that they wear. /…/ this 
gives the impression that clothes exist independently both of people and nature. 
The fashion industry is adept in hiding the human labour behind its wealth and 
power, it is even better at hiding the materials that go into producing our clothes.” 
(Hoskins, 2014, p. 97)

The move of production, from North to South has shifted where the industry’s environmen-
tal and social impact are made. Some of these countries in the Global South often have poor 
legislation covering the activities and needs the new industry is bringing. Little or no social 
protection for worker’s rights is one negative aspect of practices within the fashion commu-
nity and the way fast fashion is produced. The problems in the industry are similar to those 
that could be found in for example Britain during the Industrial Revolution with exploitative 
working conditions with low wages, forced overtime and denial of the right to join trade 
unions (Delahanty, 1999). At the same time, the global scale of the industry provides employ-
ment to millions of workers around the globe, especially young women (ILO, 2015)9. 

Except from the natural resources extracted during the production, the rapid speed of pro-
duction and consumption creates a large mountain of out-of-fashion garments that either 
goes to landfill or are collected by charities and commercial global actors. 

9 Alarming reports on poor working conditions in textile and clothing factories in the Global South 
have for many years been frequent news in the media. Meanwhile, 2013 is said to have become a turning point 
in how working conditions in textile and clothing factories are perceived as The Rana Plaza collapsed in Bang-
ladesh in 2013 (ILO, 2015). Similar collapses, fires and accidents have, and is taking place regularly within 
the textile and clothing industry but this particular event came to be ”the deadliest garment-factory accident 
in history” (BBC, 2013). The reason behind the collapse of the eight-stored building was of structural kind, 
killing more than a 1000 people and leaving 2500 injured. Since then, increased attention has been directed 
towards the securing of working environments for textile workers. There are today several international CSR 
programs and collaborations between retailers and NGOs working to improve working conditions but prob-
lems concerning forced overtime remains as time between design decisions (based on latest trend forecasts), 
the placement of an order and its leadtime have to be kept as short as possible in order to deliver orders on 
time.
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Change of Attitudes and Mindsets to Challenge Current Practices
There is an open call for a change of attitudes in the world today and fortunately, more envi-
ronmentally concerned policies have managed to reach governmentally funded institutions 
as sustainable development has become an established concept gaining more attention. Sus-
tainable development, first introduced in the report Our Common Future (WCED, 1987) was 
a first attempt to lay out the concept of global sustainability with its environmental, economic 
and social aspects, addressing businesses, government and people as it provided an overview 
of and suggestions of solutions to the major global environmental crisis. The report, also 
called The Brundtland Report put the environment into the political global agenda as it placed 
the environment and development into one interlinked and identical issue. The Brundtland 
Report instructed all industries, fashion included to work towards increased sustainability. 

Since then, more research has been supported on sustainability in general to take place 
through increased efforts and collaborations within fashion (for example Bhardwaj, 2010; 
Earley, 2016; Janigo, Wu & DeLong, 2015; McLaren et al., 2016). This includes research for 
increased sustainability in local communities and a change of mindsets. Unesco’s interna-
tional framework for mobilising action worldwide (Unesco, 1997) describes:

“While sustainability is a long-term goal for human society and a process which 
will necessarily need to take place over time, there is a sense of urgency to make 
progress quickly before ‘time runs out’. We are therefore faced with a tremen-
dous challenge, a challenge of unprecedented scope, scale and complexity. We are 
pressed to act even as we are still working out new concepts and new methodol-
ogies. We are pushed to change structures and mindsets, yet there is no obvious 
path, no model which shows the way. Experimentation and innovation are the 
watchwords, as we search – often simply through trial and error – for adequate 
solutions. And we must do all this in a climate of sweeping economic, social 
and political change, while being exhorted to ‘do more with less.” (Unesco, 1997, 
VI.119)

Within the fashion community, mindsets of the different stakeholders have thus been investi-
gated as a contribution to how current unsustainable practice in the fashion community may 
decrease (for example Fletcher & Tham, 2015; Chapman, 2005; Holgar, Foth & Ferrero-Regis, 
2009). There are an upstream of handbooks available on how we may relearn practices, tar-
geting on the one hand, mass producers, retailers, small scale entrepreneurs and designers, 
and on the other hand consumers. Except from fast fashion retailers programs to include re-
newable fibres into their collections, alternative approaches to relate to fashion have become 
more popular as they are challenging the consuming nature of contemporary fashion10. 

10 With the entrance of the industrial revolution, the market for how fashion was used changed. From 
tailored, home made and crafted, to industrialised production, popular culture exploded in the 1960’s. Pro-
cesses and behaviors on how fashion was made and spread, changed. Fashion was democratised and became 
more accessible as it was now possible for the majority to afford to buy the garments shown in the fashion 
magazines and on the bodies of their favorite pop stars. Popular culture became an excuse to sell fashion. 
Through high-street retailers garments were made available as well as affordable. Time that would be spent 
making a dress was instead spent on wearing it.
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2.1.1 Relearning Roles: Designer, Producer and Consumer
Even though every act of consumption requires a degree of participation (Vezzoli, 2008) there 
are initiatives today that explore how this participation may be used as a force for change of 
the way fashion is created, used and shared. Different design tools and ”enabling solutions” 
are investigated targeting the user of fashion, aiming to make her/him more involved in the 
process of making (Vezzoli, 2008). These kinds of initiatives that are exploring new models 
that are participatory and open are challenging the relationships between designer, producer 
and consumer. This could for example be to involve the consumer in the making process to 
promote ”self-reflexive consumption” (Heiskanen & Pantzar, 1997). This approach could pos-
sibly cultivate a delay in the way consumption is made. They open up for new opportunities, 
for example the designer may use their creativity to find contributions to how consumers 
and producers can be more involved in the changes of fashion and producers may explore 
offering services that may make the consumer more aware of design quality or production 
process. This kind of active consumer or user involved in the design or production process 
may also contribute to a deeper personal meaning of a certain object (Chapman, 2005). A 
tighter bonding can grow between the user and an object the more a user has engaged with 
it (Mugge, Schoormans & Schifferstein, 2005). We tend to wear garments that are unique 
or rare with a greater frequency to bear our own stamp and communicate authenticity, thus 
giving these garments longevity in the items lifespan. 

Do-It-Yourself (DIY), Do-It-Together (DIT), open design, participatory design, co-design, 
redesign11, customisation and the emerging maker culture are all approaches challenging re-
lationships between the designer, producer and the consumer as the user is more active in 
the making process. These approaches are according to Chapman (2013) potential ways that 
may contribute to a change in the way people consume as active participation with “more 
creative personal and social experiences” can replace the need to consume products with the 
speed it is done today. These scenarios do however demand a change in attitudes and mind-
set amongst all involved in order to find ways to imagine new ways to enjoy fashion with 
new skills, mindsets and systems (Hirscher & Fuad-Luke, 2013; Fletcher, 2015). The different 
kinds of users and makers of fashion thus need to relearn new skills – or recall skills that used 
to be inherited from person to person.

2.1.2 Social Production: Learning in a Temporary Community of Practice
Learning and in particular to relearn old patterns of skills, behaviours and mindsets, are a 
central theme in the search for new contributions that may change the way people relate to 
fashion and for a sustainable development that in 1987 was defined as the ”development that 
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987, p. 43). New transdisciplinary frameworks have since 
then been developed that are connecting design with social change (Manzini, 2015). 
11 Redesign in the context of clothes and fashion includes the process of deconstructing and construct-
ing a textile material. The extent to which the garment changes style or look depends on the designer’s creative 
idea, skill and decision making process. This may also include a cleaning and purification process removing 
signs from the previous owner or through a personalisation process, making the garment even more unique 
and suitable for its new user. This process is both time and labour intensive. Minor changes can for example be 
alterations of design details, for example change/add/withdraw buttons, zippers, shorten a hem or to use deco-
rative trimmings. Redesign can also include complete restructuring of a garment, giving it a new silhouette or 
change its purpose. 
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Many people in society do not consider themselves as being part of a community (Maries & 
Scarlat, 2011) as they share knowledge in groups that are organised in non-hierarchical ways 
without formal descriptions or constructions as people organise themselves. There are sev-
eral different ways to look at a community and to define it; the definition that has been used 
in the context of this research is community as a ”set of people who care enough about the 
domain to give their own time to participate” (The Open Source Way, 2016).

According to Wenger, learning is “equivalent with lived experience of our participation in the 
world” (1998, p. 3). He also states that:
 

“The world is in flux and conditions always change, any practice must constantly 
be reinvented, even as it remains ‘the same practice’.” (Wenger, 1998, p. 94). 

Moreover, learning is as intrinsic to us as humans, as sleeping and eating is, making it both 
inevitable and life sustaining. Wenger also adopts the perspective that learning is a social 
phenomenon, “reflecting our own deeply social nature as human being capable of know-
ing”(Wenger, 1998, p. 3). Meaning, practice, community and identity are four central themes 
in Wenger’s social theory of learning (Wenger, 1998) where he develops the concept of com-
munity of practice. A community of practice is a group of people who share a craft or pro-
fession, or more according to its definition ”a group of people who share a concern or a 
passion for something they do, and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly” (Lave 
& Wenger, 1991). 

In recent years there have been several developments of the theoretical approach into also 
including any kind of places, in short and longer periods of time12. Spaces and contexts for 
communities of learning can in practice take place anywhere, online in a web community 
or offline (in the coffee break, exhibition, in a factory). It has further been proposed that it 
is possible to support or even foster a community of practice through technology or by an 
outsider to the visited community (Barab & Duffy, 2012; Hoadley, 2012).

Engeström proposed a networking approach of community of practice by using his devel-
opment of cultural-historical activity theory and expansive learning. He suggests social pro-
duction as a new way of seeing and learning and as a way to deal with problems of society 
(Engeström, 2007). Social production here ”refers to a model of socio-economic production 
in which the creative energy of large numbers of people are coordinated into large meaning-
ful projects mostly without traditional hierarchical organization” (Engeström, 2014, p. 1). It 
has also been defined by Arvidsson (2014) as ”The development of a number of alternative 
forms of value creation that do not operate according to the established logic of corporate 
capitalism”. This way of looking at value creation through joint efforts offers a conceptual 
space to identify and analyse learnings and possible outcomes in relation to global matters. 

Until recently, we have mostly seen the phenomenon of social production within open source 

12 The framework of community of practice has also been used to define learning networks, themat-
ic groups and tech clubs (Wenger-Trayner, 2015). Further when the collaboration is taking place online or 
through mobiles it is generally called to be a virtual or mobile community of practice (VCoP/MCoP) (for 
exaple Dubé et al., 2005; Kietzmann et al., 2013).
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software development systems, resulting in products that are open, non-proprietary and an 
act of criticism to the conventional development of systems. Similar movements of social 
production have however started to take place outside of the software industry and in society 
at large. Social manufacturing is perhaps, a parallel version of social production as it has been 
suggested to have the potential to transform industries to more decentralised and socialised 
units. Social manufacturing has been described as: 

“It extend the crowdsourcing idea to the manufacturing area. By establishing 
cyber–physical–social connection via decentralized social media, various com-
munities can be formed as complex, dynamic autonomous systems to co-create 
customized and personalized products and services” (Jiang, Leng, Ding & Koren, 
2016, p. 1).

Other participatory approaches such as open fashion (Openwear; Guljajeva & Sola, 2012), 
fashion hacking (von Busch, 2009; Gonzales, 2006) and co-designed fashion (Wu, 2010) are 
also examples of democratic concepts that can be said to open up manufacturing and design 
phases to a wide group of people. Within the field of fashion, Hirscher, Niinimäki & Arm-
strong (2017) have recently used the concept of social manufacturing as one emerging take 
on value creation through alternative chains of production. They have further developed an 
alternative value framework built up on social value, knowledge value, experimental value, 
emotional value, environmental value, economic value as being the parameters for value in 
the context of social production and diffuse social manufacturing through DIY and DIT 
strategies (table 1).

Table 1. Value framework for social manufacturing/production through DIY and DIT strategies (Table from 
Hirscher et al. 2017, p. 17).

Alternative Design 
Strategy

Collaborative/
Individual

Objective Type of Value

Do-it-yourself (at home) Individual Creative activity, learning 
new skills

Knowledge, 
environmental

DIY kits Individual Creative activity, learning 
new skills, new business 
opportunity

Knowledge, 
environmental

Do-it-together (amateurs 
working/meeting to 
make together)

Collaborative Creative activity, skill 
sharing & learning, new 
business opportunity

Knowledge, 
social, economic, 
environmental

Participatory design 
workshops (supported by 
expert designers)

Collaborative Empowerment, skill 
sharing & learning, 
creating person-product 
attachment, easy entry 
point

Knowledge, social 
experience, emotional, 
environmental

One of the reasons for making democratisation possible is the Internet as it has opened up 
new means of communication facilitating collaborations across the globe (Ruschkoff, 2004). 
This has enabled temporary organisations to grow, making them an important and common 
part of local and global social and economic life (Lundin & Söderholm, 1995). By leaning on 
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the two theories; Wenger’s assumption of learning as social experience and Engeström’s elab-
oration of learning in social movements through social production and placing them togeth-
er into a temporary setting prompted new questions on how these kinds of communities could 
be cultivated over a shorter period of time? Moreover, how these kinds of communities could 
be of interest in relation to a larger context of creating engagement and open for participative 
approaches that challenge current relationships within fashion?

One important aspect of exploring these questions is to find ways that can engage partici-
pants from a community into participation, as without participation, information turns alien 
and uninteresting (Wenger, 1998). The first step for any kind of learning to emerge is to invite 
for and create a space that invites participation. With current competition of time in our 
modern society, this invitation has to be appealing so that it may attract a person’s motivation 
to learn more and to change current practices and mindsets.

2.1.3 Workshops: Creating Space to Explore Learning By Making Together
Simon has been one of many academics that have defined how design could be a good devise 
to change existing situations into preferred ones (Simon, 1968). There are today several re-
search initiatives exploring how design can contribute to change to come about and further 
how people may participate, engage in and design contributions to new practices and prod-
ucts. Research on these kinds of participatory approaches has developed an increased focus 
on the importance to enable and provide infrastructures (Björgvinsson et al., 2012) for future 
design activities and social innovations to emerge rather than to create projects that only 
increase the amount of objects being designed. 

Within creative practice, co-design (Liam et al., 2012; Ehn, Nilsson & Topgaard, 2014) is a 
well-established approach and umbrella term for participatory processes of co-creation and 
open design (Cruickshank, 2014; Sanders & Stappers, 2008). It has its roots in participatory 
design that was developed in the 1970s in Scandinavia. Co-design has been defined by Sand-
er & Stappers as “any act of collective creativity, i.e., creativity that is shared by two or more 
people” (2008, p. 6). This concept is here used to define research and practices in any design 
domain that are concerned with collaboration and design, involving open design (Cruick-
shank, 2014), workshop practice (for example Westerlund, 2007; Sanders & Simons, 2009) 
and participatory approaches aiming to turn people into engaged participants in different 
contexts and to observe their reactions through the activities that develop. Further to under-
stand the participants underpinning mindsets, assumptions, practicalities and potential solu-
tions to design challenges (Ehn et al., 2014; Westerlund, 2007; Rylandet et al. 2013; Thomson 
& Koskinen, 2012). 

Cruickshank, Coupe & Hennessy (2016) have further explored how co-design workshops 
can be organised for a large group of people of different ages in a community, and how to 
engage them into coming up with contributions of benefit for the community. From a series 
of case studies of awareness-raising nature they developed a framework of recommendations. 
Their proposed ”scaffoldings for experiencing” (Sanders & Stappers, 2008) aims to support 
designers to reflect on their practice and operations within a co-design project (Cruickshank, 
2014). They have further highlighted flexibility and support as crucial in the development of 
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co-designing approaches so as to allow for change to occur during the whole project’s dura-
tion. In the creative process it was also important to give encouragement for the activities to 
move forward. The designers and facilitators involved in the project occasionally experienced 
discomfort and tension from the open nature of the co-designing activities. The lack of con-
trol was highlighted by one of the designers in their team describing his experience as:

“Oh man, the first few weeks were really tough, I kept jumping in with ideas and 
trying to control conversations the way I would normally do with a client. It took 
me a while to get to grips with the openness of co-design. I still find it difficult 
now to be honest but the results are there to see, there is a lot of good stuff in the 
exhibition.” (Walmlsey in Cruickshank et al.,2016, p. 50)

In this way, co-designing situations tend to be different from mere information gatherings 
or consultation events as they not only facilitate people in generating ideas, but also places 
the facilitator or designer in a new relationship with the design activities and participants. 
There is an underlying request to identify the different interests amongst different stakehold-
ers without forcing results to occur. This may in return enable the participants to participate 
in various ways and stages of the design explorations (Tress & Tress, 2003).
 
Chapman (2013) who has frequently organised open workshops for smaller groups of people 
has explored how people have an inbuilt resistance to exploring uncertain situations. He de-
scribes how fear, relationship and logic are the three main obstacles that inhibit people from 
improvising and developing their creative capabilities (Chapman, 2013). This makes people 
avoid getting into situations that may be uncertain as a means of protection to maintain a 
“sense of identity through the relationships we have and our unconscious addiction to logic 
and deductive reasoning” (Chapman, 2013, p. 1). He has further suggested six collaborative 
conditions that may contribute to defrost people so they ”can learn through experiencing 
ourselves and others in a subtly different way” (Chapman, 2013, p. 1). These conditions in-
clude letting go of perceptions on what is right and wrong ways of doing something (condi-
tion 1), embracing mess (condition 2), allowance to act in obvious ways and letting go of the 
need to be “clever” (condition 3), look positively on failures (condition 4), supports others 
in having a good time or succeed (condition 5) and letting go of words and let actions speak 
before us (condition 6). 

But how does these principles translate in practice? What potential ways are there to encourage 
people to participate into exploring new contributions that can change the way we relate to fash-
ion? What are the circumstances under which people would feel comfortable and safe enough to 
let go of pre-defined concepts of what fashion is or should become, and improvise and use their 
own creative capabilities?

Making Together in Participatory Crafting Workshops
In the field of making fashion and crafting, craft as a tool as well as research method has come 
to play a greater role. The definition of craft used in the context of this research has been craft 
as “An activity involving skill in making things by hand” (Oxford Dictionary, 2016). Efforts 
have been made to explore how a change of roles in the use and making of fashion may 
change the way the fashion community is organised (von Busch, 2009; Hirscher & Niinimäki 
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2013; Gonzáles, 2012). von Busch has used practice-based seminars to explore empower-
ment, innovation, entrepreneurship and people in relation to the role of craft (von Busch, 
2014) and describes that:

“Over the last decade several projects and exhibitions have explored how crafts 
can play a central role for empowerment through social development, innovation 
and entrepreneurship. In order to facilitate this, there is a need to explore how 
craft practices can act as tools for empowerment, both in research and practice.” 
(von Busch, 2014, p. 379)

Even though efficient in the sense that they give first-hand insight into a real life situation, 
participatory approaches can be experienced as rather chaotic, stressful and personally chal-
lenging. Details that many research projects tend to leave out in their writing stage. Several 
of the activities and learning experiences that emerge in these kinds of created research sit-
uations takes the form of change in small details and the flow of tacit knowledge13. This con-
tributes to a situation that makes it difficult to translate the activities into empirical data, and 
to further communicate and analyse them as well as the facilitators or researcher’s personal 
accounts of them. 

Hirscher (2013a; 2013b) has explored how consumers may become more involved in the 
making process through the use of halfway14 products. By using halfway products the first 
step of the making was eased as the participant had already taken a few steps into the process. 
Her research highlights the importance of the participant’s feelings of satisfaction and joy. 
In more recent research she has explored the question of value as she has found that people 
in workshops and DIY activities are motivated by personal values as well as they have an 
interest to share and increase their skills and knowledge with a group of likeminded people 
(Hirscher, Niinimäki & Armstrong, 2017). More research is however needed to explore how 
these kinds of approaches can be outscaled to reach a more varied group of people. Earley & 
Ballie (2014) have explored techniques and processes of redesign on second-hand garments 
by using printing techniques to revive materials and have given a large number of workshops 
worldwide. Although technically simple, the workshops revealed that without aesthetic guid-
ance from the facilitators, the results were often too naive to enable users to feel that they had 
added value and created something wearable (Earley & Ballie, in von Busch et al, 2014). 

Redesign has always been a common way to deal with resourcefulness, by the poor or in times 
of war when for example national campaigns encouraged domestic production and ‘make do 
and mend’ -ethos. It ”is a practice as old as clothing itself ”(Dunlop, 2007, p. 56; Frick, 2005; 
Palmer & Clark, 2005). To extend the lifetime of garments has been selected as a favoured 
approach for this research project as it explores how second-hand garments can substitute 
the role of halfway products and prepared toolkits. It functions as an entry point to “ease” the 
participant into the making process in order to explore underlying mindsets, attitudes and 

13 Wenger has previously described how change often goes unnoticed as “Constant change is so much 
part of day-to-day engagement in practice that it largely goes unnoticed” (Wenger, 1998, p. 94).
14 Hirscher & Fuad-Luke defines a successful halfway product as “one that enables the maker/user to 
gain satisfaction with a design choice by finishing it according to personal preference but does not discourage 
the user with overly difficult processes” (2013, p. 185).
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results that may come out of their redesign process that takes place in an open-ended instal-
lation containing a workshop and an exhibition.

2.2 Point of Departure: Redesign of Second-Hand Garments

To reuse existing materials and extend the lifetime of garments is undoubtedly, from a sus-
tainability perspective, a preferable way to create new fashion as the savings in energy, water 
and chemicals of the re-used products are vast (Allwood, 2006). Reutilisation is still an un-
derused field as nearly all pre-used textiles can be reclaimed for different purposes through 
a variety of practices and markets that are already established (Runnel et al., 2017; Hethorn, 
2015). While a small part of garments are passed on to family members of friends or remain 
unused in wardrobes, a growing commercial branch in The Global North is the retailing of 
selected vintage garments and second-hand fashion. Online platforms such as Ebay have be-
come popular to use to trade goods internationally. Second-hand garments are also curated 
and placed in shops where garments are displayed in a way similar to that of how new fashion 
is presented or as “an ancient museum artefact or an artwork on display, it has to be carefully 
situated and presented to the consumer so as to maximise its symbolic value” (Brooks, 2015, 
p. 186). This as “symbolism is the lifeblood of vintage fashion”, where the customer supports 
a system outside the conventional industry of fashion rather than paying for the actual cost of 
a garment (Brooks, 2015, p. 192). As an extension of reuse, second-hand garments are altered 
through minor or greater changes in style or shape, making them become “the raw material 
of new fashion” (Palmer and Clark, 2005, p. 4). 

2.2.1 Encouraging for Participation: Crafting Change
Craft, art and design are approaches to transform and change the way material looks or be-
haves. Design can further be a place for discussion. In the context of sustainable fashion, 
Niinimäki has described how design can be an opportunity for critique and to come up 
with new comments and questions, opening up new views and mindsets (Niinimäki, 2013). 
Through the change of a design, craft can be used to provoke, suggest and make changes of 
systems and behaviours (Helland, 2014; Björgvinsson, Ehn & Hillgren, 2012). Craft can de-
pending on its context also be regarded as a variety of art but:

“Craft and making are more democratic, culturally speaking, than art, but this 
definition does not preclude art. They are more democratic because many people 
are engaged in them, often without extensive training, allowing “making” acces-
sible to most who have the inclination.” (Garber, 2013, p. 54)

Do-It-Yourself (DIY)15 and Do-It-Together (DIT) are democratic design approaches than 
can be regarded to be the antithesis to passive consumption of mass produced fashion (At-
kinson, 2006). They provide the maker with the opportunity of fulfilling two roles while mak-
ing an object, firstly, to be the designer deciding on the objects functionality and secondly, to 
15 The definition to Do-It-Yourself is wide and includes practices and processes covering the field of art, 
design and craft. It is hard to exactly define where DIY begins and ends as one of the fundamental problems 
with the term is that it is used to describe different kinds of ideas and genres stretching from improvements of 
the home to hobby and handicraft activities (Atkinson, 2006).
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be the maker/builder of the object (Wolf & McQuitty, 2011). Roster and Richins (2009) have 
described how shopping only provides short-term emotional satisfaction whereas DIY/DIT 
is supposed to offer a longer-lasting emotional experience as it offers a creative experience 
as well as an opportunity to learn new skills. These approaches combine different motiva-
tions and creativity under one phenomenon that can be described as a conceptual approach 
that makes solutions for the sake of personal fulfillment and creative aspiration. It may also 
be a solution to satisfy a need when there are no other options. It can be said to be both a 
social and political force to save on materials and money as well as a way to make, express 
and self-publish individual and personal fashions (Atkinson, 2006). Atkinson has further 
described the DIY approach and historical relationship to mass produced goods as a being a:

“democratic design process of self-driven, self-directed amateur design and pro-
duction activity carried out more closely to the end user of the goods created. 
Historically, productive and creative activities of this kind have allowed consum-
ers to engage actively with design and the design process at a number of lev-
els, and to express a more individual aesthetic unbounded by the structures of 
mass-production and passive consumption.” (Atkinson, 2006, p. 1)

While not all “Do-It-Yourselfers” are working with a goal to change anything else than the 
shape of the materials they are currently working on, there are some that are using the ap-
proach to change values and meanings with the system of provision itself. When there are 
more underlying principles than just a ”creative reuse” (Johnson, 2009) the crafting process 
is a response to an ethical or political standpoint with roots in activism (Greer, 2007, 2011; 
Robertson, 2011; Black & Burisch, 2011). The craft is then used with the aspiration to change 
or make a comment on social injustices they can be defined as art, craft, or design activism. 
Fuad-Luke defines design activism as: 

“design thinking, imagination and practice applied knowingly or unknowingly 
to create a counter-narrative aimed at generating and balancing positive social, 
institutional, environmental and/or economic change“ (Fuad-Luke, 2009, p. 27). 

When activism is targeting the fashion community, it can be called fashion activism. It is an 
umbrella term for a diverse series of socially, environmentally and politically driven activities 
with approaches such as; slow design, craftivism16, fashion hacks, open design, co-design, 
modular clothing, DIY/DIT, consumer education, participatory fashion workshops and half-
way products to be included in the term. It is encouraging active, sustainable and democrat-
ic approaches towards the using and making of fashion by “redefining a profession and its 
possibilities to support a sustainable system and democratise knowledge” (von Busch, 2008, 
p. 1). It aims to bring together a balance between fashion’s economic, social and environmen-
tal responsibilities (Hirscher, 2013) and to challenge established roles within the system of 
fashion as through departing from set and planned methods, new approaches may emerge. 
16 Craftivism is one direction of this movement as its participants use crafting as their main tool to 
share political beliefs and criticism to current mainstream systems of trade and world-structure (Greer, 2011; 
Bratich, 2006). It is defined as ”the practice of engaged creativity, especially regarding political or social causes. 
By using their creative energy to help make the world a better place, craftivists help bring about positive 
change via personalised activism. Craftivism allows practitioners to customise their particular skills to address 
particular causes” (Greer, 2007, p. 401).
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Thomas echoes similar observations and describes them in terms of ”finding out is best done 
by a kind of anarchy” (Thomas, 1998, p. 156). Hirscher defines fashion activism as one suita-
ble method “to raise awareness with regards to fundamental problems in the fashion industry 
and activate consumers to support a change” (Hirscher, 2013, p. 36).

Hirscher has through her workshops explored ways that fashion activism can be a tool for 
designers to support consumers in sustainable decisions and behavioural change. One of her 
hypothesis was if the consumer would develop a closer emotional bond to the made product 
the outcome is that the participants will also learn a skill that will make them more prepared 
and informed on how to take care of their product that eventually could be redesigned. Hir-
scher’s study and workshop project represents “an opportunity to set a starting point for ap-
plied fashion activism” (Hischer, 2013, p. 35). Hirscher’s approach excludes the pattern-mak-
ing step in the making of new garments and through instructions the participants transform 
their material into wearable garments, this with the aspiration that a stronger emotional 
bond would develop through the making process. Hirscher’s (2013) crossover between par-
ticipatory design workshops and fashion activism illustrates an example of an action-based 
approach to explore possible ways that DIY/DIT on halfway clothing may change consumer’s 
relationship to fashion. 

2.2.2 An Open-Ended Installation as Platform for Participation of Redesign
To use creative practice as a research method has since the 1990s become increasingly pop-
ular and engaged with academic research within design, art, performance and architecture 
(Nimkulrat, 2009). One reason for  this may be a general recognition of the relationship be-
tween the art, cultural and creative industries and health and prosperity, in particular within 
political agendas17 (Piccini, 2002; Adams, 2000). There are several examples of projects us-
ing installations to attract the public’s attention to sustainability. For example artists creating 
sculptures out of second-hand garments, film screenings, pop up shows and workshops in 
order to physically illustrate the problem of fashion waste (Everything must go, 2012; Redress 
HK, 2013). These events target fashion consumers and aim to alert the visitor to think about 
how they consume and challenge their attitudes towards fashion. Even though these kinds 
of initiatives may alert the consumer about the problems of the industry they seem to fail to 
invite and embrace the diverse set of competencies that exist amongst those who would like 
to be more active and have a closer engagement with alternative ways to view and participate 
in fashion. 

With experience from previous attempts to share information to people through presenta-
tions, wanting them to become more active consumers, I had noticed how other people as 
well as myself had been more enthusiastic if we have had some materials in our hands. It 
could be a garment that someone had made that they described the process of or a photo of 
something they had made at home. The installation format had from then started to take root 
in my mind and I decided to go ahead and see if there was a way of incorporating a workshop 
within my exhibitions or in my presentations. 
17 Gray & Malins (1993; 2005) further discuss the misconception that ”artists and designers are particu-
larly poor at exteriorising their processes, leading the rest of the world to believe that we do not have ‘meth-
odologies’ or are incapable of inventing them.” (Gray & Malins, 1993, p. 10). This might be one reason why 
practice as research or practice-based research has become more popular and increasingly important research 
cultures in the 21st century.
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In the shape of an installation, empirical data from two main intervention studies which 
were conducted as part of this research project, (1) Mexico, 2012 and (2) Mozambique, 2013 
has been used together with data from two more interventions, testing an adapted version 
of the installation structure in a school environment in (3) Singapore, 2015 and (4) Sweden, 
2013-2016. The result is, through the participants’ final artefacts, illustrating how redesigning 
together in these different contexts may emerge when people are encouraged to get together, 
make and learn from each other. I have chosen to mix theory and practice, photography and 
text in a way to make these experiences understood and to open new questions (Edgar, 2004).

2.3 Purpose, Aim & Research Question

The purpose of this study is to learn more about collaborative approaches on a grassroots 
level that could contribute to lessening the growing mountain of waste created from the over-
production of fashion. I have set out to see what would happen when people are put together 
in one space and encouraged to use tools and locally sourced second-hand garments made 
available to them under a given or collaboratively invented goal. With the assumption that 
anyone can be a designer at times, that can contribute with a solution or solutions for a less 
wasteful fashion system, the research question to be answered is in what way can a revalua-
tion of roles contribute to the development of sustainable fashion? 

My aim is to understand and process the creative engagement that took place during the 
intervention studies with the goal to define and propose an open-ended model that could 
be used to engage people into sharing learnings that may contribute towards turning waste 
into resource and information into participation in any given location. Another aim is to in-
vestigate and clarify how installations may be constructed in a way to attract and encourage 
participation. The analysis has been made to increase knowledge on possible obstacles in par-
ticipatory processes. More specifically what are the practicalities of placing an open-ended 
redesign workshop within an installation?

2.4 Who is This Research For? A Personal Account of a Participatory 
Process 

The text is targeting anyone who is interested in participatory approaches and learning, and 
how an open intervention study in the format of an installation can induce creative activity. 
It is aimed for research communities within design and textile management that are interest-
ed in redefining and rethinking roles within the field of participatory fashion and/or social 
production (peer production, social manufacturing). 

The text has been made with practitioners, educators, facilitators, artists, researchers, 
craft-fashion and design activists in mind or anyone who is working on bringing together 
their own creative practice with research. It targets those who aim to find ways to describe, 
analyse and communicate their own encounters of situations that they have experienced as 
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valuable, either as personal accounts of ways of working together or as practical examples 
of theoretical knowledge. It may therefore be valuable on a methodological level for, for ex-
ample practitioners preparing for interventions in new cultures or researchers in the field of 
sustainable fashion. 

Redesigning Together can be entered from following three angles, (1) as a methodological 
contribution to a personal account of a participatory action research project and intervention 
study; (2) as a potential architecture/design to facilitate for participation and possible learn-
ing/relearning of practices and (3) as an example of a cultivated temporary community of 
practice in action, leaning on Wenger’s definition of community of practice with focus on the 
negotiation of meaning and the duality of participation and reification. The analysis of data 
includes my investigation into the participant’s processes and resulting artefacts, and focuses 
on examining possible obstacles within this kind of participatory approach. 

2.4.1 Turning to Practice for New Contributions
Within research and the construction of contemporary social theory “a turn to practice” has 
become an essential way to come up with new solutions to issues like sustainability (Schatzki 
et al., 2011; Strengers, 2015). Schatzki et al. (2011) suggest that social intervention is a way 
to understand and potentially intervene in social life to change and explore how people and 
culture adapt sustainability into their lives.

“Social change is messy. Small changes always occur, large changes embrace and 
arise from myriad smaller ones, and the difference that any change makes to the 
world is open until the world responds.” (Schatzki et al., 2011, p. 25)

One approach inviting social intervention and exploring ways to change social practices is 
through action research. With previous experience as a practitioner of redesign, I chose ac-
tion research to be one suitable approach to explore how people reacted to the proposed 
concept of redesigning together. The concept fell into the two premises of reutilisation and 
democratisation within the third premise of an installation. 

Several emerging approaches identified within this field that do not follow the fast and in-
dustrialised template of producing fashion, have been collected and compared in table 2 on 
the next page. They have been categorised according to in what way they aim to extend the 
lifetime of garments. Except from these examples there is also a large body of research on sus-
tainable fashion, most of the times focusing on fashion design processes (for example Black, 
2012; Hethorn & Ulasewicz, 2008; McQuillan & Rissanen, 2011; Laitala et al., 2015) or con-
sumer behaviours relating to consumption, use and disposal, mainly focusing on the Global 
North (for example Gregson & Beale, 2004; Gregson & Crewe, 2003; Woodward, 2015; Grim-
stad Klepp & al. 2010; Lundblad & Davies, 2016).
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Table 2. Overview of Previous Research on Extended Lifetime of Garments 

REUSE RECYCLE REDESIGN CRAFT VALUE 
RELATIONSHIP

Hethorn (2015); 
Ninimäki et al. 
(2015); Sinha et 
al. (2016); Parsons 
(2005); Rissanen 
(2015)

Norris (2010; 2012; 
2015); Goldsworthy 
(2014); Sinha, 2013

Hethorn (2015); 
Brown, Janigo et 
al. (2015); Earley & 
Ballie (2013)

Black (2012); von 
Busch (2009); 
Harrison (2015); 
Vuletich (2014)

Fletcher (2012); 
Siegle (2011); Ballie 
(2012); Hirscher 
et al. (2017); 
Niinimäki, (2010; 
2013)

Note: This is an overview that is not complete as it only exemplifies some of the relevant research related to this 
literature review. The above projects are exploring approaches from the perspective of a consumer, producer, 
designer and/or collaborative perspective. Please note that some of the research projects are crossing over be-
tween the approaches. 

Whereas there is much research on how the lifetime of garments may be extended (Wrap, 
2012; Laitala et al., 2015) there are few accounts of the participatory process of redesign with 
the aim to extend the lifetime of goods. To give personal accounts of the research process in 
this field is underrepresented even though there are some inspiring examples (von Busch, 
2009; Whitcomb, 2016). Whitcomb in particular has described the need of including person-
al accounts as well as evaluation and revaluating ethics in the participatory design process. 

2.5 The Structure of this Thesis

This thesis began with the prologue describing some of the encounters that influenced this 
project to go from a creative practice into an academic research project. It was followed by a 
contextual background of the local and global domain of second-hand garments to brief the 
reader of the potential material bank available. Chapter two gave an overview of the contents 
to come that have been selected to be of value for the understanding of the interventions that 
were made. As seen in figure 2 on the next page, the theoretical framework is to be found 
in chapter three where an investigation into the field of redesign in action is done through a 
literature review on concepts of meaning, practice and identity behind fashion and sustain-
ability in relation to the community. This review includes information on current practices 
and research on waste, activity theory and community of practice. The chapter ends with an 
examination of emerging approaches and research towards sustainability in fashion with a 
focus on purposefully designed and facilitated communities of fashion that are using princi-
ples of reutilisation and social production. 

In the fourth chapter, the design of the research project is explained through a presentation 
of the overall methods used in the intervention study. Except from the fact that the project 
was built on data that was collected during short periods of time, the rigour of this study with 
further comments on reliability and validity are shared in chapter six where I reflect more 
about my personal engagement in the process of provoking, collecting and analysing the 
research data. 
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The data and empirical materials from each installation are presented in chapter five. This 
information includes what occurred during the intervention study and within the pre-de-
cided time and space. The concepts of social production and activity theory are then used as 
support to categorise and analyse the activities that were mediated by people and artefacts in 
the four interventions. 

Chapter six makes interpretations based on the materials presented and in relation to the 
initial premises whereupon chapter seven discusses possible learnings from this project and 
its practicalities and insights. The thesis is then concluded with a summary and suggestion of 
entry points for further research in chapter eight (full overview of the chapters in figure 2). A 
full overview of all chapters can be seen on the next page (figure 2). 

More visual materials are also available that give another outlook for the experiences related 
to the methods, design and contents of the interventions. Appendix 1-2 shows the two book-
lets; The Life of a Dress- an introduction (Ericsson, 2014) and The Life of a Dress-Mozambique 
(Ericsson, 2014). They can also be accessed as hard copies as well as seen on the project’s 
website. Three short films were produced during the writing of the thesis; The Life of Dress in 
Mexico (Vianna, 2012), The Life of a Dress in Mozambique (Vianna, 2014) and Global Threads 
(Sauvage, 2013). They are all available in appendix 3 or possible to see in full on the projects 
website www.thelifeofadress.com. Animations used in the exhibition, an example of instruc-
tions handed out to the students in Sweden, 2016 and more information on the Mozambican 
fashion brand Mima-te can be seen in appendix 4-7.



Figure 2. Overall structure of this thesis, chapter 1-8.
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“All men are designers. All that we do, almost all the time, is design, 
for design is basic to all human activity. The planning and patterning 
of any act towards a desired, foreseeable end constitutes the design 
process. Any attempt to separate design, to make it a thing-by-itself, 
works counter to the fact that design is the primary underlying ma-
trix of life. Design is composing an epic poem, executing a mural, 
painting a masterpiece, writing a concerto. But design is also cleaning 
and reorganizing a desk drawer, pulling an impacted tooth, baking an 
apple, choosing sides for a back-lot baseball game, and educating a 
child.” (Papanek, 1972, p. 3)
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Already in the 1970s Papanek explored ways that could activate consumers into a more dy-
namic entity of the making and using of goods. He saw design as a tool to use to further 
improve situations that could become safer and more environmentally and socially sound 
(Papanek, 1972). Building on the democratic foundation and approach that Buckminster 
Fuller18 had initiated in the mid 20th century, Papanek criticises contemporary design culture 
in his book, Design for the Real World (Papanek, 1972). Papanek shared social and ecological 
responsible ideas through regarding design as a tool to improve products and community 
rather than as an excuse to produce useless and unsafe products. Papanek regarded all people 
as designers of sorts as he described design as a basic human activity.

Even though it is a dream for many people to become professional designers it is not many 
that succeed in their quest to fulfil this aspiration. Students of fashion schools set up their own 
independent labels but many are soon transferring their activities from being self-employed 
into being employed by design departments of larger retailers or working within complete-
ly different fields (Aspers, 2010). Money struggles and a difficulty to move into large-scale 
production, as well as an unstable working environment, are often reasons for independent 
designers to lay down their aspirations to use fashion as their vehicle to communicate style, 
design and ideas and/or at the same time make a living. This kind of unstable and insecure 
working landscape is however common within the creative industries as a whole affecting for 
example graphic designers, photograhers and musicians (Aspers 2010).

In the past years there have been a change in how funds can be raised as democratic approach-
es have been facilitated and people, professional as well as non professional (in remote and 
central locations) have been able to raise awareness and communicate ideas through what 
were new Internet platforms. The design process have thus become more popular and the 
democratisation of it has brought new means of production through crowd-sourced bazaars 
or open source examples such as for example Instructables that are empowering the Maker 
Movement (Owens, 2013; Dougherty, 2012). These kinds of democratic systems have started 
to influence professional design domains altering the way design is made and distributed. 

“Design democratization has flowed into culture and market and has also begun 
to seep into the professional design domains. To see how this emergent cultural 
phenomenon is altering the landscape and practice of design, consider four pow-
erful shifts animating trend- roles, legitimacy, creation and control- and their 
collective impacts.“ (Owens, 2013, p. 1)

Legitimacy in this context means that all participants should have equal voice and focus is 
on bottom-up expertise rather than top-down (ibid). In recent literature the similar mindset 
concerning people’s ability to create and engage in design activities has been highlighted by 
18 Key figure in the democratisation of design was Buckminster Fuller who was an early environmental 
activist, prominent theorist, inventor and designer who was active in the mid 20th century. His ephemeral 
framework inspired a stream of movements worldwide in different fields, from architecture to computer sys-
tems in which his followers continue to develop and build on his frameworks for global sustainability.
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for example Manzini who writes about design’s new relationship to the culture of a sustaina-
ble society (Manzini, 2015). He describes how transformation of mindsets and sustainability 
can be reached, as people become better designers. Manzini differentiates between expert 
design capacity (trained experts that are specifically qualified and have acquired a special set 
of tools for designing) and amateur design capacity, so called diffuse design capacity (ibid). 
Diffuse design has become more common as it has been taken forward by people that have 
started to use their natural capacity for design in new ways. Cultural activist and grassroots 
organisations can for example often include diffuse designers who aim to solve problems 
through local action. Cultural activists are here defined as people interested in cultural ac-
tivities from a professional as well as a non-professional aspect. They further set up events 
and projects to promote and share ideas through for example exhibitions and presentations 
(cinema, street art, reading groups, music and radio). 

“Cultural activists, grassroots organizations, and design activists are converging 
toward a range of initiatives whose purpose is not to offer immediate solutions 
to problems, but to spark interest in these areas and show, often paradoxically or 
provocatively, that there are different ways of seeing and resolving them.” (ibid, 
p. 46)

Expert designers have at the same time more frequently become place makers for local com-
munities to engage, as they have shifted the tradition from designing artefacts into designing 
dynamic solutions where product, service and communication are shared as a whole (ibid). 

“Internet and by digital media have made solutions feasible that are more effec-
tive, open, and flexible, which makes them accessible to more and wider sectors 
of society. The result is that these grassroots organizations (which, as we have 
said, have always been minorities and often used to be ideologically based) are 
becoming more open and flexible, consisting of differently motivated people: 
they are evolving into collaborative organizations. Larger groups of people are 
thus being asked to cultivate their design capacity, and becoming more compe-
tent in doing it. That is, they are adopting a design mode that can be defined as 
diffuse and competent design.” (ibid, p. 41)

This transformation has taken new shapes and Manzini highlights distributed fabrication 
as one interesting phenomena that challenges globalised production patterns as it through 
social networks and small, effective machinery manages to experiment with how production 
could be made differently (ibid). 

“Although these trends are still in their initial phase, we can foresee that they will 
grow stronger; that the whole production system will move towards design and 
production processes shaped by the principle of “making things as near as possi-
ble to where they will be used”. (Manzini, 2015, p. 19)

Manzini further suggests that this movement is fed by a combination of high-tech fabrication 
and traditional craftsmanship and has the potential to bring jobs and activities to new plac-
es where they might be needed. He also describes how design mode determines the way a 
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person can imagine something not yet there. Design mode is thus determining the following 
activities and is the combination of the three human gifts of:

•	 critical sense (the ability to look at the state of things and recognise what 
cannot, or should not be, acceptable), 

•	 creativity (the ability to imagine something that does not yet exist)
•	 practical sense (the ability to recognise feasible ways of getting things to hap-

pen)(ibid)

There are several ways in which democratic design and or redesign may be encouraged. In 
the field of fashion there are for example initiatives emerging that are taking design into their 
own hands as Do-It-Yourself/Do-It-Together are becoming more popular. These approaches 
have a long history that relates back to periods of time of strong changes in society and be-
havioural changes in the way goods were made and consumed. During wartime there would 
be long periods of time with lack of money and labour shortages, contributing to a wider 
encouragement of “mend, do and make”. The war thus played an important role in providing 
women as well as men with “technical skills, confidence, and a predisposition towards using 
their resourcefulness to realise their dreams of domestic living” (Goldstein, 1998 in Atkin-
son, 2006, p. 4). 

Open design (Katz, 2011; Richardson, 2016), co-design (Cruickshank et al, 2016; Sander & 
Stappers, 2008) and other participatory approaches (Hirscher & Niinimäki, 2013; Björgvins-
son et al., 2012; Simonsen & Robertson, 2012) that are using craft and design methods, have 
since then become popular anew, as they are challenging the boundaries and relationship 
between the designer, consumer and producer. This happens in an era where the majority 
of consumers have the most choices in how to consume then at any other point of time in 
history.  

Through the democratisation of the Internet, new possibilities to communicate have opened 
up and lead the way for new crafting movements to develop as individuals freely share their 
skills, time and knowledge. This has enabled temporary organisations to grow, making them 
an important and common part of local and global social and economic life (Lundin & Sö-
derholm, 1995). Information is shared and networks are built in a manner similar to (and 
even referring to) the open source principles of computer systems19. When web based com-
munities started to develop, people also started to improve each others solutions to technical 
problems of coding of new software that were being developed together (Fuad-Luke, 2009; 
van Abel et.al, 2011). These principles of reconstruction and reconfiguration of a comput-
er-system is more commonly known as hacking. Much attention that is directed towards 
hacking is unfortunately of a negative kind as it is depicting hacking as an unauthorised 
activity intruding into computer systems and networks (Merriam Webster, 2017). Hacking 
in the context of open source is however regarded as a playful activity built up on the skill of 
opening a system, reclaiming and changing a system by entering it and redirecting it towards 
a more desirable goal (von Busch, 2009), this with tools that are freely shared. Social move-

19 Open design does conventionally not include any monetary exchange and the end results are in 
general protected through creative common licenses that are offering the user to use and amend the result but 
with further referencing to the original source and maker.  
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ments like these that are challenging current structures and configurations between consum-
er, producer and designer are often regarded as powerful in the way that they contribute to 
transformative agency and change. In order to learn about how societal change can come 
about, the structure and motivation behind these movements emergence are interesting to 
study as they also deal with human learning in general (Engeström, 2014). 

Going back to the initial research question of in what way a revaluation of roles and mate-
rials can contribute to the development of sustainable fashion, this chapter is divided into 
three sections. The first section is exploring redesign through crafts. The second section is 
exploring how the two theories; Wenger’s assumption of learning as social experience and 
Engeström’s elaboration of learning in social movements through social production could be 
useful for the analysis and communication of the organised intervention studies. The third 
section is further exploring theories of how a temporary community of practice for social 
production could be cultivated. 

3.1 Redesign in Action: Meaning, Practice, Community and 
Identity

Redesign contains techniques of craft. Craft has since the entrance of the industrial revolution 
been a mean of communication to act on unwelcomed changes that were believed to make 
society into a worse place for the masses. From the arts and craft movement with William 
Morris20 in its centre to the Luddites21, action against industrialised practices and the social 
problems them bring have been engaging and intense (Jones, 2012; Peel, 1968). Later on it 
was also fashionable in western cultures to connect with foreign cultures with the prospect to 
be inspired by, for example the oriental and/or to “re-connect with the spiritual dimension of 
work, particularly its basis in the natural world” (Murray, 2010, p. 2). The conventional craft-
er would be inspired by foreign cultures but the making would still be done by the crafter/
designer’s own hands as the making would be an important part in the development of the 
crafted object. It was also the general belief that it was through the act and process of making 
that creative development of the craft form itself took place (Leach, 1975). 

Crafts have an inherited characteristic that elicits emotions through the maker’s engagement 
with the material. To craft or recraft materials has historically been a way to reweave meaning 
into commodities through knitting, embroidery, and sewing or quilting, may it be for a need, 
value or message, but certainly to extend the lifespan of garments (Bratich & Brush, 2011). 
Dissanayake (1992) has explored how giving values to materials is a concept that connects 
to a fundamental human need that she describes as ”making special”22. Dissanayake further 

20 English designer that saw no distinction between form and function, regarding art as a means to 
meet the needs of society (Ormiston & Wells, 2010).
21 The Luddities wanted to destroy ”all the obnoxious machinery, but they had also other purposes in 
view, such as the coercion, and, if necessary, the destruction of such masters as made themselves obnoxious to 
the society, either by persisting in introducing the machiery into their works or by encouraging and support-
ing those who did” (Peel, 1968, p. 9).
22 Dissanayake further defines “making special” as the “Tendencies to recognize an extra-ordinary as 
opposed to an ordinary dimension to experience; to act deliberately in response to uncertainty rather than fol-
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describes art as part of our everyday instead of being something purely ornamental or luxury 
as people are homo aestheticus with a human urge to create and make. 

In the field of textiles, craft is not only to say that something has been made by hand as it 
is also saying something about the process and the manipulation of the material by hand, 
making the craft itself as something Nimkulrat describes as ”a means for logically thinking 
through senses” (Nimkulrat, 2010, p. 75). To craft objects by hand has also been identified 
as a way of thinking intellectually (Sennett, 2008, p. 149-153) while Adamson defined this 
notion of craft as “a way of thinking through practices of all kinds” (Adamson, 2007, p. 7). 

The practice of redesign is closely aligned to the mechanisms of craft. Redesign may also 
further increase awareness of materials. Tischleder et al. use the repair process as an example 
that may contribute to better knowledge of the construction of garments:

“… remaking, fixing, and finding uses for things that today we would consid-
er trash entailed a consciousness about materials and objects that derives from 
the processes of handwork. Repair ideas come more easily to people who make 
things. If you know how to knit or do carpentry, you understand how to mend a 
torn sweater or repair a broken chair. You can appraise the materials and evaluate 
the labour of the original maker; you can recognize the principles of the object’s 
construction; you can comprehend the significance of the tear or the wobble and 
how it might be mended; you know how to use needles or hammers; you can 
incorporate scraps from your own previous projects or consign objects beyond 
repair to your scrap collections, like the bricoleures described by anthropologist 
Claude Lévi-Strauss.” (Tischleder et al, 2015, p. 45)

The act of redesign and to “recraft” something lends itself to sustainability when a pre-owned 
garment gets a new shape and a new owner instead of a new garment being produced and 
new raw material extracted (Carlsson, 2014). There are a wide range of environmental, fi-
nancial and employment benefits related to the reuse and redesign of garments, for example 
avoidance of CO2-emissions, water usage and material use (Wrap, 2012). It may also contrib-
ute with delays in the final disposal and landfill of materials (Birtwistle and Moore, 2007).

The act of redesigning something can be recognised as what Tischleder et al. (2015) describes 
as a “creative revitalization” that further “reflects the emotional investment in the outmoded“ 
(p. 10). With motivation to work with fashion in a sustainable way or out of necessity, people 
are thus choosing to reutilise second-hand garments. Within certain fashion communities to 
work with second-hand garments is welcomed as a unique approach to breath life into old 
materials as well as it is being approached as a financially lucrative and rather easy way to 
earn some money (Ericsson, field study, 2010-2016). Within other fashion communities it is 
received with scepticism as the creation is building on someone else’s design and is regarded 
as limiting the creative expression (field study, 2012-2014; Roux, 2004; SVT, 2016). 

low instinctive programs of fight, flight, or freeze in place; to make important things (such as tools, weapons, 
and transitions) special by transforming them from ordinary to extra-ordinary, often in ritual ceremonies; and 
to have a capacity to experience a transformative or self-transcendent emotional state” (Dissanayake, 1992, p. 
71).
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To use second-hand garments is an ambiguous process as it depends on the inflow of indus-
trialised made fashion:

“Second-hand style owes its existence to those features of consumerism, which 
are characteristic of contemporary society. It depends, for example, on the crea-
tion of a surplus of goods whose use-value is not expended when their first owner 
no longer want them. They are then revived, even in their senility, and enter into 
another cycle of consumption.” (McRobbie, 1989, p. 134)

The fact that each garment becomes unique also means that the format cannot be scaled up 
and used in the current mainstream business models (which is built upon mass-produced 
goods). 

3.2 Craft to Encourage Participation

There has been a resurgence of the crafts and making as an approach in rethinking communi-
ty, space and labour (Bratich, 2010; Bratich & Brush, 2007). These initiatives have once again 
dug out approaches to use craft and making skills to further use them as well as to share them 
with one another (Black & Burisch, 2010; Robertson, 2011; Spencer, 2005). They are slow by 
nature as they work with one-of-a-kind garments that through craft and redesign methods 
make changes to materials that have either become unfashionable or are unwanted within 
the system (for example redesign of second-hand garments) or on materials that have never 
entered the system at all (for example tailoring of new garments from new fabric). 

For some participants of this approach and the community it makes up, the activity takes 
place as an act against global and local inequalities, whereas for others, it is a pleasurable 
and enjoyable activity to be creative. Returning to Hirscher’s experiments with the workshop 
based on half-made products, the participants were showing signs of great appreciation, sat-
isfaction and joy in the process that they experienced (Hirscher, 2013, p. 34). The participants 
were seemingly “proud” of what they had achieved (Hirscher & Fuad-Luke, 2013, p. 186). 
Some of their findings implicates that through participating in the design process, the makers 
were offered an opportunity to emotionally bond to the product. Similar descriptions have 
been made in other research projects undertaken by Fletcher (2015) and Earley and Ballie 
(2014) as pleasure and a feeling of empowerment are highlighted as positive outcomes from 
crafting activities. These kinds of study highlight that the participants state that they have 
changed their attitude towards the making of garments and would like to learn more about 
them, but little is known about how their overall consumption is reduced. 

At the same time, the involved designers in Hirscher’s project highlighted how it was satis-
factory for them to guide the participants in the process of working together. For this kind 
of work, good design as well as listening skills, were required as the making process went 
through different stages. One of the involved designers in the project described this as: 
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“Before the workshop you have to design simple products which can be sewn by 
total beginners in a few hours, but are still effective, appealing and interesting. 
That is the design part, which importantly affects the result of the workshop as it 
gives the framework and enables the success. 

During the workshop, your role changes from being a designer to being an ad-
viser. You suggest the best possible way on making the customer’s idea come 
true, based on your designer’s and maker’s experiences. I think it is important to 
listen to the consumer and encourage feeling of success. That is: they themselves 
designed and produced the product, you have only guided them on their way. 

After the workshop it seems like it doesn’t matter who spends hours on brain-
storming and designing the concept of the product and the basic shape; it is the 
customers’ experience which matters. It is a contradicting observation, as on the 
one hand, the customers may value the designer’s work more by understanding 
the process.” (Avsec in Hirscher, Fuad-Luke & Moebus, 2015)

Hirscher and Fuad-Luke claim that more research, reaching a broader audience is needed, 
not only over a longer time but also to explore how this approach can be used on a larger scale 
(Hirscher & Fuad-Luke, 2013). 

Different from previous times when the craft movement has gained ground is that we now 
live in a time of emerging communication systems enabling information and practices of 
crafting to be spread for a wider audience than before. The Internet is not only changing the 
way that fashion develops its image through social media (Hope, 2016) but it is also creating 
global crafting and networking communities. The crafting becomes part of ”a social move-
ment and a form of direct action, whose current work is prefiguring a world to come” (Brat-
ich & Brush, 2007, p.22), where the designer/craftivist/artist becomes the link between the 
people and the world (Garber, 2013). Bratich has described how craft activists are men and 
women and whose action and art create and activate space through participatory democracy 
for social change (Bratich, 2010). 

Garber has described how craft activists engage with everyday materials to create dialogue 
as they:

“...work outside the mainstream of consumer society, in grass-roots efforts, to 
create social change that positions individuals and groups of people as reflective 
contributors who occupy a participatory democracy.” (Garber, 2013, p. 53)

This is done through using available resources whereupon the process or the product is even-
tually shared with the global community, creating a culture of its own. There is an underlying 
aim for network building but without the focus on making money. Instead, the focus is on 
seeing what happens if their craft is released or simply what happens when they all get in the 
same ”room” whether that be a virtual one or not (Cupid in Spencer, 2005, p. 11).
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3.3 Social Production as a Way of Learning and Making

One interesting concept relating to social learning theory is social production. It derives from 
Engeström’s theory on expansive learning (1987) and the third generation of socio-cultural 
activity theory. Expansive learning is a social learning model of human activity aiming to 
function as a: 

“coherent theoretical [instrument] for grasping and bringing about processes 
where circumstances are changed by men and the educator himself is educated”
(Engeström, 1987, p. 8). 

It was developed with basis in Engeström’s viewing point that learning is something that 
never can be stable, defined or understood prior to when it takes place. In order to reach 
important transformations new activities have to be organised, letting learning emerge when 
activities are being created as ”standard learning theories have little to offer if one wants to 
understand these processes” (Engeström, 2001, pp. 137-138). He further describes his point 
of view as an ”enlightenment view of learning”.

“Give people facts, open their minds, and eventually they will realize what the 
world should become…I would call this an enlightenment view of learning.” 
(Engeström, 2000, p. 530)

Instead of looking at learning and development as a vertical processes, Engeström suggests 
a horizontal perspective (Engeström, 2000) by promoting his own idea of ”knotworking”. 
Knotworking describes how ”collaboration between the partners is of vital importance yet 
takes shape without rigid predetermined rules or a fixed central authority” (Engeström, 2007, 
p. 44). This is one main difference to the communities of practice model that has a clear cen-
tre with proficient, expert and novice participants. Engeström describes the importance of 
this kind of knotworking perspective as:

“In some collective work activities, the emerging historically possible breaking 
away entails moving into the construction of runaway objects, knotworking and 
mycorrhizae- like organizing. In other words, at present it is particularly exciting 
to study attempts to break away from traditional hierarchical and market forms 
of work organization into emerging forms of knotworking in mycorrhizae-like 
activities.” (Engeström, 2006, p. 31)

Expansive learning theory is further concerned with collective transformation as it tends to 
emerge from when some individuals are questioning a current norm or system to soon devi-
ate from it into a collaborative envisioning (Engeström, 2000, p. 526).

Engeström (1999) uses the terms of “social production” and “peer production” for the phe-
nomena that can be used to increase the understanding about human activities related to 
learning, sharing, motivation, conflicts and contradictions within an organisation, a compa-
ny, an institution or an event. He has described the structure of social production through 
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movements of for example skateboarding and bird watching, as these are two fields that com-
bine leisure, sport, art and work. They are available commercially but develop mostly through 
certain communities’ passion and genuine interest rather than commercial motives. Social 
production is structured as a system built up in knotworks23 of participatory culture that 
further has blurred roles and boundaries. By relating to the open source24 development of the 
software industry, Benkler describes this phenomenon as:

“A new model of production has taken root; one that should not be there, at least 
according to our most widely held beliefs about economic behaviour. It should 
not, the intuitions of the late-twentieth-century American would say, be the case 
that thousands of volunteers will come together to collaborate on a complex 
economic project. It certainly should not be the case that these volunteers will 
beat the largest and best-financed business enterprises in the world at their own 
game. And yet, this is precisely what is happening in the software world.” (Ben-
kler, 2006, p. 59)

Background: The Origin and Development of Activity Theory
Activity theory is an umbrella term for a theoretical framework used to structure and un-
derstand activities (what people do) in complex social relationships and networks. It is a 
descriptive framework based on work and activity that includes several actors such as teams, 
organisations, etc. It includes the subjects (person, motivations) culture and history as well as 
the role of artefacts (signs and tools), objectives (or objects), rules, community and division 
of labour. Within this context the concept of objective can be a valuable analytical tool as it 
can be used to explain why some people are chosing to engage in activity. 

“The object of activity can be considered the “ultimate reason” behind various 
behaviors of individuals, groups, or organizations. In other words, the object of 
activity can be defined as “the sense-maker” which gives meaning to and deter-
mines values of various entities and phenomena. Identifying the object of ac-
tivity and its development over time can serve as a basis for reaching a deeper 
and more structured understanding of otherwise fragmented pieces of evidence.” 
(Kaptelinin, 2005, p. 5)

Activity theory has especially been applied to explain roles and division of power and rules in 
organisational studies on learning and management as the different interactions within the 
system affects the identity of the organisation. Activities of complex human interactions are 
studied as mediating links, that may contribute with new ways of seeing and connecting the 
individual subject and the social reality. Activity theory provides a useful method to under-
stand, find patterns and to analyse and describe phenomenon. Activities within the system 
are purposeful interactions and directed between a subject and the objective. 
23 Engeström finds the rhizomatic approach too limited as it only leaves a few leaves to stick up as result 
from the horizontal roots. Instead he prefers to use the concept of mycorrhizae. The mycorrhizae perspective 
adds another aspect to the horizontal division of labour as it also highlights the symbiotic relationship that is 
active and on-going in the proposed social production systems.
24 The term open source is one approach that is based on initiatives that are collaborating as all that is 
made according to this principle is openly shared as the ”product’s source material” is transparently provided 
by the maker (van Abel et.al, 2011).
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Tools are further used to mediate and express mental processes that are constructed in arte-
facts. It is an internal as well as external process involved when tools are used and interaction 
takes place and this creates transformation/development.

Russian psychologist, Lev Vygotsky established activity theory in the 1920s as he proposed 
the first generation and model of activity theory system. It was developed from cognitive 
psychology and Marxist philosophies and is based on the premise that the intellect develops 
through social interactions and meaning making activities (McLeod, 2014). The model de-
scribes the relationship between a subject, a mediating tool and the outcome of the subject’s 
way of acting and behaving as result of this mediation. The model offers a practice/praxis 
perspective of human activity as it starts out in the analysis of a subjects performing action. 
This action is further mediated by artefacts (culturally charged) that lead to activity towards 
a shared objective. Vygotsky believed that social interaction and culture had a great affect on 
learning for an individual’s behaviour (McLeod, 2014). 

Learning, agency and collective creativity are closely intertwined. Vygotsky (2004) described 
how every form of creativity is based on creative imagination. He highlighted the importance 
of cultivating creativity and combining it in a group so that a large body of creative work 
could be achieved as all parts contribute to its formation. 

“Creativity is present whenever a person imagines and creates something new, 
no matter how small a drop in the bucket this new thing appears. Collective cre-
ativity combines all these drops of individual creativity that are insignificant in 
themselves. This is why an enormous percentage of what has been created by 
humanity is a product of the anonymous collective creative work of unknown 
inventors.” (Vygotsky, 2004, pp. 10-11)

He further described the importance of encouraging creativity in the school environment as 
education’s main mission is to awaken what already exists within a person and to encourage 
and develop it. Creative activities are thus crucial in the development of new ideas and to find 
contributions for the future:

“The entire future of humanity will be attained through creativity. Because the 
main objective of school is to prepare them for the future, the development and 
practice of creativity should be one of the main goals of education.” (Vygotsky, 
2004, p. 51)

Russian psychologist Aleksei Leontiev developed activity theory further and is credited as 
having made solid insights concerning the way that activity was being a key function that 
could transform objectivity to subjectivity (Kaptelinin et al., 2006; Engeström, 1999b). He 
added social and societal aspects to the proposed activity system and “most notably the idea 
of structural similarity between internal and external processes” (Kaptelinin, 2015). Both 
models above were based primarily on research on how children in the communist commu-
nity of Russia at that time, played and learned. 
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Engeström expanded the model and a third generation of the activity theory model was pro-
posed. This development included a wider view and understanding on what activities may be 
affecting the subject’s behaviours and outcomes in a communal context (Engeström, 2000). 
Engeström added that there were always at least two activity systems interacting. Further to 
this the way that actions are performed depends upon the division of labour that is decided 
according to the norms and values that people have brought with them from previous expe-
riences and cultural systems. This highlights the importance of understanding the cultural 
historical background to the actions when analysing activities as an activity system based on 
Engeström’s approach.

Four influences; mediating artefacts, rules, community and division of labour, were defined 
as having an impact on the outcome of the activity (figure 3). A key characteristic of Enge-
ström’s version of Activity Theory is the importance of how we as people and social beings 
are interacting with and through each other and the surroundings. Guiding the activity is the 
way that for instance rules, artefacts and division of labour are organised within the system. 
These different entities are changing place and importance as they are transformed through-
out the activity. The activity is further affected by the way that the participants bring with 
them different sets of historical and cultural backgrounds from other parallel activity sys-
tems that they are part of (ibid). These cultural backgrounds can for example include values 
and norms that affect the way interaction takes place and power relationships develop as a 
large number of perspectives are joined together through activity within an activity system. 
Through taking help by the framework’s method of mapping and examining entities in rela-
tion to each other, it is possible to see how activities may develop or stagnate. Each individual 
that is part of the activity system makes up an activity system of their own that relates to their 
cultural context and history, affecting the way the systems function (ibid). 

Figure 3. The structure of human activity system. Adapted figure based on Engeström’s 2nd generation activity 
theory model (Engeström, 1987, p. 78).

In the third generation model of activity theory one assumes that all human activity takes 
place through an infinite number of interactions. These interactions take place within and 
in-between networks of activity systems that all share a common goal (here defined as ob-
jective). When people are active together they perform actions that may support or hinder 
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experience to be gained. This in return is shaping they way we develop our consciousness 
towards ourselves, and our surroundings (Engeström, 1987). Within each social setting in 
which activities takes place, an activity system can be identified, defined and characterised by 
sense making and different interpretations. One central theme in activity theory is that val-
ues and meanings are continuously redefined and transformed (Kaptelinin and Nardi, 2006). 
Engeström summarises activity theory through five main principles (Engeström, 1999; Ar-
tefact, 2015):

1. The prime unit of analysis is the “collective, artefact-mediated and object-ori-
ented activity system, seen in its network relations to other activity systems”. 
Activity systems may reproduce themselves through their actions. 

2. Multivoiced as an activity system is a community with several points of view, 
interests and traditions. It can be both a source of innovation and problems 
depending on the actions within and between the systems. 

3. Historicity, an activity system transforms and takes different shapes over 
time. Problems and potentials can be understood against their history. 

4. Contradictions (structural tensions) are central in their role as being the 
source of development and change. Activities are open systems. 

5. The possibility of expansive transformation. Individuals question and deviate 
from established norms. This can escalate into collaborative envisioning that 
results in collective changed efforts. 

Engeström proposed that the joint activity between different activity systems is what con-
tributes to social change and transformation. The structure of the social world is included in 
the analysis where instability and contradictions are the “motive force of change and devel-
opment” (Engeström, 1999a, p. 9). Part of what is driving evolution forward is the reorgan-
isation and transitions that are taking place within and between activity systems (Cole and 
Engeström, 1994). This third generation was developed with the intention to understand 
multiple perspectives, dialogues and networks of activity systems that interact. 

Engeström has also suggested that there is a need for a “fourth generation” of activity theory, 
something that is being researched today. He is doing so as he thinks that contemporary ac-
tivity theory is underdeveloped and a new version could help to fill in the gaps and to explain 
new forms of activity that have emerged as new web-based social and participatory practices 
have developed. A fourth generation activity system includes more multiple perspectives for 
the objective, where collaborations can be of more temporary forms as organisations have 
moved into more network-like structures (Sannino, Daniels & Gutiérrez, 2009). 

Engeström divides different ways of production into three categories; craft, mass production 
and social production (table 3). What differs between these three groups is the nature of the 
objective and how they coordinate themselves. With “craft” Engeström refers to the move-
ment that someone makes from periphery to the centre as the person learns by doing. This 
reference is similar to Lave and Wenger’s notion of Legitimate Peripheral Participation (LPP) 
that describes how novice participants become proficient participants in a community of 
practice through initially participating in simple and low-risk tasks that are yet useful for the 
goals of the community (1991). 
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Table 3: Framework for conceptualising social production. With social production Engeström highlights the 
aspect of multi-dimensional engagements in contrast to mass produced objects that have been made in linear 
ways. Engeström’s division takes different expressions in real life and in the context of social production, co-de-
sign or co-creation are two relevant concepts. Table based on Coverdale, 2009 from Engeström 2007.

NATURE OF 
OBJECT

LOCUS OF 
AGENCY

COORDINATING 
MECHANISM

LEARNING 
MOVEMENT

CRAFT Personal Object Individual actor Identification and 
subordination

Peripheral 
participation, 
gradual transition 
towards the centre

MASS 
PRODUCTION

Problematic object Team Process 
management

Focal involvement, 
linear and vertical 
improvement

SOCIAL 
PRODUCTION

Runaway object Knotworks in 
mycorrhizae

Negotiation and 
peer review

Expansive 
swarming 
engagement, 
multi-directional 
pulsation.

“Mass production” refers to a linear movement. The movement related to social production 
is defined as pulsation or swarming. Engeström (2007) highlights social production as a new 
way of seeing and learning (Engeström, 2007, p. 8). He proposes a social production sys-
tem in which distributed agency and negotiation are two central parts of the system. With 
distributed agency he means that the division of labour, rules and boundaries between the 
teams and the organisation are reconfigured, making space for vertical as well as horizontal 
collaborations to take place. 

Activity theory regards activity as being object-driven. Objects are focused around moti-
vation, attention, effort and meaning (Engeström, 2007). In social production Engeström 
suggests that objects have a runaway25 character that functions in a mycorrhizae knotwork 
(Engeström, 2009). These runaway objects can be dormant and small yet liberating and un-
predictable. They have the potential to escalate from being small to become globally influ-
encal (for example the Linux open source computer system). They further comprise an in-
definite number of activity systems that are driven by a common object (objective) rather 
than one centralised control system (Engeström, 2009). Runaway objects are forged forward 
through expansive swarming that takes place in star-like movements as participants pursue 
their own paths to eventually return to the group (Engeström, 2007). nmkjSocial production 
can further be more or less present in the different stages, with more or less participants who 
interact in a greater or minor extent at different times. 

Crowd funded events are common examples of co-created activities that have become more 
popular as organisations, brands and concepts are challenging and highlighting the negative 
effects of fashion production (for example Fashion Revolution week, Clean Clothes Cam-

25 The term “runaway objects” is taken from Giddens who coined the term “runway world” (1991). 
These kinds of objects start out on a small scale and as low risk projects but with the potential to be upscaled 
and expanded. Law described them as “having a life of their own”, which could be threatning and disturbing 
yet powerful and emancipatory (Law, 1991).
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paign). Some of these groups have the intention to mobilise people into action and a more 
active stand against the system of production through collaborative approaches challenging 
current structures to how fashion is designed, produced, distributed and showcased. These 
movements however are frequently criticised for working in too small a scale, as large chang-
es are needed in order to make changes in the way that the global fashion community is 
running. They should however be recognised for what they are as new innovative models of 
production.

3.3.1 Fashion Hacks and Open Fashion
Fashion is something that touches us all in some way or another as it contributes to making 
up the visual architecture of everyday life. It is present in the materials in our garments as 
well as processing our behaviour in some way, as it has the capability to communicate and 
crystallise ideas. Crafting fashion is a process that also has close links to well being and there 
are several project exploring the relation and positive impact that craft has on mental health 
and overall well being (Burt & Atkinson, 2011; Stuckey & Nobel, 2010; Ough, 2016). To make 
something yourself is an established method to feel good and that is used in a variety of fields, 
from treatment to pleasure, craft unites.

Fashion Hacks
Hacking has been adopted as a practice in fashion through for example de-coding famous 
fashion brands characteristics, reclaiming authorship of the making process with the aim to 
contribute with an improvement of the system (von Busch, 2009; Gonzáles, 2012; Levine, 
2011). Through mixing fashion theory, craft and activism von Busch explores ways that can 
take the fashion system closer to the consumer, making him/her into a more active partici-
pant of the system itself. In his thesis, Fashion-ability (von Busch, 2008) he draws on theories 
from the development of the open source computer system and make parallels back to the 
fashion system encouraging social making as an approach to build self-esteem (2015). He is 
exploring fashion as a wide concept incorporating ”relations and interactions between pro-
ducers and consumers, designers and users, fashionistas and crafters, activists and amateurs” 
(von Busch, 2008, p. 25) in his discussion on how the division of rules can change and with 
that he also approaches to the way the system is built up. 

In his workshops or fashion hacks, modes of production are explored within the group, tar-
geting ”the symbiotic and open participatory ecologies between actors engaged in fashion, as 
designers, producers, consumers, fashionistas and passionate lovers. It is not about designs 
but rather modes of production” (von Busch, 2008, p. 26). von Busch uses the word hacking 
in a positive sense and as something that is done as an improvement to a current system. 

“Hacking is something you do because you love fashion whereas people normally 
associate hacking with people who stand outside a system – anti-fashion if you 
like. However I believe it is better to make change from within the system, by not 
destroying it but building on it.” (von Busch, 2008, p. 1)

von Busch defines this approach to fashion as ”deep fashion” as each participant in fashion is 
valued equally as they are all given co-authorship in the production of fashion. He describes 
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how ”the ecospheres of fashion are thus much more than the established fashion system and 
the energies on which the fashion ecologies thrive are accessible to ”power up” the craft of 
Everyman” (von Busch, 2008, p. 26). 

Open Fashion
Openwear collaborative clothing is one example of an open exchange platform where makers 
and designers meet and discuss ideas and make together. It started out as a research project 
but has now become open and accessible in real life (Openwear, 2012). Other maker spaces 
and hubs for amendments have also become more popular as they are appearing in cities 
around the world. Some mending spaces are also offered by larger retailer such as for exam-
ple Nudie that has mending shops in larger cities, open for customers to mend garments that 
have worn out or need a freshener (Egels-Zandén & Hansson, 2016). There is also so called 
DIY-couture (Martin, 2012) offering easy and accessible collections that are possible to make 
at home. These are easy to modify even for the very beginner. 

Toolkits with pre-cut materials is another approach through which designers make their de-
signs accessible at the same time as they involve the user in the making process (for example 
magazines such as CUT magazine and Makerist). Mugge et al. (2005) have further described 
how this opportunity to be part of the making process invites for a deeper emotional bonding 
as the product will be personalised according to the makers ability, need and desire. 

One open source fashion brand and project is Massevo. It is one example of an initiative in 
the fashion community that encourages people to participate in the making of fashion prod-
ucts and to create experiences. They aim to serve ”creativity and style” through ”the creative 
collaboration between the kit of parts we provide and the fashion hacks you make with them” 
(Massevo, 2015). Their manifesto describes how: 

1. Fashion should be open, inclusive and shared collectively.
2. Ours is the power of alteration – Alter yourself, alter your clothes, alter how 

you consume.
3. Practice OSF (Open Source Fashion) — always credit your influences and cre-

ative inspiration.
4. Remix: Cut, copy, paste and paraphrase.
5. Care about where our fashions come from, how they are made, the resources 

they use and most importantly who makes them.
6. Creativity, self-expression and resourcefulness are critical to the positive evo-

lution of fashion.
7. Our products must exist to unleash our users creativity and resourcefulness.
8. Always share your skill, tools and ideas.
9. Consistent small actions create massive impact.
10. Fashion is more than shopping — is about making and sharing.

The project is part research and part education and is run by the artist Giana Pilar Gonzales. 
Gonzales also stands behind the web based platform hackingcouture.com that is organising a 
series of different projects aiming to change the way fashion can be used and perceived. Their 
key concepts are: Open Sourcing Fashion, Fashion Codes, Hacking Fashion, Collections and 
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Workshops. The practice-based and explorative study of Gonzales is further enhancing cre-
ativity and collaboration as it is re-defining ways that fashion can be experienced and con-
sumed. 

3.3.2 Creativity as Prerequisite for Engagement
Creativity and social interaction are two main building blocks for co-creation according to 
Sanders and Simons (2009). They have suggested seven prerequisites that are needed to give 
support to co-creation towards social transformation, these are:

•	 The belief that all people are creative and will participate in a creative process 
if they are motivated and are provided the tools to do so

•	 Diversity is a key driver: if all participants are of the same background, per-
spective, and opinion, the outcome may be limited and even predictable

•	 Joint problem definition, not just joint problem solving, is the driver in the 
fuzzy front end of the design process

•	 Continuous dialogue and conversation, in conjunction with workshops, that 
involve a broad range of stakeholders are needed

•	 The exploration and use of design tools, materials and methods that put all 
the players on a common ground is needed

•	 There is a focus on experiences, not just on products and services
•	 There is a focus on the whole of an experience, not just an episode or single 

touch point (Quoted from Sanders & Simons, 2009, p. 5)

These seven prerequisites highlight creativity as a basic motivation for further engagement. 
Sanders and Simons (2009) have divided the creative process into four levels so as to explain 
in what extent the participant choses or have the ability to engage in the suggested creative 
practice. The basic level of creativity is doing. Doing may give a sense of fulfilment through 
for example folding or tidying a specific area. Second level of creativity is adapting something 
in order to personalise it and making it “one’s own”. Making is the third level and takes place 
with the motivation to do something that didn’t exist before through activating both mind 
and head. As fourth level they highlight creating as this also includes to express something 
more or to innovate. Sanders and Simon further highlights the aspect of uniqueness and 
experienced creativity as “A person will certainly feel creative in designing and making a 
one-of-a-kind item” (2009, p. 2). Sennett (2013) and Townsend et al. (2016; 2017) have ex-
plored the way that craftsmanship is a collaborative act that takes place in cooperation with 
organisations and other individuals from a vast amount of different ethnicities and cultures 
with different value and beliefs. Sennett (2013) further highlights the importance of an ur-
gent development of the notion of cooperation, something he regards as a craft skill in itself.

Research Bridging Co-creation and Social Production
There are research initiatives that link academia with practice as they are exploring co-crea-
tion in local projects that are aiming to develop fashion solutions that are developed by and 
for the benefit of the local community. Antiform and Remade in Leeds are two examples of 
projects in England run by Harrison (2015) that aim to bring different perspectives together. 
Harrison has through her fashion label Antiform, sought to produce clothing locally in the 
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UK and with her social enterprise Remade in Leeds, focused on developing services in rela-
tion to clothing and as an approach to bring community and fashion closer together. She has 
through collaboration between academics, designers and the community managed to drive 
Antiform forward to challenge surrounding companies to question their production as well 
as to educate consumers about hand-made garments. Harrison further highlights the need to 
investigate ”the process of using fashion as a tool for community development and how this 
supports thinking around sustainable communities” (Harrison, 2015, p. 251). She also points 
to the need for increased access to spaces as well as funding that can facilitate development 
of the field of co-creating. 

Another project that is one part research and one part practice is the community-based pro-
ject The Stitchery Collective in Australia. It investigates fashion “as an agent for social inclu-
sion and ethical design practice in communities” (Horton, 2011, p. 1). They operate at the 
intersection between design and craft, challenging fashion as commercial product and pro-
cess under the banner “design for social good” with the main question “Can fashion be more 
than pretty clothes for pretty people?” They organise community programs with upcycling 
workshops, lectures, and clothes swaps and education seminars organised in collaboration 
with government and educational institutions (Horton, 2011). The above examples are just a 
few of many projects trying to change people’s attitudes to materials and processes. They are 
also examples where research takes place in real life situations. Social production and activity 
theory are further useful frameworks to lean on in the sense that they may provide the de-
tailed structure of different activity systems at play. 

3.4 Cultivating a Landscape for Social Production of Fashion

Design is a complex process (Schön, 1996). To design within a created community is even 
more complex. Working together can be organised in several ways; formal work groups, pro-
ject teams, communities of practice and informal networks are some examples of structures 
(table 4). They are all held together by some kind of motivation that differs depending on 
personal needs, desires and collective objectives. 

Table 4. Overview and comparison of the difference between four kinds of group organisations. Table based on 
Wenger & Snyder (2000).

Purpose Participants Holding it 
together

Duration

Community of 
Practice

To develop mem-
bers capabilities, 
build and exchange 
knowledge

Self selected mem-
bers

Commitment, 
practice, identify-
ing with group’s in-
terest and expertise

As long as there is 
an interest

Formal work 
group

Deliver a product 
or service

Duty Job requirement Until next project

Project team Accomplish specific 
task

Assigned by facili-
tator/management

Projects goal and 
milestones

Until the project is 
completed

Informal network Collect and pass on 
information

Friends and ac-
quaintances

Mutual needs As long as people 
find a reason to 
engage
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In the context of international development theory, community of practice has been used to 
cultivate horizontal communities as “an attractive alternative to the traditional view of the 
vertical transmission of knowledge from north to south” (Wenger, 2003, p. 7). The purpose of 
a community of practice is for example to develop member’s capabilities rather than to make 
and deliver a certain product in time. It is one framework that has close engagement with 
social production, culture and history (Beever, 2016). It explores how learning may emerge 
in a social context and it was defined by Wenger as: 

“Communities of practice are groups of people who share a concern or a passion 
for something they do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly.” 
(Wenger, 2015, p. 1)

It is one suitable approach to use in the context of fashion and in the exploration of how sus-
tainability can develop through learning in the community26. It is a helpful instrument in the 
design of education and learning as it highlights cultivation of abilities through peer-to-peer 
learning (Wenger, Dermott & Snyder, 2002). It can give support in making tacit processes 
more discussable and intentional so as to understand the exchange of information, exper-
tise and the development of collaborations, within organisations as well as within education 
(Fontaine & Millen, 2004).
 
By looking at the two theoretical frameworks of community of practice and activity theory, 
new questions emerge. Could it be possible to cultivate these kinds of communities of social 
production over a shorter period of time? Moreover, could these temporary communities be of 
interest in relation to a larger context of creating engagements and for participative approaches 
to challenge current relationships within fashion?

Even though the intentions behind the “make and use” of fashion may differ between differ-
ent actors, it can be said that the fashion community embeds a set of different communities 
of practice that are characterised by the way its participants make and use fashion within its 
common domain. The shared repertoire is the way that fashion is expressed and the impact it 
has for people in different ways and places. Practices within fashion communities take place 
based on the common and shared resources (tools, routines, documents, styles, symbols, 
language) and the sharing of knowledge that includes the circulation of tacit and explicit 
knowledge as well as materials. 

3.4.1 Understanding Redesigning Together with Community of Practice
Communities of Practice is a way to describe how a group of people that share an interest for 
a certain craft work together towards a shared goal to increase their knowledge in the field 
(Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998). It can be seen as a basic social unit that has the qual-
ities of social learning systems with the capacity to support a change of behaviours through 
learning (Wenger, 2010). Through sharing experiences and information with one another, 
the participants develop and expand their knowledge as they learn from each other in the 
26 Other research directions aim to increase the understanding of clothes and fashion’s life cycle and on 
how to decrease negative effects already in the production stage, while keeping the system in its current form. 
These are for example releasing tools, standards and information that designers and producers can take part of 
on how to work with fashion in a responsible manner (for example the HIGG index, SAC, madeby).
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created communicative space. This leads to personal as well as professional development. 
Community of practice is based on Lave and Wenger’s (1991) previous work together on 
situated learning theory27. 

An Identity of Participation
Wenger (1998) points to the three concepts of imagination, engagement and alignment as 
contributing factors to the formation of identity for members in a community. The commu-
nity operates as a ”social learning system” where the participants engage to contribute with 
solutions to challenges through the sharing of ideas, standards, tools and development of 
relationships that ”feature peer-to-peer collaborative activities to build member skills and 
steward the knowledge assets of organizations and society” (Snyder et al., 2003, p. 17). Com-
munity of Practice presents a theory of learning that starts with the assumption that: 

“...engagement in social practice is the fundamental process by which we learn 
and so become who we are. The primary unit of analysis is neither the individu-
al nor social institutions but rather the informal “communities of practice” that 
people form as they pursue shared enterprises over time.“ (Wenger, 1998, intro-
duction)

Wenger describes the two complementary processes of participation and reification as being 
at the heart of learning and the emerging practice (Wenger, 1998; Krogstie & Krogstie, 2002). 
Participation is here referred to as being “the social experience of living in the world in terms 
of membership in social communities and active involvement in social enterprises” (Wenger, 
1998, p. 55) whereas reification is “the process of giving form to our experience by producing 
objects that congeal the experience into ‘thingness’” (Wenger, 1998, p. 73). Rather than only 
focusing on one or another, participation and reification are joint processes that occur at the 
same time and it is in this process that meaning is created (Wenger & Snyder, 2000). The two 
processes of participation and reification can be identified within different communities as 
within the domain they have a strong link to the way we form identity through engaging in 
the activities of for example fashion. Wenger describes:

“Participation goes beyond direct engagement in specific activities with specif-
ic people. It places the negotiation of membership in the context of our forms 
of membership in various communities. It is a constituent of our identities.” 
(Wenger, 1998, p. 57)

Community of Practice is further built up on the three dimensions: joint enterprise28 (what it 
is about), mutual engagement29 (how it functions) and shared repertoire30 (what capability it 
27 Situated learning theory addresses how individuals acquire skills with focus in the relationship be-
tween the learning itself and the social situation it takes place in. It further describes how participation leads 
to membership in a community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991).
28 The joint enterprise is “defined by the participants in the very process of pursuing it” (Wenger, 1998, 
p. 77).
29 The mutual engagement occurs when the participants understand each other and interact in mean-
ingful ways as they utilise each other’s competence as well as their own.
30 The shared repertoire includes artefacts, concepts, and history. It plays an important part in the 
meaning making process. 
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has produced) as they determine the processes within the community (Wenger 1998; 2010). 
The joint enterprise can further be described as the common human motivation, need and 
urge to differ at the same time as to be unified with the social collective (Simmel, Frisby & 
Featherstone, 1997). These three characteristics of mutual engagement, joint enterprise and 
shared repertoire are similar to Engeström’s three factors of conditions, motive and goals 
(1999a).

Wenger uses the term “boundary objects” to describe artefacts that link communities to-
gether as they invite different participants or groups to collaborate on a joint task (Wenger 
& Snyder, 2000). Learning takes place through engagement in interactions and actions while 
embedding the engagement in history and culture as “learning reproduces and transforms 
the social structure in which it takes place’’ (Wenger, 1998, p. 13). Wenger (1998) presents 
four components that are important in the characterisation of social participation in the 
process of learning; meaning (individual and collective ability to experience life), practice 
(frameworks that can engage and sustain action), community (social configuration where 
participation is identified as competence) and identity (the way learning changes how we 
are and what we are becoming). Figure 4 is a visualisation of these four components that are 
interrelated and interchangeable with their relationship to learning. 

Figure 4. Wenger’s components of social theory of learning with the four interrelated components of communi-
ty, identity, practice, meaning and identity. Any of the four elements may be swapped for learning that is always 
more or less present in social contexts (Wenger, 1998, p. 5).

Meaning making and value creation are two important aspects for a community of practice 
to succeed. If the participants do not find any value within it, there will be no engagement 
or participation made. The success or failure of a community of practice can further be de-
termined by the interest of the participants of the community, local resources and common 
purpose and objective of the community. 

3.4.2 A Temporary Community of Practice?
Wenger first published Community of Practice- learning, meaning and identity in the 90s. 
There has since then been changes in the way people engage with each other as rapid changes 
have become an evident part of everyday life. As previously described the Internet has ena-
bled social interaction to develop in new ways and people have also developed new ways to 
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share personal as well as professional, created or lived, lives through social media. 
Even though the community of practice is an influential approach for the development of 
theory in a wide field from business, government, health, education and academia there is 
critique directed towards the approach for being vague and full of contradictions. Engeström 
has expressed how community of practice is being too rigid as “the fluid nature of modern 
work calls for more dynamic structures” with wider network thinking (Engeström, 2007 in 
Wenger, 2010, p. 10). Descriptions on how activities are interlinked when they take place in 
a network structure is yet another criticism (Fox, 2000). Neither does the theory put enough 
emphasis on conflicts as it tends to presents community of practice as harmonious and strug-
gle free constellations as power is said to be under discussed, sharing few examples of how it 
is distributed within the community. Wenger’s response is that it is a learning theory rather 
than a political theory as ”community emphasizes identity and network emphasizes con-
nectivity” (Wenger, 2010, p. 10). Wenger further describes reification as a process in which 
power is projected and the design process is one example of an important reification process. 

Trust is another under discussed issue within the theory (Roberts, 2000). Roberts describes 
how trust, when developed in their social and cultural contexts in relation to practice-based 
learning, together with familiarity and mutual understanding ”are prerequisites for the suc-
cessful transfer of tacit knowledge” (Roberts, 2006, p. 628). Trust also contributes to a greater 
openness between the cooperating participants and is therefore facilitating effective knowl-
edge transfer (Wathne, Roos & von Krogh, 1996). Some authors have suggested that commu-
nity of practice should be regarded as an umbrella term for different kinds of organisational 
groupings that foster and give support to the interaction between novice, proficient and ex-
pert and where emphasis is on learning and sharing of knowledge (Li et al., 2009). 

The Life Cycle of a Community of Practice
The life cycle of a community of practice is continuously evolving and will end organically 
as it will only last as long as there is an interest to learn and exchange information with each 
other and there is a relevance to the specific topic (Wenger, McDermott & Snyder, 2002). A 
certain community of practice’s common purpose may for example be to make “fashion for 
less” (fast fashion) or “fashion that lasts” (slow fashion) (Bourland, 2008). Within the com-
munity, practices spread and learning is taking place within the group of people that interact, 
learn and build a relationship through their engagement and sense of membership to the 
community. 

Communities of Practice are mostly said to develop organically as they develop from shared 
need among people that come together to engage in a certain topic. The basic organisation-
al setting for a community of practice to emerge must, at least in part, be set free so it may 
evolve and self-organise, this in order to unlock the essential goals of potential sharing of 
explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge (Wenger, 2010). In the context of this research the in-
itial platform was created on the premise of a fashion installation. One of the main difficulties 
in managing this kind of formation and emergence of a community of practice thereby lies in 
the understanding of where and under what kind of conditions these kind of self-organising 
networks may emerge. This kind of knowledge transaction can be identified as “emergent 
communities of practice” (Juriado & Gustafsson, 2007). 
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An emergent community of practice is further built upon the diversity of the individuals 
within it. It does not necessarily require a rigid structure but there is a need of a common 
and collectively agreed ground for interaction to take place. Maries & Scarlat (2011) have 
described the importance of time, space and some kind of external structure or regulation for 
a community of practice to emerge. Wenger have further described this emergence below as:

“Communities of Practice do not usually require heavy institutional infrastruc-
tures, but their members do need time and space to collaborate. They do not 
require much management, but they can use leadership. They self-organize, but 
they flourish when their learning fits with their organizational environment. The 
art is to help such communities find resources and connections without over-
whelming them with organizational meddling. This need for balance reflects the 
following paradox: no community can fully design the learning of another; but 
conversely no community can fully design its own learning.” (Wenger & Snyder, 
2002, pp. 139-145)

Based on Maries and Scarlat’s (2011) dynamic interaction model, figure 5 below illustrates the 
dynamics within a community of practice. It shows the relationship between the community, 
the processes and the different kinds of outcomes in relation to the organisational setting.

Figure 5. The dynamics within a community of practice (based on Maries & Scarlat’s dynamic interaction 
model, 2011)

The theory on how the development of a community of practice takes place and the phases it 
goes through could be of interest in the cultivation and understanding of one community of 
practice, temporary as well as permanent. A community of practice goes through five stages 
and these can be described as potential, coalescing, maturing, stewardship and transformation 
(Wenger et al., 2002). Each stage contains certain challenges that are of importance for the 
future success or failure. The first stage, potential is the phase during which a topic is intro-
duced attracting a group to work together. During this stage a sense of community starts 
to establish within the group and soon more planned and systematic activities take shape. 
It is at this stage that the scope of the domain is defined as people join in who seek and see 
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value with this form of sharing ideas. A vision is also created here which in return creates a 
sense of mission for the participants of the group that build on what is present and explore 
potential. In the second stage, coalescing, people are brought together as they have seen value 
in the activities that offers to learn together. The facilitator of the group enables a dialogue 
to happen as meetings are set up. Focus here is to keep the interest of the participants so 
that they chose to continue to participate in the emerging activities. An important factor 
is to develop trust amongst the participants that decide ways to share information between 
them. The challenge is to keep the participants attention as value is built and stored as well 
as being provided. In the maturing stage the participants of the community starts to manage 
activities as the community grows. There are now several joint activities taking place as active 
learning is occurring. Standards are set between the participants on how interaction takes 
place and it is now that roles and boundaries are set to keep focus for the group. There might 
be new members coming into the community that may interrupt the current activities and 
therefore it is here important to keep a focus for the group. Gaps are identified and a balance 
between finding ways to fill these gaps combined with keeping the focus can be a source for 
tension here. Almost inseparable from the third stage is the fourth stage, stewardship. A more 
established community has taken shape and ways to sustain it are now explored as interest 
and energy needs to be kept and renewed. The facilitator may bring up organisational issues 
that may hinder development to take place. Just like the maturing stage, the stewardship 
stage deals with bringing in new ideas at the same time as keeping focus. The fifth stage is 
transformation; here the community has developed a tension between a sense of ownership 
of its contents and openness to ideas. This stage may result in crisis as widened boundaries 
may blur the initial focus. It is important here to keep a balance between openness and focus 
as the community risks to suffocate it if it remains too close to previous activities and ideas. 
Participants of the community may also start reducing their trust and belief of value in the 
created community (Wenger et al., 2002; Kezar & Gehrke, 2015). 

3.4.3 Seven Guidelines for a Community of Practice to Emerge
Fashion offers a platform for mutual engagement that is made up by several activity systems 
as anyone can be a consumer and/or producer of garments. Fashion is available in different 
levels of society that are differentiated through place and price, from market to exclusive 
retailer all over the world. Brooks have further described how fashion can be said to be ”one 
of the most important types of consumer commodity, as it stands in for identity” (Brooks, 
2015, p. 231). Wenger et al. (2002) have proposed seven activities (table 5) that can be used 
as guidelines in the cultivation (rather than management) of a community of practice and 
further how to keep them ”alive” even for a short period of time. 

Table 5. Seven activities that can be used to cultivate a community of practice (Wenger et al., 2002). 
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Activity 1. “Design the community to evolve naturally”
Activity 2.  “Create opportunities for open dialogue within and with outside perspectives”
Activity 3.  “Welcome and allow different levels of participation”
Activity 4.  “Develop both public and private community spaces”

Activity 5.  “Focus on the value of the community”
Activity 6.  “Combine familiarity and excitement”
Activity 7.  “Find and nurture a regular rhythm for the community”



The principles are guidelines that can be adapted and implemented in different contexts. 
Even though the community may be temporary it has, just like a conventional community of 
practice, a certain life cycle. It emerges, grows to either sustain or disappear, depending on 
the initial purpose and/or the interests and success of the group.

Activity One “Design for evolution”
Change is the foundation for development. The structure to cultivate a community of practice 
has to be kept flexible and dynamic, making it a suitable framework to use within the field of 
fashion that is built upon premises of change. The first guideline describes the need to keep 
structures flexible and not fixed. They need to be designed so as to support participant’s shift 
in focus as their interest and goals may change while their learning process is taking place. 
The community should be encouraged to take their own initiatives and grow in a way they 
wish to, without being imposed with pre-defined ideas from the facilitator. Rather than being 
steered the community should be nurtured to develop. Just like the infrastructure in a town 
may be built up by roads and services, so should also the facilitator or community coordina-
tor operate in order to give the community the best possible chance to navigate and evolve. 

Activity Two “Create opportunities for open dialog within and with outside perspectives” 
The created community should enable for an open dialogue inside and outside the commu-
nity so that diverse perspectives are encouraged and used to sharpen the community of prac-
tice. Participant’s knowledge is the most valuable resource but it is also important to look at 
perspectives outside the community to understand different possible ways to go on learning 
and come closer to the agreed goals. In the matter of a classroom Hoadley has previously 
outlined how a strict division ”robs” the students of any way of participation and therefore 
there should be more space for peripheral participation. 

“Often, schools emphasize uniformity in behaviors that may delegitimize the 
participation of those who are more peripheral. To take a concrete example, if 
a student wishes to “lurk” in class more before eventually identifying enough to 
speak, they need to have a space in which it is legitimate to be on the periphery 
of classroom discussion. Similarly, in a lecture format a student may have no op-
portunity to participate in any practice related to the knowledge at hand. A strict 
division of labor between a teacher lecturing and a student completing exercises 
robs the student of any way of participating more and more like the only expert 
they have access to, their teacher. This process seems unlikely to allow a student 
to develop any sort of identification with the authentic practices of the classroom, 
much less the world outside the classroom.” (Hoadley, 2012, p. 291)

It is important with an insider in the group who is familiar with the activities but an outsider 
may also be of use as they may help members of the community to realise their own capaci-
ties and see possibilities.

Activity Three “Welcome and allow different levels of participation”
When working with open structures and participatory approaches it is of great importance 
that the structure allow for and welcome a wide spectrum of diverse competencies. Fashion 
is one suitable catalyst as it is composed of a multitude of media and offers several ways to 
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engage. By inviting people of different backgrounds into the open structure members can 
decide themselves which role they want to take on, based on their interest and level of com-
mitment. Wenger defines these as three levels of participation: 

•	 Level one: Core group. Participate through discussions and projects in the 
community. Take on leadership roles and guiding the rest of the group. 

•	 Level two: Active group. Regular participation and attendance. 
•	 Level three: Peripheral group. Passive participants of the community but still 

learners through their involvement (majority of the community).
 
Activity Four “Develop both public and private community spaces” 
A community of practice should have space for interactions between all members but there 
should also be space for one-to-one interaction to take place. A community of practice is 
more commonly taking place in public spaces but to develop it should also include and offer 
the possibility for more individual and private exchanges to take place. By doing so partic-
ipants may coordinate and build relationships specifically to their needs. One example of 
where this takes place is within the open source community for software developing. There 
are within this field several online platforms that have emerged on the basis of open source 
principles where information is shared freely between the members of the particular com-
munity. There are different levels of engagement possible and the more the participants know 
about a certain field the greater access they will have to the information. 

Activity Five “Focus on the value of the community”
A community of practice is supposed to create opportunities for participants to further dis-
cuss the productivity and value of their participation in the community. The value of the 
community should thus stay relevant to its members throughout the community of practice’s 
lifetime. A community of practice should appreciate the competencies of the individuals and 
put them together into a larger body. Set in motion this body of competencies stands a great 
chance to accomplish more than it would have done if each individual part were still apart.  

Co-creation may function as a platform for dialogues that may uncover information on peo-
ple’s needs and aspirations. These may be useful in the development of solutions and con-
tributions to sustainability that are going to be driven by people. It may however be difficult 
to organise this openness in practice. It takes time to listen to each participant and it may 
be frustrating for some when activities don’t move forward as quickly as they would if there 
would be less ongoing co-creation. It is however important to remember and remind the 
involved participant that in these kind of circumstances the social value generated may be of 
direct benefit (Sanders & Simons, 2009). 

Activity Six “Combine familiarity and excitement”
As part of a structure there should be a clear expected learning objective. There should how-
ever still be space made for participants to shape their own experience (room for brainstorm-
ing etc. related to field). Familiar elements shall be combined with room left for new elements 
to occur. The familiar is expected to create a level of comfort for the members on whom they 
can build spontaneous contributions through experimentation. Cook’s (2009) description 
of participatory approaches as “messy” offers a space where familiarity and excitement may 
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grow. It is however this ”messy area” that may become the forum for the exchange of be-
liefs and perceptions as it allows co-construction to take place. Here knowledge, skills and 
learnings are exchanged at the same time as being critiqued in the way they are adopted and 
function as catalysts for new approaches (Cook, 2009). Cook (2009) describes that this is the 
space where the chaos contributes to imaginative freedom and new ideas to grow. 

Activity Seven “Find and nurture a regular rhythm for the community” 
According to Wenger the rhythm of the emerging activities should be kept at a pace suitable 
for the members of the community. This cycle of activities and events should allow the par-
ticipants to evolve through their making but also through reflection and meetings (Wenger 
et al., 2002). A cycle of activities should be coordinated that allows the members to meet and 
reflect regularly. The rhythm of this engagement should be anticipated in such a way that it 
sustains the community to evolve without being too intense or overwhelming. Enthusiasm 
towards proposed and emerging activities are thus of great importance. 

The community of practice itself may not always be evident to its members (Wenger, 1998). 
The difference between a community of practice and learning community is however not 
large although a community of practice approach puts more emphasis on organic qualities. 
It also allows the participant to engage and get involved in different ways and in a greater or 
smaller degree. It acknowledges that people come in and out of the organisation. The process 
is thus built on the relationships and areas of interests that the participants bring to the group. 
Wenger (1998) further defines the community of practice as being an important place for 
learning, negotiation, meaning making and identity formation (1998) where the three modes 
of belonging to a social learning system is highlighted through engagement (doing things to-
gether, making artefacts) imagination (constructing an image of ourselves/the communities/
the world to orient, reflect and explore possibilities) and alignment (check that activities are 
effective).

3.4.5 Summary of the Theoretical Framework
Community of Practice is one theoretical approach that can be used to understand learning 
in a community. It explores how learning may emerge in a social context and it was defined 
by Wenger as: “Communities of practice are groups of people who share a concern or a pas-
sion for something they do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly” (Lave & 
Wenger, 1991). A community of practice has for example a purpose to develop member’s 
capabilities rather than to make and deliver a certain product in time. It is also one frame-
work that has close engagement with social production, culture and history. It is in particular 
interesting in the context of this research as a support to describe how a temporary commu-
nity of practice can be facilitated and learning created. Wenger et al.’s seven guidelines for a 
community of practice to emerge are useful to describe and understand the structure of this 
installation. Engeström’s concept of expansive learning as a “coherent theoretical [instru-
ment] for grasping and bringing about processes where circumstances are changed by men 
and the educator himself is educated” (Engeström, 1987, p. 8) and collective creativity (Vy-
gotsky, 2004; Sander & Stappers, 2008) can further be used to explain different phenomena 
and processes that may emerge in a created system where for example designers take on a 
new role as place makers (Manzini, 2015).
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Community of practice is somewhat limited as it doesn’t include the modern world’s network-
ing and dynamic structure of how people organise themselves on a larger scale (Engeström, 
2007). It also tends to present the community of practice as harmonious and struggle free. 
To describe and analyse the actual activities and the making that evolve within the facilitated 
communities of the installations, activity theory offers a structure for involved subjects, arte-
facts, context, roles, rules and the common objective and outcomes. To bring the discussion 
into a global perspective the third and evolving fourth generation (Engeström, 2009; Sannino 
et al. 2009) of activity theory model also includes alternative forms of value creation most-
ly without traditional hierarchical organisation such as social production (Arvidsson, 2014; 
Engeström, 2014). These frameworks can be used with the intention to understand multiple 
perspectives, dialogues and networks of activity systems that interact. 
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By using action research methods this project has aimed to encourage redesign activities to 
emerge within four different groups and cultural contexts; Mexico, Mozambique, Sweden 
and Singapore. The time frame and group sizes of the interventions varied in length as well 
as in structure. One of the initial decisions in the development of the project was to allow 
and invite for activities to develop organically within the given context. Focus has been put 
on encouraging and observing the participant’s making processes without interrupting them 
with formal interviews. The resulting crafting and redesigning activities and sharing of tacit 
information that emerged mostly took place in silence. Photographs of final artefacts, videos 
of interactions, notes on observations and from informal interviews are prime empirical ma-
terials for the interpretation and analysis. Included are also comments from the organising 
partners, collaborators and the facilitator’s reflections.  

4.1 Participatory Action Research to Learn Collectively About 
Ways to React

Collaborative approaches to do research and in particular participatory research is one way to 
encourage multiple perspectives and “kaleidoscopic views” to emerge (Sanger, 1994). There 
is a large amount of tools and strategies used within participatory research that all holds the 
overall focus on the process and capacity building (Krishnaswamy, 2004). Action research 
is one naturally collaborative approach that supports a holistic worldview where people and 
individual elements of a specific researched area make up a bigger whole (Denzin & Lincoln, 
2000). The people involved are further regarded as co-researchers that bring up and answer 
questions that may occur in relation to daily life. An action based research project takes local, 
historical and cultural context into account as a sense of a situation is made in the context in 
which the situated knowledge emerges (Haraway, 1988). Boog describes this as:

“Action research is designed to improve the researched subjects’ capacities to 
solve problems, develop skills (including professional skills), increase their 
chances of self-determination, and to have more influence on the functioning 
and decision-making processes of organizations and institutions from the con-
text in which they act.” (Boog, 2003, p. 1)

It provides people with methods directed towards understanding how educational and social 
practices are situated in, or a product of ”particular material, social, and historical circum-
stances that produced them and by which they are reproduced in everyday social interaction 
in a particular setting” (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2008, p. 279). Participatory action research 
goes one step further into also combining the goals and practice of the researcher, with prac-
tical objectives to some kind of change of social reality together with a group (Elliot, 1991). 
The participants of this group may be affected by a certain problem that they contribute to 
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find solutions to31. In the meantime, the participants may develop skills and learn to analyse 
information that they collect themselves and it is then up to them how they chose to use this 
information. The collaborative process starts with a mission statement explaining desired 
outcome and a general plan of getting there. In the field of sustainability there is a growing 
interest for these kinds of approaches as they explore directions and ways of thinking togeth-
er rather than apart. 

4.1.1 Sustainability as a Learning Process
Action research is closely linked to sustainability as it is conventionally used to create change 
in human systems and make a difference in the society by bringing understanding to social 
problems and in finding solutions with the ultimate aim to improve practice within society 
(Bargal, 2008). It is experimental by nature and takes place through an intervention in a 
situation, created or current in a real-world context. It is of a problem-solving nature and is 
commonly known as a method to investigate solutions for equal opportunities in society as 
it aims to be emancipating as well as empowering. It aims to support people to create or gain 
jobs, education and improve social and democratic justice in society and further to free peo-
ple from controlling powers and to be in charge of, and recognise the tools needed, for their 
own self-development (Boog, 2003). It can therefore be said to be one suitable approach to 
study how people in different created communities chose to engage in activities related to the 
reuse of materials and social production of artefacts. 

4.1.2 Silent Sharing Through Crafting
Practical interventions is one approach within action research to highlight and make tacit 
knowledge more accessible, thus making it more available to the research community as it 

”includes the experiential part of knowledge which evades conventional commu-
nication by verbal or textual means and which is otherwise neglected by research 
because of the prioritisation of propositional knowledge.” (Niedderer & Row-
orth-Stokes, 2007, p. 2)

Greene has described the importance of imagination as the one prime cognitive capacities 
that may permit people to see alternative realities as imagination may help to break away 
from what has been taken for granted (Greene, 1995, p. 3). Greene further describes how en-
visioning together and social imagination have the “capacity to invent visions of what should 
be and what might be in our deficient society, on the streets where we live, in our schools” 
(Greene, 1995, p. 5). 

“Again, it may be the recovery of imagination that lessens the social paralysis we 
see around us and restores the sense that something can be done in the name of 
what is decent and humane. I am reaching toward an idea of imagination that 
brings an ethical concern to the fore, a concern that, again, has to do with the 
community that ought to be in the making and the values that give it colour and 

31 In the case of conventional action research focus is on finding solutions for the researcher to improve 
their own practice, without neccessarily changing the social reality they are working within (Elliot, 1991).
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significance. My attention turns back to the importance of wide-awakeness, of 
awareness of what it is to be in the world.” (Greene, 1995, p. 35)

Hirscher’s (2013) research, presented in the introduction, is one of several examples of de-
signers that are using creative practice, in particular crafts as a research method. More de-
signers and artists have started to engage in research practices in the field of fashion and 
sustainability to further understand and analyse the creative and tacit knowledge that lies 
behind it and that is connected to waste, value and imagination (Fletcher & Tham, 2015). 
New methods to do research, in particular in creative industries, are thus explored with the 
hope to produce new knowledge and contribute with creative ways of doing research:

“Artists and designers have taken an active role in contextualising and interpret-
ing the creative process in practice, as well as the products of this process, by 
looking at the process itself and the worlds produced through it. From this new 
point of view, the knowledge and the skills of a practicing artist or designer form 
a central part of the research process, and this has produced a new way of doing 
research. In this new type of research project, part of the research is carried out 
as art or design practice.” (Mäkelä, 2007, abstract)

The practitioners’ creative practices are thus employed as vehicles of theoretical inquiries 
(Nimkulrat, 2007; 2013). As creative practice in this research context, the installations were 
proposed as a platform for collaborative crafting. The interventions were built up on a set of 
instructions that aimed to enhance the practice of skill sharing, new learnings and concepts 
to develop, but it was also leaving space for the actors to fill the gaps with their own interests. 
In the craft process, most of the ongoing activity takes place in silence (Gamble, 2004). This 
means that much of what takes place in the crafting process is best seen and experienced 
rather than read or retold. The structure of the intervention studies has been to allow for as 
much activity as possible to take place within the limits of time, tools and amount of mate-
rials. 

According to Niedderer (2007b) it is important to be aware of the existence of tacit knowl-
edge for any research project to succeed as it plays an important role in the process of con-
ducting research as well as in the evaluation and representation of the outcomes. Tacit knowl-
edge effects our ability to understand, make judgements and execute certain tasks that might 
not all be possible to describe easily in words. As a result of a more common combination 
between arts/design in research, a new actor is said to have emerged, ”a practitioner who also 
reflects upon her/his own practice”(Mäkelä, 2009). This practice can include various roles 
as (1) art making can be used as a vehicle for the collection and preservation of information 
and to create understanding, (2) art making can also be a place for further exploration of a 
theme (other than in writing) (3) processes of art and design making can also give answers 
and arguments to certain research questions (Mäkelä, 2009; 2010). Through all of these ways, 
creative making may contribute to the accumulation of knowledge and understanding of it 
as ”reflective practitioners can support the accumulation of knowledge by following multiple 
paths connected to their personal artistic expression” (Mäkelä, 2009, p. 36). This kind of sit-
uated research has however received criticism as it is argued that a participatory engagement 
may lead to a lost critical perspective. At the same time, externally imposed methods and 
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systems to measure research findings may not be tuned enough to see variations in the way 
people act, relate and engage (Cook, 2009). 

4.1.3 A/r/tography as Methodological Orientation to Research
To examine the interventions and to describe my different roles in this research project I have 
chosen to use the research framework, methodology and performative pedagogy; a/r/togra-
phy (Artist/Researcher/Teacher). A/r/tography makes use of the three areas of Aristotelian 
thinking; theoria (knowing), praxis (doing) and poiesis (making) (Irwin & de Cosson, 2004; 
Springgay et al., 2005). It further aims to put words to, and explore experiences and processes 
that lie in-between the known and the tacit as it creates a space where “knowing, doing, and 
making merge” (Pinar in Irwin & De Cosson, 2004, p. 9). It has been defined as:

“A/r/tography is an arts and education practice–based research methodology 
that emphasizes living inquiry and an examination of the spaces between arts–
making/researching/teaching (a/r/t).” (Carter & Beare, 2009, p. 18)

A/r/tography is a form of practice/art-based32 research methodology that uses art in different 
ways as a main approach to research and increase understanding of the world in a way that 
makes art and teaching as “researched, represented, interpreted, and understood, in relation 
to the other, each intertwined and inextricably linked” (Kind, 2006, p. 53). It is especially 
popular within arts and education as it makes research inquiries through art-related meth-
ods. Education is an evident part of the research inquiry (Irwin et al., 2006) as it is recognis-
ing the potential that teaching and learning have on activities related to research. It aims to 
close the gap between what is regarded as art practice and traditional research. Artographer 
Rita Irwin, keyfigure in the development of a/r/tography as a research methodology and 
form of pedagogy, has further pushed for arts-based research to be its own research paradigm 
that can be seen as separate from quantitative and qualitative methodologies (Irwin, 2013). 
Even though a/r/tograhy is less systematic in the way it is collecting information it has some 
similarities with for example grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) in the sense that it 
does not set out with pre-decided hypothesis as these are constructed and shaped during 
the research process. Research data is then analysed to generate concepts that are used to 
construct theory. These new theories can therefore be said to be ”grounded” in the data that 
is the foundation for new theory (Charmaz, 2000; 2006). Another similarity with grounded 
theory is that a/r/tography recognises the researcher as a subjective character in the making 
of research. It does however go one step further as it describes the research experience as 
something that ”...is not an abstract entity that we are somehow outside looking in at, nor a 
phenomenon to be described or analysed but instead, we are our participation.” (Triggs et al., 
2008)

In the context of this research the three areas of theoria (knowing), praxis (doing) and poiesis 
(making) are combined within the installation, aiming to bring out and create space for ques-
tions and responses from the participants, visitors, collaborators and researcher.

32 Within art-practice and research there is a wide range of terminology aiming to differentiate ways of 
combining art and research; for example art-based, practice-led, practice-based, creative, artistic, art-informed 
research.
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4.2 Installation to Create an Interest and Invite People from 
Different Contexts

To bring together people from different backgrounds and with different interests into one 
space an installation was organised. It aimed to enable and give an opportunity for people to 
learn from each other and at the end of the project to create some kind of presentation with 
their reificated knowledge in their produced artefacts. The presentation stage was included 
to share learnings with a larger audience and to allow members of the general public an op-
portunity to become part of the dialogue and processes that the participants had developed. 
An overview of all intervention studies can be seen in table 6, “Overview of the intervention 
studies” below. 

Table 6. Overview of the intervention studies. 
Mexico, 2012 Mozambique, 2013 Singapore, 2015 Sweden, 2013-2016

Name of 
Project

La Vida de Un 
Vestido

A Vida de Um 
Vestido

Upsidedowncycling Fast Forward 
Rewind Lab

Place El Faro de Oriente, 
Cultural Centre, 
Iztapalapa, Mexico 
City

Núcleo de Arte, Art 
gallery, Maputo, 
Mozambique

United World 
College (UWC), 
South East Asia, 
Singapore

The Swedish School 
of Textiles, 
University of Borås, 
Sweden

Time Frame 10 days workshop, 
2 weeks field study

7 days workshop, 3 
weeks field study

4 days workshop 1 day workshop/
year

Financial 
Partner’s aim

“To share ways 
of recycling and 
reuse to Mexican 
youths and adults 
under the REMEX 
project” (SEMEX 
Evaluation, 2012).

“To share Swedish 
culture and values 
through design 
and interaction 
and to learn more 
about local use 
of second-hand 
garments” (SEMOZ 
Evaluation, 2013)

Explore how stu-
dents respond to 
the concept of rede-
sign when placed 
in a school envi-
ronment for a short 
period of time.

Investigating how 
students from dif-
ferent disciplines, 
who don’t know 
each other, respond 
to the concept of 
redesigning to-
gether over a short 
period of time.

Collaborators The Swedish 
Embassy, Mexico in 
collaboration with 
the British Council, 
European Com-
mission and the 
Goethe Institute

The Swedish 
Embassy, Mozam-
bique, Nùcleo de 
Arte, Photographer 
Roberto Rubalcava, 
film director David 
Sauvage, puppet-
eer Karol da Silva, 
photographer Lina 
Scheynius

Reverse Graffiti 
artist Moose Curtis, 
Art teachers at 
United World Col-
lege; Sarah 
McCarrison & 
Rebecca Maynard

The Swedish School 
of Textiles, 
University of Borås, 
Sweden

Participants 25 participants in 
the core group, 40 
participating

12 people in the 
core group, 25 
participating

93 students separat-
ed in three groups.

200-250 students/
year

Final 
Presentation

Catwalk show for 
300 people and 
photo exhibition in 
Berlin, Stockholm 
and London.

Finnisage/sharing 
exhibition within 
the installation of 
final artefacts.

Exhibition and 
Catwalk show

Catwalk show
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The places chosen for the two first interventions; a cultural centre and a gallery, were foun-
dations already established for the practice of creative activity. There was a mindset present 
that was open for the new and the uncommon, contributing to a quick initial response to 
spontaneous and experimental activities to begin. There was however little current on-going 
activities and projects similar to those of reutilisation of textile materials such as were pre-
sented by the installation. Two interventions were set up to test how the developed way of 
working would function in a school environment. 

Field Study to Learn About the Locality and an Invitation for Participation 
The two first interventions started with a field study to get to know local initiatives that were 
working within sustainability, fashion, redesign, local crafts or design and contributed to give 
a wider picture of the local context. Formal and organised visits as well as more informal and 
unstructured visits were made to local organisations such as NGO’s, educational institutions, 
active designers, entrepreneurs and other actors that somehow engage in activities related to 
redesign or sustainability. During these meetings, information on where to find second-hand 
garments would also be gathered. 

In Mexico, 2012 the local radio station, Radio Faro (with two million local listeners), broad-
casted an interview to promote the coming workshop. The facilitator participated in a pres-
entation that was made the same day in which the cultural project manager from the Swedish 
Embassy welcomed the audience. Around 40-50 people came to learn more about the project 
with the local name La Vida de Un Vestido (The Life of a Dress). He introduced the installa-
tion by speaking about the umbrella project RE:MEX that was having several workshops, of 
which some were ongoing, in the cultural centre where we were. He described the Swedish 
Embassy’s involvement in the project and further elaborated on the concept of recycling and 
reuse and the workshop’s aim to give new life to second-hand garments that had been col-
lected from the local markets. The animation The Life of a Dress (see appendix 5a) was shown 
to give a background to the problems related to the clothing and fashion industry. While the 
facilitator talked, photographs were shown from previous projects and workshop sessions in 
Mozambique and Hong Kong. About 85 % of the audience came to join the workshop and 
stayed and worked within it until the final show was presented about three weeks later. 

In Mozambique, 2013 a presentation of the project was given to the local design and art 
school ISArC (The Higher Institute of Arts and Culture) in Maputo. The 15 students making 
up one of their design classes were invited to join into the workshop the coming week. Dur-
ing the visit we spoke to the main teacher who was running the design programs at ISArC. 
She explained that a few of the school’s courses were trying to encourage the students to cre-
ate new products out of reused and recycled materials. Although, this was partly a result from 
a lack of new materials and tools as they were hard to find and expensive to buy.

When the workshops were tested in a school environment there was no field study made due 
to time limitations. Materials were instead brought in by the participants or donated by an 
external charity organisation. 
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Overview of Workshop Participants
The visitors to the installations were partly random as well as invited workshop participants. 
The participants to the workshops were recruited through an open invitation that was sent 
out to schools and local organisations by the organising partners. There were also flyers and 
posters (poster 1, poster 2) put up as well as advertisements on the organising partners web-
sites. The spread of the age, group size and nationalities can be seen in table 7, “Workshop 
Participants”. 

Table 7. “Workshop Participants”. The spread of workshop participants in the four workshops.

MEX12 MOZ13 SINGAPORE15 SWEDEN13-16
Age 15-70 yrs. 6-70 yrs. 9-12 18-42
Group size, min/
max

20-40 ppl 8-25 ppl 20-35 200-250/year

Nationalities Mexico, Sweden Brazil, France, 
Germany, Holland, 
Italy, Mozambique, 
Norway, Portugal, 
South Africa, Swe-
den, USA

Australia, England, 
China, Germany, 
India, Norway, New 
Zealand, Singapore, 
Sweden

China, Germany, 
Holland, France, 
Japan, Sweden,  
Uganda

Number of active 
participants (core 
group)

25 12 90 230

Total number of 
participants

40 25 93 250/year

The Swedish Embassy sent out press releases to other embassies, organisations and local ac-
tors to promote the event as a cultural happening. In Mozambique on several occasions na-
tional media became part of the publicity process, three national TV channels came to film 
the installation, one program was recorded in the national TV studio of Maputo, inviting 
the public to visit the installation while also one radio channel made a program about the 
installation in 2013.

With the exception of the students, the remainder of participants covered different kinds of 
occupations such as for example artists, musicians, designers, tailors, administrators, volun-
teer workers and teachers. In Mozambique, the Embassy invited groups of children from the 
Scandinavian School to join in for a two hours workshop. Personnel from the Swedish Em-
bassy joined in for a day’s work. About 10 artists from Núcelo de Arte in Mozambique came 
and became involved in the workshop of which two stayed on and participated everyday in 
the workshop as well as helped in the set-up. These two participants had been to the previous 
installation in 2010 and had taken on the practice of reuse second-hand garments into their 
artworks since then. 

4.2.1 El Faro de Oriente, Mexico City, Mexico
The first installation described in this research project took place in 2012 from accepting an 
invitation from The Swedish Embassy in Mexico who were participating in an international 
project called RE:MEX- El Poder de los Artes (The power of the arts) taking place in Mexico 
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City during the whole year of 2012. The project featured artists from England, Germany, 
Mexico, Poland and Sweden33 that were put together to promote different activities of reuse 
and to rethink material usage. Through a series of workshops and presentations they com-
bined their knowledge of textiles, plastic, sound, wood and street art with a new audience in 
Mexico34. The theme that ran through these events was one of reassessing and establishing 
new values of things that had become regarded as waste or even a social problem using art 
and creativity. The installation was invited to join the project with funding and support from 
the Embassy and to give a workshop in a cultural centre in the outskirts of Mexico City for 
six weeks. The Swedish Embassy described their goal:

“The goal was to share innovative Swedish design that at the same time had an 
artistic purpose but also offered a future possibility for support. This with the 
ultimate goal to provide an environmental perspective where what is regarded as 
waste can become a resource.” (SEMEX Evaluation, 2012)

The workshop took place at El Faro de Oriente which is a cultural centre in the heart of 
Iztapalapa, one of the poorest neighbourhoods in the area of Mexico City. Here the rate of 
unemployment and criminality were high and we were recommended to travel out here by 
car and always stick together. The cultural centre is a place open for everyone and it hosts 
classes from violin making to computer programming and languages. All classes are free of 
charge but with the one condition that no use of alcohol or drugs were being used within the 
premises. Opportunities to learn and advance in centres like these are not the norm in the 
poor parts of cities and are hugely respected and attended with a working atmosphere of real 
focus and attention prevailing in every classroom I saw. 

The participants from El faro de Oriente had to subscribe before the course started, of those 
that did around 35-40 people stayed on throughout the project until the final show. The 
workshop activities took place in the main building. Many of the people from other on-going 
classes would pass by and interact with participants in the workshop during their working 
process. 

The exhibition was installed in the cultural centre’s gallery spot in the corridor area of the 
common area of the centre where hundreds of people were passing through every day. This 
was a small exhibition showing a selection of redesigned dresses in different contexts. The 
visitors of the exhibition were members of the community of El Faro de Oriente. 

4.2.2 Nùcleo de Arte, Maputo, Mozambique
In Mozambique the circumstances were slightly different as the time frame was shorter and 
the size of the project much smaller. The installation was a follow up to a previous visit to 
Maputo in 2010, and just like the previous visit it took place in a small art community called 

33 The RE:MEX project was a collaboration between the European Commission of Culture, Secretaria 
de Cultura DF, The Goethe Institute, The British Council and The Swedish Embassy Mexico.
34 The Swedish Embassy described the overall goal as: ”The common goal was through art/cultural ac-
tivities to contribute to an increased awareness of the environment in the tightly populated city as Mexico City 
where pollution and waste materials are everywhere. The goal was to reach out to young people and a wider 
public (SEMEX Evaluation, 2012, translated from Swedish).
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Núcleo de Arte. The installation that was open to the public for seven days. Photographs, 
dresses and a small cinema showing a film from The Life of a Dress in Mexico 2012 were on 
show in one of the rooms in the gallery. The stream of people coming to Núcleo was broad; 
boys, girls, men and women between two and 75 years old, most were of Mozambican origin 
but there were also a great variety of other nationalities. Four sewing machines were bor-
rowed from the Scandinavian School in Maputo. Threads and scissors were placed out and 
available to use in the space.

Regular participants were about ten artists from Núcleo that came in and out during all the 
days as they tried out ideas with the provided second-hand garments in the installation. 
There were also two local designers that joined the workshop for five days, making their own 
garments as well as helping other participants to construct their designs. There were also 
about ten students from the local design and art schools, ISArC and ten students from ENAV 
(Escola Nacional De Artes Visuais) participating during all the days of the workshop. There 
was no subscription needed to participate in the workshop in Mozambique and people would 
randomly show up and stay for as long time as they wanted. The students from ENAV and 
ISArC were being told to participate but there were no demands over how long they should 
participate in the workshop as it was open for them to join whenever it suited them. 

Poster 1. Installation poster, Mozambique, 2013. The poster was designed in collaboration with a local artist 
and illustrator. 
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4.2.3 United World College, Singapore & The Swedish School of Textiles, 
University of Borås, Sweden
The interventions in school environments were structured differently from the previous ones 
as they did not start with an exhibition. The final presentation would instead be organised 
fully by the participants that were part of a larger group of students. Even though the concep-
tualisation of these workshops was slightly different the core structure of being open for the 
participant to suggest the activities remained. These two interventions have been included in 
this study to make a comparison and analyse potential different needs and practicalities that 
may be required in the planning and execution stage while placing an open participatory 
approach within a school environment with a large number of students. 

When the project was tested in a school environment the workshops were part of their cur-
riculum. Students were expected to be present in the activities but they voluntarily chose 
their form of engagement. 

Poster 2. Poster advertising the workshop, fashionshow and following exhibition, Sweden, 2015.
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4.3 Artefacts to Mediate Activities in the Installation

The installations were built up around an exhibition and a workshop. These two parts con-
tained:

1. Structured/planned/organised content: Visual and textual content making 
up the exhibition part of the installation. Structured tasks in the workshop. 
Partly pre-decided goal.

2. Unstructured/spontaneous/open content: A dynamic and context dependent 
part of the installation depending on local assets, happenings, the group of 
organisations involved, artists, designers, and participants.  

In this thesis I have chosen to use the term artefacts to describe boundary objects that are 
bringing participants together and/or are included or made in relation to the interventions. 
During the workshops and their planned and emerging spontaneous activities, new artefacts 
were made from second-hand garments provided in the installation space. The final crafted 
garments and artefacts were documented as output that were further used and studied to 
learn more about what the participants might have learned through their participation. In 
addition to the photos, informal interviews took place during the workshops with questions 
on how the participant had experienced the presented installation. Each installation differed 
slightly from the other depending on the current context but below is a list with the artefacts 
that made up the installations: 

a. Second-hand/pre-owned garments as raw material: The textile material (sec-
ond-hand garments) was the main artefact in the development of the installations. The 
second-hand garment is the “meeting point” and it is around it that creation takes place 
within the installation space. The artefact is not only a meeting-point but also a symbol 
for an underlying system of production and consumption. If the participant is inspired 
or interested to engage in practical activities, they will interact and make attempts to 
create new artefacts out of available materials.  

b. Finished redesigned dresses: The garment dress was used as symbol for fashion and 
as an entry point for discussions on redesign and sustainability. Dresses were hung up 
and shown on photographs as examples of techniques used in an attempt to change our 
perception of second-hand garments (photo 4).

c. Photographs: Storytelling through photographs taken of second-hand dresses in 
different countries and by different photographers. In The Life of a Dress the photos 
used were past collaborations made for the dreamandawake35 archive, 2007-2013

d. Films/edited footage: Screening of short films from previous workshops and of re-

35 Dreamandawake was a project I initiated in 2007 as a collaborative platform and soon to become 
fashion brand to experiment with and sell redesigned second-hand dresses. Different photographic collabora-
tions took place with a large number of photographers that freely contributed with their own interpretations 
of the redesigned dresses in different situations thereby changing the perception of the garment and adding 
value to it.
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designed garments. These were shown either in the exhibition or at certain times tar-
geting the workshop participants. 

e. Artworks: Collaborations with local artists creating artworks based around the 
theme of reuse. These artworks may also have been part of the artist’s previous work 
and are included to show examples of current art works made around reuse/redesign 
of materials. 

f.  Book corner: Literature and articles on sustainable fashion and textiles.

g. Workshop: Inside the exhibition space a workshop was placed as a practical realisa-
tion and example of ideas and visions presented in the exhibition. It was placed inside 
the exhibition to give the visitors the possibility to practically explore and share their 
ideas on the concept of reuse. The majority of materials available in the workshop were 
found in the local markets but participants were also encouraged to bring their own 
materials. When a participant had finished their product it was hung up for display for 
the other workshop participants and exhibition visitors. Participants were encouraged 
to share their knowledge with each other and discuss each other’s artefacts.

Photo 4. Example of presentation of artefacts, Mozambique 2013.
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Each installation may be regarded as one activity system holding several sub activity systems. 
Focus in this research is on the participants and how they responded to the given tools and 
premises that were provided under the concept of an installation. Each participant, organis-
ing entity and facilitator within the activity system socially mediate the activity as they enter 
the project with their own motivations and interests. The system that is about to occur can 
be defined as an activity system as it becomes a creative meeting point for the actor’s com-
mon and different interests. Even though the motivation for participating in the activity may 
differ, the created community of actors have the common goal, according to the set common 
objectives, to find alternative ways of using and making the artefacts (Engeström 1987, Cole 
& Engeström 1994). Through looking at the installations in this light the psychological, cul-
tural and institutional perspectives and interactions may become clearer to analyse (Mietti-
nen, 1997). 

Through setting up a framework and allowing for the construction of artefacts, participants 
of a certain community were given the opportunity to express themselves. Further research 
and interpretations can be made based on their responses and representations. Westerlund 
describes how:

“People express different aspects through different channels and by enabling peo-
ple to express themselves not only by talking but also by acting and constructing 
artefacts we create a richer understanding of their needs and desires as well as 
their context and situation”. (Westerlund, 2007, p. 1)

To make something has the power to translate ideas and thoughts and gives an indication on 
what a person does rather than what they says they do. The artefact itself can also help to il-
lustrate a problem or demonstrate or explain the nature of a problem. This is in particular im-
portant for the working process of the workshop as it takes place with people from different 
cultures and with different languages. Artefacts may also function to communicate a certain 
aesthetic, aiming to give an experience or communicate an idea (Nieddeder, 2007a). Arte-
facts are helpful in the research process, as artefacts are “inputs into knowledge production 
and as outputs for knowledge communication” (Nimkulrat, 2012, p. 14). For example, in an 
intervention study and as an input, artefacts can be a starting point for discussion or further 
creative practice. In this way they may both serve to define and shape new research ques-
tions as well as to inspire new creation. When artefacts become an output for a research they 
may indicate if the chosen research question was valid or might need adjusting. Nieddeder 
(2007b; 2009) has explored how this process of using artefacts as output can turn into an 
indicator of gained knowledge/procedural knowledge. They may further serve as an example 
and description of a creative or experimental process as well as to support written findings 
visually. Biggs (2002) has further stressed the importance of combining artefacts with textual 
interpretation as:

“Neither artefacts alone nor words/texts alone would be sufficient. What is re-
quired is the combination of artefact [painting, design, poem, dance, etc.] and 
a critical exegesis that describes how it advances knowledge, understanding and 
insight.” (Biggs, 2002, p. 24)
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The artefacts used in the construction of the four installations are shown in table 8. These 
artefacts are all present in the installations but the arrangement of them varied slightly from 
each installation to another. 

Table 8. Overview of mediating artefacts for input and output of creation and communication of knowledge 
within the exhibition and workshop.

Elements/ Artefacts Activity Aspired Mediation Comment
Photographs Active element in 

Exhibition & Workshop
INPUT: Inspiration, 
contribute with opening 
up ideas, imagination, 
dream, envisioning. 
Inspire and trigger the 
participant into activity.
OUTPUT: Participants 
and visitors are invited 
to photograph their 
process/what they see

Except from the 
photographs available 
in the surrounding 
exhibition, a selection of 
photos are placed around 
the workshops space.

Textile materials & 
trimmings (buttons, 
lace, ribbon, elastic)

Active element in 
Workshop

INPUT: Material
OUTPUT: Material

These are prepared 
and placed out prior 
to the start of the each 
workshop session.

Second-hand dresses Active element in 
Exhibition & Workshop

INPUT: Inspiration, 
ideas, show different 
designs, cuts, shapes and 
styles.
OUTPUT: Embodied 
knowledge, ideas, and 
imagination.

The facilitator must 
collect materials for the 
workshop the weeks 
before the workshop 
starts from local markets. 
The participants are also 
encouraged to visit the 
markets themselves. The 
collected garments are 
hung up in the workshop 
space or put out in piles.

Sewing machines Active element in 
Workshop

INPUT: Tool
OUTPUT:  Technical 
Learning

Usually borrowed from 
local organisation. Set 
up in the middle of the 
workshop and free to use 
for participants.

Tools (scissors, 
needles, pins

Active element in 
Workshop

INPUT: Tool
OUTPUT: Technical 
Learning

Tools are free to use but 
have to be returned at the 
end of the day.

Blank sheets of paper Active element in 
Workshop 

INPUT: Raw Material
OUTPUT: Paper 
patterns, templates

To sketch or make 
patterns

Pencils, paintbrushes, 
colouring crayons

Active element in 
Workshop

INPUT: Raw Material
OUTPUT: Illustrate 
ideas. Prototype.

To sketch designs 
before cutting into their 
garments. 

Template / mock-
up/ pattern to BIG 
MAMA, 

Active Element in Work-
shop

INPUT: ”Ice breaker”, 
”Open document” to be 
reconfigured
OUTPUT: Measurement 
of initial skills. From 
passive to active maker.  

One paper pattern of my 
first BIG MAMA will 
hang somewhere in the 
space, free to use and 
copy.
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4.3.1 Materials: Second-Hand Garments as a Starting Point for Activity to 
Emerge
The stock item used in all in the workshop part of all the installations was second-hand 
dresses. In each installation, the process of the collection of materials was initiated two weeks 
before the workshop was about to start, allowing plenty of time to search for materials. The 
sourcing of materials was done in two ways, primarily through my own selection process, it 
might be a print, or a shape or a button on a collar that triggers an idea and inspires me to 
choose a garment. The material itself was another parameter that I tried to consider, as cer-
tain kinds of polyester materials tend to rip and tear easily once they are cut into. The second 
way I employed to source material was to buy garments by weight through bales that were 
bought from an importing warehouse. In this case the selection process was done through a 
basic grading system of quality and style elsewhere, without any control of my own over what 
the bail contained. The contents could be said to be fairly random in comparison. 

Sourcing and Using Materials from Local Markets
Even though the import of second-hand garments is a restricted commodity in Mexico, the 
supply of smuggled second-hand garments is vast and supports many people’s livelihoods36. 
Many of the garments found in the markets were from American fast fashion brands. There 
was also a large supply of unsold new garments that had been made in Mexico but labelled 
and been sold on an American market. Many of these had been tagged with discount labels in 
USD as well as labelled with American Charity store’s names but once again they had found 
their way back to Mexico (photo 5).

“We go outside of El Faro together with Antonio who is show-
ing us around the markets. It is gigantic and we walk around 
the different stands that are packed high and low with stuff. 
Remote controls, A taxidermy snake, shoes, broken cables, 
buttons, skin cream, empty gas containers, old and new 
clothes. Here you can find everything. Inbetween there are 
stands that are offering new goods at low prices. I stop to 
explore some of the piles that look like second-hand gar-
ments. I go for the cheapest piles with clear marked prices 
first. Finding skirts, blouses and a few dresses. Most of it 
is newly produced with cut off tags and minor faults such as 
stains or broken seams. The prices are between 5-15 pesos 
(0.3-0.8 USD)” (Ericsson logbook37, 3/10-12)

36 As an effort to protect domestic production, the Mexican government has restricted the official 
import of second-hand garments. There is officially a need for a licence to import second-hand garments but 
according to the Ministry of Economy there has never been a filed request for such a licence (Gauthier, 2010) 
and the trade is instead, just like with other prohibited items (for example guns, frozen chickens, American 
alcohol) from the US smuggled into the country  (Gauthier, 2010; O’Day and Lopez 2001). For more informa-
tion about the ”criminal life of second-hand clothing” and the trade between the US and Mexico see Gauthier, 
2010; 2012.
37 Then Ericsson, now Curtis.
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Photo 5. Due to the nature of this restricted trade with second-hand clothing it was difficult to document 
these markets as the vendors did not want to be interviewed, filmed or photographed. This photo was however 
taken at one of the several second-hand markets in Mexico City.

In Mozambique the material used was found in the local markets where each market con-
tained hundreds of stalls that were selling second-hand garments that were hung up or put 
out in piles (photo 6). Prices varied widely, for example a dress was sold for US$ 1-5 depend-
ing on quality, men’s office shirts were sold for around US$ 3-4 and a ladies’ top cost around 
US$ 2. To sell second-hand garments is a difficult way to make a living and traders earn an 
average of US$ 5.38 a day, leaving many of the traders in persistent poverty (Brooks 2012b p. 
233). Xipamanin market is one of the biggest second-hand clothing markets in Maputo city 
and I did not have to wait long until I had found the large area with the stalls offering piles 
as well as nicely hung second-hand garments. A large amount of dresses were selected in the 
price range of US$ 1-3 many of which some had flaws in the material. Two bales of dresses 
were also bought on two occasions for the installation. During a visit to the Componi market, 
I came across one tailor who used a combination of second-hand garments and the tradition-
al capulana38 to make new fashion, in particular on demand for his customers. He explained 
how he found that there were many good second-hand materials to be found in the markets 
and through combining them with new materials he could decrease his production cost. 
 

38 Capulana is the typical local patterned sarong that is worn as everyday wear as well as for special 
occasions. Although designed locally the capulana is mainly produced overseas and imported from countries 
such as China, India, Indonesia or Holland.
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Photo 6. One of the many second-hand markets in Mozambique, 2013.
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4.3.2 The Workshop: Introducing the Rules of Improvisation
The workshop was the core part of the intervention where most data was collected. It was 
structured into three different phases; introduction, working process and final presentation. 
In action research and intervention studies, workshops are a common structure to test and 
collect ideas and data. Within design research, it is common to let the participants decide 
themselves what will happen within a given structure (Bang et al., 2014). This way of work-
ing is also called a participatory workshop. Participatory workshops are common methods 
to bring people together and to seek more information on how they act and reason around 
specific topics. Emphasis is put on solution driven design processes that take place collabo-
ratively and creatively. Participatory workshops are commonly used as a method for research 
on sustainability in for example Finland (Hirscher, 2013), England (Earley, 2010; 2015), Swe-
den (von Busch, 2013) and the USA (Janigo et al., 2015). The participants to these kinds of 
workshops are commonly selected for the sole purpose to be part of a research project. Most 
of these workshops take place in the Global North and focus is on how the participants re-
spond to the given instructions. Earley & Ballie (2014) have also used workshops to explore 
techniques and processes of redesign on second-hand garments in England and Sweden. 
They have employed printing techniques to revive materials and have given a large number 
of workshops worldwide. Earley & Ballie (2014) describe the importance of their roles as 
workshop leaders as essential in the development of the workshops: 

“Although technically simple, the workshops revealed that without aesthetic 
guidance from the resources provided, the results were often too naive to ena-
ble users to feel that they had added value and created something wearable. The 
users enjoyed the company and discourse with other users and the support and 
guidance provided by the experts.” (Earley & Ballie, in von Busch et al., 2014)

In the context of this research project the structure of the participatory workshop was organ-
ised with about 20% planned activities, leaving space for about 80% unexpected and sponta-
neous activities to take place. The main data searched for in the four workshops (within the 
four installations) was how, why and what kind of learning that would take place within the 
created community of the workshop space. More specifically the data searched for was; (1) 
the participants motivation to engage in the activities (2) the type of crafting made, for exam-
ple the making of an artefact for their own use or for sale (crafting for learning or as business) 
and (3) the process of collaboration between participants within and outside the group. 

It was through the workshops that the visitor or invited participants were offered the oppor-
tunity to try out ideas and experiment with the tools and materials provided. The time frame 
of the researched workshops stretched from seven days to three weeks. The main idea with 
the workshop was to let participants see, read or hear about textiles, fashion, redesign, craft 
and sustainability but also to reflect through the making and through the contact with the 
given materials. In other words, to offer a platform for making and revaluating their possible 
role within the production of an artefact. Except from the local and formal cultural rules in 
the visited communities and the projects set timeframe, I described how the building blocks 
of the coming design activities were set out. I explained that we were only using second-hand 
garments and that the ultimate goal was to learn from each other and share ideas and skills. 
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Through these valuable contributions the second-hand garments may live again, in the shape 
of yet another garment or as another artefact such as for example a bag, hat, painting or as a 
new fashion idea. Aside from this there were no outspoken expectations of what the partic-
ipants were to create and the space and time dedicated to the task was open for the partici-
pants to use freely and in any possible way they could think of. 

“It was very good putting in practice by changing clothes, look and think, 
how I can give a new life to my skirt? And the fact that we exchange ex-
perience with others.” (workshop participant, Maputo, 2013)

Conceptualising artefacts through photography
In the first workshop in 2010 the participants had been asked to create a collaborative blog for 
the project. BIG MAMA Maputo became the name for the participant’s blog and they made 
a presentation of themselves as well as showing photos of their BIG MAMAs in a short space 
of time. This was the first exercise within the framework to test how conceptualisation would 
be received if introduced in the context of the workshop. It turned out to be a rather efficient 
way to give the participants a feeling of belonging to the created community and they soon 
began to document parts of their process. They were encouraged to carry on documenting 
the working process and it became part of the structure of the installation as it gave the 
participant an opportunity to interrupt their crafting and reflect on their own process. In all 
workshops, the participant’s resulting artefacts were documented with photography, some-
times by the participants themselves and other times by an accompanying photographer. The 
participants could after their artefact had been photographed keep their creations.

The Workshop as an Ongoing Activity to Raise Interest Amongst Visitors
The workshop was an on-going element in the installations and there were several visitors to 
the exhibitions that became curious from observing the movements and production going 
on in the shared space. This curiosity often resulted in participants being asked about what 
they were doing and sometimes also why. The relatively relaxed nature of this environment 
also made it easy for the visitor to engage in activity, whether coming with ideas or creating 
their own artefact. 

The “icebreaker” BIG MAMA
Just like an open document that can be further configurated (von Busch, 2008) there was one 
planned activity that was initiated as a primary activity with the aim to encourage activity. 
In 2010 I had named it the BIG MAMA as I had introduced it as a means and artefact that 
allowed everyone to participate, no matter what their previous skill base. It was aimed to be 
a “leveller” between participants as well as between participant and facilitator as it required 
an immediate response to a task, involving both the process of reflecting and making. The 
rule was simple, to redesign material into a basic mini-dress similar to the design of a t-shirt. 
There were no other instructions given other than that it should have two pockets and be of 
similar proportions to those of a t-shirt or the brought prototype of the BIG MAMA. There 
was also a few copies of a miniature booklet available illustrating the BIG MAMA. There was 
initially a time restriction to finish the BIG MAMA in one workshop session but this restric-
tion changed according to different individual needs within the group. 
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The Final Presentation/Show
The final presentation or show was introduced to be a visualisation and social experience of 
the outcome of the installation (combination of the exhibition and workshop). The common 
goal was made visible to the audience and on all occasions there was an explanation given 
that all materials that had been used were second-hand garments. This outcome had several 
invisible goals too. For the participants the final showcase allowed them an opportunity to 
share their artefacts with a wider audience. It may also have served to solely give them more 
confidence or simply something that they had enjoyed doing. For the organising partners the 
final presentation was an occasion for promoting their involvement in the project and in the 
community. For the artist it can be said to be the challenge of keeping a group together and 
to share underlying beliefs with the audience, for the researcher it was a chance to observe 
and measure if the project managed to achieve its set out collaborative goal. For the teacher it 
was mostly about the process of making the artefacts. The showcase gave a deadline and also 
functioned as a measurement of the collaborative forces that are needed to create, complete 
and communicate a project like this. 

4.3.3 The Exhibition
Harper describes images as ”a means to an end, rather than as an end in and of itself ” (Harp-
er, 2012, p. 155) and in the context of fashion they are an important part in the transforma-
tion of a recrafted/redesigned garment into fashion. 

The exhibition in the installation was set up around a series of photographs and other visual 
media such as films and animations showing redesigned dresses in different contexts and 
locations (appendices 3-5). There were also samples and photos of examples of what could 
be done with second-hand garments. The aim with the visual media was to visually attract 
the attention of the visitor and lead them further into the story of redesigned fashion, dreams 
and desires. Some of the selected photos and animations were also chosen to illustrate ex-
amples of how visual media, still as well as moving images, could be one way that can make 
garments ”live” again. Through for example using a basic camera or mobile phone and open 
source editing programs and music, it is possible to conceptualise themes and communicate 
a feeling around a garment. This inclusion of different media was also used as a way to attract 
a wider group of participants to join into the workshop, as there might be some participants 
that were not into redesigning garments but perhaps would be interested in the conceptual or 
communicative aspect of the making and promotion of redesigned fashion. 

The films and animations that were shown had been made either in collaboration with other 
artists interpreting the dresses in new contexts, or by the facilitator during previous practice 
or field study. Some of the final artefacts shown had a more poetic message whereas others 
were of a more informative kind. The animations ”The Life of a Dress” and “Burst” (appendix 
5) were reoccurring in all exhibitions and showed the problems behind textile production 
and fashion in a simple way. It was made in collaboration with two groups of students from 
an animation school in Sweden who co-created their own story around the concept of rede-
sign and rejuvenation based on a basic brief. 

With the execution of each installation, more photographs and samples of styles were gath-
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ered. These would be shown in the next locality to contribute to the story of what could be 
done with second-hand garments. This continuous update of the story contributed to the 
travelling feel of the exhibition. This concept of travelling also reflected the story of the great 
distances textiles and garments may travel in their lifetime. Photos of for example raw cotton 
bales, factory workers in action and final fashion garments were mixed amongst the more 
conceptual photos. Except from attracting people’s attention, another aim with showing the 
visitor/participant visual media was to trigger them into imagining what could be created, 
from provided second-hand garments through using what already exists to its full potential39. 
Figure 6 is a simple illustration of how the installation combined the different elements with-
in one platform. 

Figure 6. The installation as a platform for making in which the exhibition and workshop functions as a visual 
trigger as well as practical tool space for interaction. The installation is built up on artefacts that aim to assist 
the visitors and participants to envision possible ideas and design solutions on how reutilisation and redesign 
of second-hand garments may be organised.

39 Cooperrider and Whitney (1999) describes this approach to envision as a way to imagine what could 
be organised into a desired state of the future, as an optimistic strategy or appreciative enquiry. Appreciative 
inquiry further attempts to ask questions that triggers imagination to envision the future. This to foster posi-
tivity and to use and build on the full potential of a certain situation or person. 
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The Map Dress
One particular dress that was reoccurring in the installations is the map dress. It had a cen-
tral position in the exhibition as it was showcased on flyers and posters. This dress has a big 
print of the world-map (photo 7) and has been photographed around the world by different 
photographers. The dress was included as a metaphor to share and symbolise a garment’s 
on-going journey through time, place and people.

“The Map Dress was found in Hong Kong in 2006. It has since then been used in 
The Life of a Dress exhibitions as a symbol of the global nature of trading patterns 
of textile, clothing and fashion. It has been photographed in various places and 
countries. It has been out for walks in Swaziland, bike rides through the English 
countryside, waterfall-swims in Brazil, sleeping on the train from Shanghai to 
Moscow, diving into the sand dunes in the desert of Morocco and sunbathing in 
Mexico.” (From The Life of a Dress introduction booklet, Ericsson, 2014)

As previously described, the garment dress was chosen as it is a familiar everyday artefact or 
activity (to dress, get dressed) for most people. 
 

Photo 7. The map dress.
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Design Collaborations to Learn About and Involve Local Practitioners
By spending time in the local community prior to the opening of the installation, it was pos-
sible to identify and then strategically invite actors who may be able to influence the audience 
and participation simply by their presence in the exhibition. These actors could be seen as 
giving credence and also providing a source of local familiarity to the installation. 
In Mozambique 2013 the local fashion brand Mima-te that had developed since the project’s 
visit in 2010 (appendix 6), was given a central role in the design of the exhibition. They were 
showing photographs as well as selling their products within the installation, illustrating a 
practical example of how the concept of redesign could be made in the local context (photo 
8).

Photo 8. The local fashion brand Mima-te as part of the installation, Mozambique 2013. 

4.4 Collection, Presentation & Interpretation of Data

This intervention study is a collection of a series of case studies that cannot be ”briefly re-
counted nor summarised in a few main results” as the story itself is its main result as a ”virtu-
al reality” (Flyvbjerg, 2004). It should be read with an open mind and sensitivity as it aims to 
provide practical insight to issues that cannot be gathered from theoretical information alone 
(Flyvbjerg, 2004). The methods used in this research project are two fold. The first and ini-
tially most active method was the creative practice to organise and facilitate an action based 
participatory intervention study in the shape of an installation40. 
40 Rust has further described the criteria for designers and artists to be considered researchers as they 
have to: (1) indicating the research problem and its rationale; (2) demonstrating a good understanding of the 
research context; (3) acquiring research methods and consolidating them in an explicit way that is under-
standable by other researchers; and (4) verifying the results and contribution of their research (2007, p. 75). 
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The empirical data was then studied in the light of voices gathered from the theoretical field 
on research and different practices of sustainable fashion such as redesign and social produc-
tion.

Participatory approaches include the lives of other people and are sensitive areas, demanding 
a large amount of care and ethics during the research process. Responsibility towards the peo-
ple involved and mutual trust is crucial. Descriptions of the personal involvement that this 
responsibility and trust demand are often taken for granted and seldom included in research 
literature as the researcher’s personal experiences and feelings are often left out (Whitcomb, 
2016; Light and Akama, 2012). This lack of for example personal accounts of participatory 
approaches in research can contribute to a one sided view of collaborative approaches. In 
reality these tend to be messy and challenging, but in written text they are mostly described 
as structured and objective. 

This research and the design method under which it was conducted, also gives an example 
of what, why and how a temporary community of practice may be activated, cultivated and 
eventually dispersed into learning experiences and possible personal ventures for the par-
ticipants. Participatory observation and visual analysis (Pink, 2007) have been the main ap-
proaches for collecting, naming, defining, describing, comparing and analysing the data from 
this study. I have touched upon approaches relating to visual sociology (Harper, 2012) in the 
sense that I have used photographs and filmed material to document, represent and analyse 
activities. The empirical data was divided during the writing up phase into clusters according 
to their characteristics and contents. Coding labels specifically relating to the emerging activ-
ities within the proposed structure of the installation for example; redesign process, learning, 
presentation and spontaneous activity were introduced. After all data had been coded, the 
themes that emerged were named. The final categorisation and analysis of the developed ac-
tivity systems then took place inspired by activity theory and community of practice.

4.4.1 Primary Research Data to be Discussed and Analysed 
Participant’s comments, extracts of conversations, documenting photographs and in particu-
lar artefacts were the primary empirical data together with the a/r/tographer’s reflections and 
notes from the project.

The visual documentation, internally and externally produced and the representations (pho-
tos and films of reificated artefacts) that were made between 2012-2016 have been used as 
empirical data to share the final artefacts and the moments behind them. Documenting pho-
tographs have been included to represent and illustrate examples of the installations and the 
processes and artefacts that developed within them. The photographs have been essential in 
the writing phase of this research project as a support for recollecting activities related to the 
project. They have functioned as a helpful tool to study the group’s dynamics, individuals 
“cultural script” and the their final visual expressions (Harper, 2012). This combination of 
using photos as well as observations has been chosen as an attempt to capture parts of the ac-
tivity that emerged in the created communities as well as to give a personal account of critical 
situations that occurred during the challenge to engage the diverse competencies that exist 
Unlike historians or philosophers, practitioners are in the position that enables the study of creative artefacts 
in progress. (Daichendt, 2012).
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in different communities. The different strategies for collection of data can be seen in table 9.

Table 9. The strategies and methods that were used in the collection of primary data during the four interven-
tions.

Strategy for 
Collection of 
Data

Strategy for 
Engagement

Techniques Aim Resulting 
data

Facilita-
tor’s role

Workshop Craft and redesign 
as communicative 
device. Place for 
learning and sharing. 
Facilitating activity 
through offering 
space, tools and ma-
terials. 

Created com-
munity/setting. 
Craft as media-
tor for engage-
ment and activi-
ty. Participatory 
observation. 

Identify activi-
ties, behaviours, 
conversations, 
tacit interactions

Photographs, 
logbook, 
notes, filmed 
footage

Artist/
Researcher, 
Teacher, 
Facilitator/
Full par-
ticipant in 
setting

Exhibition
(Visualis-
ation)

Platform to invite 
visitors to the project. 
Facilitating activity.

Photo elicita-
tion, narration 
of stories and 
background info 
through pho-
tography, film 
and prototypes. 

Observation of 
visitors and to 
create engage-
ment in work-
shop. Participa-
tory observation. 

Photographs, 
filmed foot-
age, notes, 
interviews. 

Artist, 
Researcher, 
Organiser.
Prepare 
and organ-
ise photos 
and filmed 
materials

Interviews Respond to and 
initiate conversations 
during the workshop/
exhibition.

Informal, 
open-ended, 
conversational.

Gather partic-
ipant’s experi-
ences, percep-
tions, opinions, 
feelings, prior 
knowledge.

Field notes. Artist, 
Researcher, 
Teacher

Reflective 
Journal

Off loading, ‘know-
ing-in-action’

Writing down 
thoughts prior, 
during and after 
execution of the 
interventions.

Organise ideas 
and personal im-
pressions of ac-
tivities. Offload-
ing of thoughts 
and reflections 
on actions.

Written text, 
illustrations, 
photos.

Researcher

Field study Cultural Mapping Direct Obser-
vation. Photo 
documentation, 
raw & edited 
filmed footage.

Activities, behav-
iours, actions, 
interactions. 
Create a context.

Context, 
photography, 
footage, field 
notes 

Researcher

Artefacts Initiate conversations 
and participation. 
Reifications.

Crafting Practical 
knowledge, reifi-
cated learnings. 

Photos of ar-
tefacts, photo 
materials 
from projects.

Artist, Re-
searcher.

Informal Interviews, Observations and Reflections
The flexible nature of the scheduling and the availability of those attending meant that in-
terviewing was conducted in a relatively random format. In the two first interventions the 
project photographer had been of great assistance and it was he who asked the participants 
and visitors questions on what they saw and how they experienced the project. He filmed 
their answers and some of this footage was later edited by an external collaborator and film 
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editor (appendix 3c). Participants that were professional designers, tailors and running their 
own businesses were interviewed in a more in-depth manner. Some of these interviewees 
were also filmed whereas others were recorded or notes were taken. During the field studies a 
total of 15 local designers and organisations working with reuse or redesign were visited and 
interviewed to create an understanding of the local conditions, motivations and approaches 
towards reuse and redesign in the different localities. Observations were written down but 
employed more specifically as background information in the construction of the installation 
rather than the construction of this thesis.

Notecards were used to describe, reflect upon and structure field notes and personal thoughts 
on activities and in relation to the creative practice as well as the literature review. A selection 
of quotes of statements were chosen on the basis that they would add or deepen the meaning 
of a certain situation or phenomenon. 

To increase understanding about the dynamic movement and mediation between the sub-
jects (participants, organising partners and facilitator) and the artefacts, the analytical part of 
this research leans towards the previously described fusion of activity theory and community 
of practice (temporary community of practice). If the participant was inspired or interested 
to engage in practical activities, they joined into the practical workshop-part of the installa-
tion by listening, interacting and taking part in the making of new artefacts out of available 
materials. Their final artefacts could be seen as reifications and embodiment of their knowl-
edge (Scrivener, 2002) and possible learnings.

4.4.2 Presentation of Research Contents
Harper claimed that as culture is visual so should it also be studied visually (Harper, 2012). 
The chosen words, photographs and filmed material from the intervention study are all ”sec-
ond-hand observation(s)” (Flick, 1998, p. 151) that were taken from their original cultural 
context and can be interpreted in different ways depending on the reader. Visual media has 
further been used as a method to engage in, reflect over and communicate lived experiences 
further (Banks, 2001; Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). 

The amount of photographs and filmed material collected during the project was vast and 
only a selection of the material is used in the thesis as a selection was made during the writ-
ing process in retrospect to the execution of the installation. I chose to present the selected 
photographic material as I believe it could contribute with illustrations of the process of reifi-
cation and participation, as a “visual evidence” of the learning that may have occurred. 

Ethics in Relation to Documentation
Participants were given information about the project during the first meeting with them. 
Both the facilitator and the photographer explained that the activities they would participate 
in were to be photographed and filmed during the workshop. No signed agreements were 
written but the participants of the workshop verbally agreed on their participation on those 
grounds. In addition to this in the exhibitions, the photographer when possible asked for the 
visitor’s permission before photographing/filming their presence. 
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4.4.3 Shifting Roles of the Facilitator: Artist, Researcher and Teacher 
Self-observation is a useful tool to use when the researcher is participating in the field that 
is researched (Brinkmann, 2012; Czarniawska & Thorell, 2014). A great part of the develop-
ment of the research has been built on tacit knowledge and intuition and part of the mission 
with the writing has been to find a way to communicate this experience of preparing for, 
executing and describing the messiness that occurs when a project is left open-ended. I have 
been active as artist, research and teacher, attempting to pay attention to the participant’s 
reactions and actions, and to actively and enthusiastically encourage them in their processes. 
The participants chosen activities steered the sessions forward while I shifted my roles de-
pending on the current moment’s circumstances. 

As an artist I have been curating an installation of which I have made some of the artworks, 
either independently or in collaboration with other artists. The main artefact is however the 
collage-like composition of the installation itself. Visual media has been the main outcome 
together with new designs of dresses that have been remade during the four installations. The 
artefact dress has been the main inspiration as it has triggered and fuelled my inspiration and 
desire to make, and in particular to explore this inspiration together with a larger group of 
people. I used previous experiences from doing redesign myself on dresses that were rede-
signed in other projects and then sold. The installation was composed so as to leave blank 
spaces or as “holes in the net are openings for the imagination” (Taylor & Saarinen, 1994, 
p. 7) as these spaces are open for unexpected events to take place through the participants 
engagement. 

As a researcher, visual and crafting interaction has been the main research strategy. Through 
leaving space for creation to take place in different created communities, new directions have 
opened up for new questions. The dress has been used as a universal language to interact, to 
share experiences and as a tool to reach and understand different mindsets and practices. 
Through the research process, collecting data and going through the reflective journal and 
the archive of visual material of photos and footage the following areas of responsibilities 
have been recognised as main tasks/areas for my roles:

•	 Commitment to research inquiry, execution of practical study 
•	 Documenting the process 
•	 Facilitate activity in the created community
•	 Bring own experience into the creative space 
•	 Participate in the researched society/community 
•	 Responsibility over keeping efficient relations to sponsor/economical facili-

tators and mediate in-between the network of actors (within the space as well 
as on a larger scale, in the overall project) 

•	 Create space for engagement and sharing of knowledge to take place. 

As a teacher I have through the designing and making processes had conversations with 
the participants aiming to encourage the participants to develop their own designs/ideas 
according to their own interests, dreams and desires. The processes of their work have been 
documented and used to further inspire participants and visitors in events held in a different 
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context. The choice to use dress as pedagogic tool was made with an aspiration to engage 
with the participants and to encourage democratic participation, imagination and innova-
tion (Cooperrider & Whitney, 1999). 

One of the main differences between traditional science and practice-based science made 
with people is the difficulty to generalise results. The results are context bound and unique in 
their originality, making them difficult to replicate or multiply. To analyse and create theory 
based on creative practice and complex social relationships can be difficult as the empirical 
data is based on what someone does rather than what they say they do or plan to do. Ways 
to deal with this challenge includes the making of deep descriptions and/or to take support 
from theoretical frameworks and approaches that may place people’s experiences in a wider 
structure or network. 

4.5 Communities of Practice and Activity Theory as Support for 
Analysis 

It appeared from the interviews, observations and artefacts that the main values of the in-
stallation were the activity it generated. Engeström (1999b) describes how actions within 
an activity system cannot be predicted as they are not fully rational nor machine operated. 
Instead, actions should be looked at through interpretation and an open mind of ambiguity 
as all actions can potentially affect the way learning takes place and new activities to develop. 
Some of these activities may lead to some kind of behavioural change in people in relation to 
their surrounding. 

The most central part in the interventions made was the workshops in which people tested 
ideas with existing materials and tools. The activities that took place in the workshops created 
a complex network of relationships between humans as well as between human and nonhu-
man (the materials, the tools, machines etc.). In order to simplify this complex network of 
activities, I have taken support from the structure of the second generation of activity sys-
tem (Engeström, 1987). It was selected to assist in the organisation of the findings on how 
planned and improvised activities within the four workshops related to the given common 
goal to collaboratively redesign second-hand garments so as to create a final presentation for 
a larger audience. 

Activity theory can generally be used as support to understand “how humans work, learn, 
and develop in social context” (Kaptelinin and Nardi, 2006, p. 179) as it aims to understand 
how people construct knowledge and consciousness through everyday practice and activi-
ties (Kaptelinin and Nardi, 2006). The reason why I chose this framework was its flexibility 
and adaptability in different situations. Further to this, activity theory is useful in situations 
where a group of people are striving towards a common goal as embedded in activity theory 
is the assumption that humans strive for improvements through a continuously on-going in-
ternal and external learning process. Another reason why activity theory is suitable is that it 
recognises the importance of cultural context and its network-like structure allows for a large 
spread and variety in for example skills, participants and contexts. 
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As described in chapter two, community of practice can be an additional helpful framework 
to give support in the way that instructions can be built up in the development or transfor-
mation of a community of practice (Hoadley, 2012). When looking into literature there are 
only a limited number of examples based in practice on how activities can be organised to fa-
cilitate communities of practice to emerge (Cambridge & Suter, 2005). In the field of fashion 
there are even fever even though there are a growing amount of explorative initiatives that are 
trying out new models of production, on a grassroots level as well as on a commercial level. 
It may be of interest to examine the theory further and how it can be translated in practice as 
it outlines a structure for ways that may engage people and enable them to work together and 
to keep them interested in certain activities. 

Activity theory has been used to explain and analyse the “doing” part of the project, the 
workshop. Whereas community of practice has been used to explain and process the instal-
lation as an entity and the potential “learning” part of the project. To learn more about how 
to facilitate a (temporary) community of practice to evolve in practice could be of interest as 
it may for example engage people that otherwise would not have the opportunity to interact 
in a group, enable dialogues between people, capture existing knowledge, stimulate learning 
and to introduce collaborative processes to certain groups of society. In the next section of 
this thesis the intervention studies of this research are presented in chronological order. The 
first installation took place in 2012 as a result of an invitation from The Swedish Embassy in 
Mexico. 

The theme that ran through these events was one of reassessing the value of things using art 
and creativity to establish new values in what has been regarded as waste or even a social 
problem. The installation was invited and funded to join the project and to give a workshop 
in a cultural centre in the outskirts of Mexico City.  

Photo 9. Collection of photos for the exhibition part of the installation.
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CHAPTER 5
REDESIGNING TOGETHER IN FOUR DIFFERENT 

CONTEXTS & CULTURES



Photo 10. One of the many stalls selling second-hand objects in the market outside the cultural centre where 
the installation took place, Iztapalapa, Mexico City, 2012.
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5.1 Hecho en Faro: The Collaborative Making of a Fashion 
Collection in Mexico

Timeframe: 10 days (40 hours), 4 hours/day, 3-4 days/week
Participants: 25-40 locals to the community of Iztapalapa
Age group: 15-70 years
Place: El Faro de Oriente, Mexico City, Mexico
Level of proficiency: Novice/proficient/expert

5.1.1 Coming Together
Preparations are generally stressful and exhaustive; the combination of quickly aclimitising 
to new time zones, cultures, language and climate combined with trying to gain information 
about how and where to locate the materials needed for the workshop. And always the un-
derlying apprehension, questions of  ”Do we have enough? How will the people respond? and 
Will there even be anyone showing up? ” hanging over us.

It was the first time I was to work with a pre-set goal such as a fashion show and even though 
this outcome was fixed, the exact plan of what we were going to do for the coming weeks 
was flexible enough to feel loose. This made me worry if we would be able to make a whole 
collection together within three weeks? I had little idea of what to expect from the partici-
pants in several ways, there were cultural differences and varying skills and knowledge sets 
to contend with so it was great comfort to me to have a native mexican as the photographer 
of the project. His ability to translate and explain made us able to move more efficiently and 
comfortably.

We were initially a group of about 30 people standing around the large table in El Faro de 
Oriente’s sewing space (photo 11, 12). I initially stumbled a little between the different lang-
uages but with great assistance from the photographer, we shared a brief about the projects 
previous residencies and a dialogue began about the participants previous experiences and 
their different reasons for becoming involved in the project. The group was composed of 
complete newcomers to the garment making process as well as those with far greater expe-
rience. Two young women described how they enjoyed designing but would like to learn 
more specifically on how to construct garments. 

”I want to have my own brand, make my own designs, and have it like 
a shop, and want to learn how to make clothes for everyone. What I 
enjoy the most is dresses so what I want to learn is how to make them.” 
(workshop participant, translated from Spanish, 2012)

Another woman described her interest to create her own brand, selling dresses exclusively. 
Her two friends had similar desires and they also described that it was important for them to 
combine beautiful well made products with accessability and remaining affordable. The same 
desire was echoed by some of the younger men in the group. 
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One of them described for the group that he wanted to learn more on how to make other 
kinds of garments as he already had a brand and was selling his garments in the market. 

“I am interested in learning more and exploring an alternative system, a 
system including recycling and alternative ways to consume” (workshop 
participant, 2012)

The themes of recycling and sustainability were brought up as another young man described 
that he had just started his design career and wanted to learn more about alternative systems 
within fashion and ways to consume. A young woman then described how she wanted to 
learn how to redesign garments she no longer used but didn’t want to throw away. This same 
interest in prolonging the lifetime of material was similarly shared with a skilled and active 
designer.

“I am interested in this workshop as I want to learn to recycle a give a 
new life to materials, to adapt and change things according to how you 
feel.” (workshop participant, Mexico 2012)

“I was attracted by the name of the project and would like to learn other 
ways of making.” (workshop participant, tailor and head mistress of the 
tailoring group El Faro de Oriente, 2012).

Photo 11. First session of the workshop in Mexico, 2012. Workshop participants describing their initial 
motivations and what it was that caught their interest to join the workshop.
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“I know very little of how to actually make something but I would like 
to learn how to change the history of a garment and how to reutilise 
materials; one dress, one more history.” (workshop participant, 2012)

”I am part of the local tailor group here at el Faro and I have been tailor 
for three years. I already know how to make garments but I like this 
project for I believe in the exchange of the ideas, different countries and 
continents.” (workshop participant, 2012)

”I have started my own brand and want to learn to make garments and 
sell in the markets.” (workshop participant, 2012)

”I have never made garments but I want to learn.” (workshop 
participant, 2012)

Photo 12. Participants presenting themselves and their motivations on why they have chosen to participate 
and what they want to learn. 
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Even though most of the people that joined in the workshop fulfilled the whole timeframe 
of it, there were a few that did not. Some simply may not have been able to return,  through 
their own health or that of family members. Another reason for sporadic engagement was for 
some participants monetary as some lived far away from the cultural centre and could not 
afford the bus fare or the transport time.

Although unemployment was rife in the area, many will have been duty bound elsewhere and 
schedules clash. The same applying for those in part time work. Family duties such as caring 
or minding can be hard to pass on and this may also have had an effect on attendance. When 
I asked some of the core members of the group about this they agreed that this would likely 
be the case. It would also be presumptious to expect everyone in the room to be inspired by 
the contents of the project or that they would like the setup and structure of working in a 
group, or that there was not enough new information for them to learn from. Its certainly not 
uncommon for some people to be hesitant and afraid of failure in front of other people, its 
something we all experience at some time. In some cases this can be too extreme to persevere 
through. This is something I tried to be attentive towards as it would be detrimental to the 
group to lose a voice or their creative input simply because of their disposition. With that in 
mind I was keen to support those who chose to work more on their own as this is simply the 
way some of us work the best.

5.1.2 The Making of a BIG MAMA
When the initial introduction to the concept and its participants was over, focus was directed 
towards the second-hand materials, prototypes and the tools.

Choosing Materials and Making Patterns
The materials were displayed on the large table and the participants could now examine 
them. These moments can often provide the initial sparks of inspiration as with the first 
touch and feel of the different materials, by twisting and turning them, a sense of the weight 
and fall in the fabric is revealed and the participants begin to reflect on what they wanted to 
make (photo 13). There were little interactions betwen the participants at this stage, within a 
few minutes, most of the participants had selected three to four pieces of garments to start to 
work with and more interaction could be seen. 

One participant showed me his three chosen materials and I asked him about his plan. He ex-
plained how he wanted to compose his BIG MAMA as he was laying out the materials on the 
table, placing them in order next to each other. He was not sure of how to move on and before 
I had the chance to reply to him about the process, his attention was redirected to the other 
side of the table. I followed his gaze as there was one of the more proficient participants, al-
ready cutting her own copy of the BIG MAMA pattern. I adviced him to follow her example. 
Questions on whether or not they are allowed to change the template arose and I gathered the 
group to explain again that it is completely up to them how they make this first exercise. The 
pattern is there if they want to use it but they can also feel free to change it. 

In a short space of time most participants had their own patterns in their hands. There was 
however a restricted amount of tools and while participants waited for their turn to use the 
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template, rulers or pens, they used this time to discuss their ideas with a peer and test how 
their design could work with their chosen materials (photo 14). While some participants had 
submerged into silence on their own, others became more playful and loud.

Photo 13. The workshop space in Mexico a couple of minutes into the moment when the participants were 
told to start their making. In the background, one proficient participant shows a novice participant how to 
unstitch a garment. In the foreground the more proficient participant is already holding the paper pattern 
ready to make her own copy.

Photo 14. Making paper patterns for the BIG MAMA.
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Cutting and Unpicking Materials 
There was always music in the room, often quite loud. And snacks. In some places this might 
have had a negative impact on people adhering to their tasks but well into the first session of 
the day there was no questioning the amount of concentration on display.

This next working phase was the unpicking and deconstructing part of the process before the 
initial cutting and shaping of the fabric began to take place and the reconstruction began. The 
room became filled with busy chatter as the participants began to acquaint themselves with 
the materials and each other. At this stage of the process the general momentum of the group 
became sporadic as the participants began to realise the extent of their own abilities and tho-
se of the group in general. People swapped places and changed the kind of activity they had 
been employing while trying to maintain a focus on what they were trying to achieve.

One participant with no previous experience had cut a jumper into four pieces. He described 
to the photographer that he had an idea of what to do but had no knowledge on how to move 
on. He showed me by holding ou the pieces in front of him and together we decided that he 
should start by putting the pieces together by hand stitching. 

In each corner there was an activity taking place and the participants had now begun to 
interact more with each other, mostly through exhibiting their progress visually rather than 
verbally. Some participants were getting advice on how to unstitch a garment without making 
damage to it. On the table next to them, another participant was cutting and joining small 
pieces of flowery materials together. Through folding and stitching them, little flowers and 
petals were taking shape to be decorating her BIG MAMA. 

Assembling the Seams by Hand or by Machine
A sewing machine can be a quite daunting piece of equipment to a novice and both time 
observing and some basic instruction are needed before the confidence required to employ 
such a machine is attained. Here, the proficient and expert participants were the first to the 
machines, watched keenly by the novices. The proficient participants knew how to use the 
machines and while they sewed in silence the novice participant would peek over their shoul-
der. Eventually, somewhat nervous, the novice participant carefully gave it a go and with 
assistance by the proficient participant some of the more daring novice participants would 
quickly learn to manage the machines. Several of the other novices did however choose to 
stay with needle and thread to fix their materials together by hand. There were also partici-
pants that choose to bring some of their garments home and finish them there overnight. 

We began to experience a lot of silence at this time. The participants were in general focused 
on their task working individually, a few random questions were being posed to one another 
to assure that they were on the right path. The more time that passed in the workshop, the 
more efficient the time by the machines became (photo 15). This seemed to be a result of the 
participants getting more proficient at what they were doing but also in the sense that they 
would form small collaborations as for example one person would sew seams together whilst 
another person was unpicking, pinning or cutting threads.
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Photo 15. Second day of the workshop. Workshop participant learning to use the industrial sewing machine 
after having been shown how to use it by proficient participant. 



Trying on Garments & Making Amendments
After the garment had been assembled, the maker of the garment or a peer participant would 
try it on (photo 16, 17). This raised the attention of several other participants who would stop 
their activity to either have a look at their peers garment or to suggest how it could be further 
improved. Adding surface embelishments to further decorate the garment was one example 
of an activity that occurred during this stage.
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Photo 16-17. Day three of the workshop. To the left a novice participant is showing a peer how she wants to 
shape the top part of what is to become a dress. The peer participant is wearing her BIG MAMA. Her design 
was based on a shirt that had its back piece taken out completely. The final design was later to be shown in the 
catwalk show. 

As the process of making the BIG MAMA moved on it became clearer (in practice rather 
than through the participants descriptions on their current knowledge level) what previous 
experience they had of the redesign process. Except from what they did, some also brought 
things that they had made before. 

”One participant, shows photos of a collection that he 
had made during a project against violence against women. 
Another partipant that previously has shown jewellery that 
she makes by hand has also brought some newspapers from the 
19th century showing designs of different dresses. The work-
flow is much quicker than I had expected” (Ericsson logbook, 
12/10-2012)

While some novice participants would struggle with the technical part of stitching and using 
the sewing machine, they would at the same time be quick with coming up with solutions on 
how to combine materials together. By simply cutting and pinning directly onto the materi-
als, the participant would explore and develop their new design. As facilitator I would frequ-
ently encourage the participant in this process, partly because it was inspiring and exciting 
to see how they translated ideas immidiately into the materials and also as it was a simple 
and direct way for us to communicate without risking anything getting lost in translation or 
risking taking attention away from their ongoing creative process. 

Novice participants would naturally take more time finishing their BIG MAMAs than the 
proficient and expert participant who either made a couple of different designs of it or quick-
ly moved on to a new design activity, individually or in collaboration.

”The BIG MAMAs are now almost finished and the belts as 
well. Some paticipants have chosen to make a second BIG 
MAMA whilst others have started to make a bag. One of the 
participants has developed a template from one of the bags 
I had used myself and that I had made from a dress during 
a previous workshop in Hong Kong. I decide that this is a 
good time to hand out the booklets that I have prepared (and 
spent way too much time on as the printing is never straight 
forward). The material supply starts to diminish and I re-
stock the material bank with some of the sample dresses 
that we have had hanging at the start of the workshop but 
this will not be enough for the duration of the workshop. 
Some of the participants have also brought some old gar-
ments from home.” (Ericsson logbook, 12/10-2012)
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During the press conference that took place one week prior to the start of the workshop, I had 
encouraged the participants to bring examples of handicraft techniques or certain design of 
garments that they would like to share. One participant had brought two embroidered blou-
ses to the table (photo 18). She described that she was part of the core tailoring and design 
group of el Faro de Oriente and already skilled at making garments. She had decided to join 
the project as she had been intrigued by, and interested in the exchange of knowledge and 
ideas between different countries and continents that the project seemed to offer. Within a 
few hours from the start of the workshop she had incorporated her embroidered blouse in 
her BIG MAMA (photo 19). 
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Photo 18-19. Blouse brought in by a workshop participant. To the right, modules from the same blouse 
incorporated in a finalised BIG MAMA.
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Photo 20. The passing of one-to-one information was common place within the installations. In this case, an 
experienced seamstress passes on her knowledge to her daughter.
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Photo 21. Proficient participant is modelling her finished BIG MAMA for two novice participants to the left. 
The finished BIG MAMA becomes another example of what is possible to make with the provided materials.



5.1.3 Moving On from One Activity to Another

The Little Black Dress
After having finished her BIG MAMA one of the expert participants asked me if she could 
move on into next task of the workshop. She pointed towards one of the sample dresses, the 
little black dress that I had hung up next to the table we were all working around. I showed 
her the pattern for the dress and told her she could chose to use it or try to make her own 
version of it if she wanted. She said that she would think about it and off she went to carefully 
examine the hanging dress. She soon grabbed the paper pattern and a big sheet of paper and 
her design process had started (photo 22). She had already chosen her raw materials that lay 
waiting for her on the table. Another participant peered over her shoulder asking what she 
was up to and she pointed to the hanging dress and her materials, describing how she planned 
to take on her chosen process. There were soon more participants, following her example. 
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Photo 22. While some choose to start from scratch with their own ideas on the sketchboard, others chose to 
work with the provided paper patterns. The paper patterns were provided without any further instructions on 
how to use them. The photo shows one participant laying out the pattern in front of her as she makes sense of 
the unnamed parts. 
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Photo 23. Photograph made from one of the participants in the group that was tracking the working progress 
of the making of the collection throughout the project. The photo shows one of the participants initial skecth 
showing how he planned to design his first dress.  
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Photo 25. One participant trying on another participant’s dress.

Photo 24. Three proficient participants looking at the Little Black Dress and together try to figure out how to 
solve the design of the collar. In the background a novice participant overhearing their conversation. 

During a visit to one of the participants little tailor’s shop in the market that was located 
next to El Faro d’Oriente, the tailor described how she had developed her own understan-
ding of the concept of reutilisation. In an informal interview that took place in her tightly 
packed shop she explained how the workshop had helped her to see the possibilities with 
second-hand garments (photo 26). Our conversation about her previous use of second-hand 
materials was brief as she described how she had previously bought some second-hand gar-
ments to use the buttons for example as this would be cheaper than to buy new ones. 

Except from this and from mending garments for her customers, she had seldom practiced 
redesign as a process to make new garments and new fashion. She did not know about anyo-
ne who had redesigned them to sell them on. She further described that the workshop had 
been interesting as an eye opener and her intention was now to continue to experiment with 
second-hand garments and see where that would take her.

CHAPTER 5 REDESIGNING TOGETHER
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Photo 26. Visiting a nearby shop that is run by one of the workshop’s proficient participants. 



Running Out of Materials
The speed of making was quick and as noted already during the first days it was not going 
to take long until most of the materials I had gathered were used up. I had shown some 
examples of patchwork and there were already several participants that had made the most 
use of the materials that remained as they had been making belts41 and developing different 
patchwork bags and garments (photo 27, 28). 

I encouraged the participants to bring materials and go and talk to each other to see if there 
was someone not using what they originally had chosen. Five days into the workshop I fi-
nally had some time to collect more materials and I also encouraged the participants to look 
around in the market surrounding the cultural centre. The speed of production had picked 
up and there were more and more finished garments hung on the walls behind the large table 
(photo 29-34).  

41 The belt was an activity that I had introduced already during the first session as an example of what 
could be done with smaller bits of materials. There was also a booklet showing an example of how this process 
of making a belt could look. 
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Photo 27. Participant making a bag out of cut-off materials while in conversation with three friends from 
outside the workshop. 

”Heading out around noon to a market to search for materi-
als. There is only newly produced materials here. Walking 
across the market I ask around if there are any stalls 
selling second-hand garments here and soon we find some. We 
also get the advice to head over to Pino Suarez which we 
do. They tell us to be careful and my collegue Roberto is 
rather nervous, leaving the camera with a friend. We are 
met by a large street full of stands with heaps of garments. 
Second-hand as well as new. Piles of 5 peso’s garments are 
surrounded with rails of more selected garments in different 
price ranges. I go for the pile offering 3 garments for 10 
pesos. There are plenty of new clothes with ripped off or 
distroyed tags /.../ We finally have three sacks of materi-
als and are heading back.” (Ericsson logbook, 14/10-12)
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Photo 28. Proficient participant showing her patchworked interpretation of one of the sample bags. 
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Photo 29-34. Participants showing their final BIG MAMAS and other garments made in the workshop. 
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Looking at Finished Garments Through the Lens
As more garments became finished in the workshop the participant that had been following 
her peer’s working process with her camera wanted to make her own photo shoot with some 
of the finished garments. The photos were later shared on social media such as flickr and on 
her personal websites (photo 35). There was also two other participants that wanted to make 
a photo shoot with a friend of theirs. They asked the project’s photographer if he could help 
them to photograph some of the group’s finished garments (photo 36-37).

During the making process there also was a film crew sent out from the organising partners 
to record some of the activity in the project. They were asking questions to the participants 
about what they thought about the workshop and their responses highlighted various themes 
related to pricing, sustainability and creativity (appendix 3b).

”We have found dresses, night gowns which people wear only once and 
they throw them away. The fabric is perfect, we pick them up and trim 
them here and there and we make a new garment” (Workshop partici-
pant, 2012)

”One finds bunches of clothing that is in good condition brought from 
the USA and from other places in the world at a great price for example 
5 pesos per piece.” (Novice workshop participant, 2012)

”Your creativity and imagination are the only limitations” (Workshop 
participant, 2012)
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Photo 35. Photo from fashion shoot made by workshop 
participant. 
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Photo 36-37. A visitor to the cultural centre and friend of a workshop participant, modelling the BIG 
MAMAs. Styling was made by two participants. 
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5.1.4 Gathering the Final Garments into a Collection
Naming the Collection and Developing a Temporary Brand
The brand and its symbolism are powerful tools within any sector of industry but nowhere 
more clinically than the fashion industry. They are typically used to create familiarity and to 
fuse a bond with people being allured to these symbols, in the case of the fashion world with 
added factors such as mystery, romance, modernity and power. The skills of the industry to 
use marketing to target their chosen demographic are formidable and something that has to 
be understood and utilised if a product is to be seen on a grand scale regardless of wether it 
is sustainable or not.

As an exercise in conceptualisation, integrating this brand idea into the redesign process was 
incorporated as I had prior to this workshop decided that the collection that was collabora-
tively made should also bear such a label and a brand and that this aspect of gaining interest 
in what was being produced should be explored. Due to the wide spread of styles of the gar-
ments made, it was somewhat hard to decide name and direction for the collection. After a 
group discussion on possible names, La Vida de Un Vestido- Hecho en Faro was agreed upon.

Two students showed interest to design a logo and the process went slowly as the communi-
cation between the two participants did not function well. I found it stressful not to have this 
step in order as time was running out and there was so much more we needed to prepare for 
in time for the final show. I was not sure how to proceed as I did not want to drop this aspect 
and eventually I intervened. 

”I saw the logo of the other person and I don’t like it, it is a terrible 
sketch”

”Not sure how to proceed with the making of the logo as 
neither of them seem to want to put down time on the design 
and also they don’t seem to agree with each other on how it 
should look. Time is so limited now that we just need to 
move on because without the label it feels like a large part 
of the final stage is missing.”(Ericsson logbook, 25/10-12)

To speed up the process of developing the logo I chose to get involved and I did a sketch 
based on a pattern found on one of the dresses we had found in the markets. This sketch was 
forwarded to both participants who were quick to come back with a few more suggestions. It 
was still difficult to move forward as their opinions were so different and there was too little 
time left to bring the matter to the whole group for a voting. Concerned by the time factor I 
decided to go for a combination of their logos. The next issue was how to get the logo printed 
in time. 
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”Everyone in the workshop is working intensivly to finish 
their garments for the show tomorrow. One first attempt to 
screenprint the labels is made but fails. The day goes by 
with no one knowing that it has failed. It is six a clock 
in the evening and we finally are told that it didn’t work 
out as we thought with the labels. I am just about to give 
up as nothing flows today but thanks to Roberto we get some 
help from the screenprinting teacher. He makes a frame and 
at nine a clock the labels are being printed and we help as 
much as we can to make the process smooth. Finally we can 
go back and cut the labels into size. I have got all finished 
garments with me and this is the last time we will visit El 
Faro.” (Ericsson logbook, 25/10-12)
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Photo 38. The making of the logo. The basis for the initial design was taken from one of the dresses found in 
the market. To the right, the logo under development. 
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Photo 39. The label were finally printed and were sewn into the garments the morning of the day of the show. 

5.1.5 Showtime
The final collection that was produced during the workshop had been given the opportunity 
by the RE:MEX project to have a catwalk show in one of the largest and best known squares 
in Mexico City. This allowed the output from the project to be shared with a much larger 
audience outside of the cultural centre. The show was to be set up in collaboration with an 
external PR agency (organised by the RE:MEX administration) during a book fair in Zócalo 
Square. It was now time to organise and gather the participant’s finished garments into a final 
collection, one of great variety. With the help of a stylist the running order was decided and 
40 different outfits were shown on professional models under the collective name La Vida 
de Un Vestido- Hecho en Faro (Life of a Dress- Made in el Faro). The stylist had previously 
worked as a fashion model and had been asked if she wanted to model the student’s creations 
for a photo shoot which she did during her visit to the workshop. With the participants stan-
ding curiously and excited next to him, the project’s photographer took photographs of the 
garments that had been created in the workshop (photo 40, 41).
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Photo 40. Workshop participants styling and photographing the final outfits before it was photographed for 
the lookbook a few days before the show. 
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Photo 41. Some of the final outfits from the La Vida de Un Vestido- Hecho en Faro- collection.
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All participants that had become the core group during the last weeks joined the final show 
with their garments. As a soundtrack to the show a local band played live with a tune that 
was fused into another track from a Swedish artist. Around 300 people were sitting in the 
audience for the show while many more passed by. Outside of the tent of the catwalk, a mi-
ni-exhibition (photo 42) was set up showing portraits of the participating students as well as 
explaining the project’s underlying values and working process. This final show shifted the 
focus from the cultural centre to the public sphere of the square that hosted the final event, 
sharing the artefacts for a larger audience (photo 44-45).

The project was coming to its end and the Swedish Embassy did an evaluation of its contents, 
describing its goal versus its outcome:

”Amongst the workshop participants from El FARO you can without 
doubt say that the short term goal was fulfilled, and probably also on 
a longer term. Some participants were to continue their learning pro-
cess through design studies with a new angle. Some had already wor-
ked within sewing and could through the workshop gain inspiration 
for new forms of design with recycled materials. /.../ The fashion show 
at el Zócalo reached a wide audience that could take part of the collec-
tion. The number of the audience were more than 300 sitting people and 
more passing by. This gave a large impact.” (SEMEX Evaluation, 2012)
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Photo 42. The mini exhibition on Zócalo Square next to the fashion show.

”It’s over! We did the show and it was all ok! I was both 
nervous, tense but really excited yesterday. At first, it 
seemed like nothing would fall into place and I was still 
rather annoyed with the low level of engagement I got from 
those who were supposed to have finalised the labels (I know 
the labels are not crucial but they have become some kind 
of fixed idea, or perhaps a symbollic end to all the work we 
have put down). There were plenty of people from el Faro 
showing up helping out to put up the little exhibition that 
I had printed out with photos of all the participants. I was 
nervous there was going to be a misleading representation 
of what we had done, that they were going to describe the 
project as something else than what it was. But the message 
was clear and loud! And when the participants stepped onto 
the stage in the end I couldnt stop smiling.” (Ericsson 
logbook, 27/10-12)  
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Photo 43. The core group of the participants that at the end of the show were invited onto the stage to receive 
the audience’s appreciation. 
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Photo 44-45. Final outfits shown in the fashion show on Zócalo square.
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5.1.6 A/r/tographer’s Reflections from Installation One (Mexico, 2012)
Around five participants from the core group described how they were curious and in-
terested in the environment (”I liked the theme of environment”). One participant was 
fond of the poetic approach of the concept as it was giving something new life again (”To 
give something a new life is what I am interested in”). Another participant also spoke 
about the cultural exchange as well as reuse and recycling as being one of the factors 
that got her interested to participate (”I like the exchange of culture and recycling”). 

Reuse was repeatedly mentioned as a trigger for interest by some participants. One 
young man explained that he had never sewn before and wanted to learn to make his 
own clothes. Some of the participants mentioned that they were interested in fashion 
and that they would like to learn to make affordable dresses to make a shop in the fu-
ture. 

The approach to let the participants start off with a simple task generated a large amount 
of different garments very quickly. There was a curiosity to try and to learn how to re-
design. 

Through showing prototypes and examples of designs some participants were challeng-
ed to try making their own interpretations of these garments. In their making process 
they adapted and personalised the style of the prototype through the choice of colours, 
cuts, material quality and trimmings.

Participants related the activities to their own practice as they brought their own de-
signs to with the group.

It was difficult to collectively decide on concept development such as branding and 
labelling. The solution was to decide on a core group managing the assignment but the 
differences in opinions interrupted this process. Methods for collective decision-ma-
king could be one way to address this issue.  

There seemed to be a strong need for common activities and group discussions in order 
to keep the group focused and working towards a common goal. To respond to this 
identified need, a short group meeting introduced each workshop session. This seemed 
to be an efficient way to bring the group together and to create a clearer direction on 
where the group was heading.

Overall the working process was appreciated but one participant explained that he 
would have liked to have some more technical support and instructions in how to use 
the sewing machine as he had never sewn before. 
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“Fashion is in our mind everyday” (workshop participant, Maputo, 
Mozambique, 2013)
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Photo 46. One of many markets in Maputo, Mozambique selling second-hand garments that have been 
travelling here from the Global North. 

5.2 One Week of Open Sharing in Mozambique

Timeframe: 7 days, open all day between 10-8pm.
Participants: locals, expats and tourists living locally or visiting Núcleo de Arte, Maputo.
Age group: 7-70 years
Place: Nucleo de Arte, Downtown of Maputo, Mozambique
Level of proficiency: Novice/proficient/expert

In 2010 I had initially been invited to Mozambique to make an installation in collaboration 
with The Swedish Embassy in Maputo. They had deemed it to be relevant under Sweden’s 
strategy on environment and climate through capacity development and collaboration as 
environmental sustainable development. This was seen as “both a specific millennium deve-
lopment goal and a precondition for the achievement of most of the others” (SAMOZ, 2012). 
They described the project as being 

“innovative as it uses art and visual communication as a medium to 
raise awareness and create a space for dialogue on the principles of up-
cycling, life cycle thinking and sustainability, while at the same time 
providing guidance, inspiration and hands-on workshops focused on 
the development of local entrepreneurial busineses through upcycling of 
waste products.” (SAMOZ Evaluation Report, 2013)

In 2013 I had my second visit to Maputo as the installation was a follow up on a previous 
installation in 2010. Then as well as now the project became part of the Embassy’s goal to 
encourage a dialogue about reutilisation and environment with local organisations, schools 
and actors within design and textiles. There was also a great interest to enforce Swedish-Mo-
zambican bonds through cultural and environmental sustainability. 

During this second visit, the contents and my attitude to the concept of the installation had 
evolved as I, on the one hand had become more analytical and less spontaneous in relation to 
how the project was designed. On the other hand, I felt an increased freedom to let more pe-
ople into the organisation of the installation and to leave even more time unplanned for oth-
ers to fill. I started to collaborate with people outside of the local context that were offering 
to share their knowledge  and time as facilitators within the framework of the installation.

5.2.1 Speed Workshop Prior to the Workshop
One week before the installation opened we had arranged a preparatory workshop at the 
local design school ENAV. This was made as an attempt to explore an alternative way to work 
in which some of the participants would be already familiar with the concept before they 
arrived to the installation. 

Participants were introduced to the concept of making a BIG MAMA and they were offered 
the opportunity to include their own interpretations of their final BIG MAMA in the instal-
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lation. On this occasion the participants had been quick to start their processes after a 20 
minute explanation about the project. They had also been informed through books provided 
showing examples of redesign and styles. Most participants had also been drawing the new 
designs straight onto the materials before cutting into them (photo 47-53). 
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Photo 47-53. Participants preparing their garments and wearing their BIG MAMAs. 
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5.2.2 Coming Together
It was my second visit to Maputo. During the last visit here it had been the first time I opened 
up the workshop for a larger group of people. It had worked well then in the sense that at 
least one group of people had found it interesting enough to participate and come up with 
ideas on how to transform materials. This time I was more nervous as it felt like more was at 
stake and we were more people involved in the project’s preparations. We had visited local 
organisations to see if there were any more similar projects going on at the time and we had 
also been advertising the project on national TV. We were expecting at least one TV channel 
to come and visit during the week and in that way perhaps entice more people to visit.  

Without any pre-decided goal of a final show, the workshop opened up to anyone who wan-
ted to try out ideas to redesign the materials we had gathered in the space. Even though I 
knew from experience from 2010 that mornings had been rather quiet we decided to open 
the space already around 10 am to have some time to tidy up and enjoy the space for a bit. 

The installation had been opened through a small ceremony on Saturday evening for an audi-
ence full of visitors and a few future participants. A brief introduction had been given to the 
concept behind the installation and the audience had already then been invited to dig into the 
pile of garments that were placed in the workshop part of the installation. Most people in the 
space had a good look at the contents and it didnt take long until a couple of girls had found 
something they liked and they asked me if they could cut into it right away. The workshop 
was officially opened. 

The first morning was quiet but soon more participants dropped in. Amongst the first were 
two young girls that were dropped off by their parents and I soon showed them how to use 
the sewing machine as they got a piece of fabric to practice on before it would be time for 
them to cut and sew into the real dresses. 

One of the twin sisters that I knew from 2010 that had started their own fashion brand, also 
showed up early and soon the middle space of the installation was being used for laying out 
materials, ironing, cutting and sewing materials together. The table in the middle became the 
focal point around which photographs and prototypes of styles and dress designs were hung 
(photo 54). Rather than having a gathering asking participants about their prior knowledge, 
both the photographer and I walked around the space and casually talked to the participants. 
The activities and the transition from one activity to another was not as distinct as in Mexico.
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Photo 54. The first day of the workshop and participants gathered around the table that had been set out in the 
middle of the installation. 



5.2.3 The Making of a BIG MAMA
Choosing Materials, Making Drawings and Searching for Inspiration
As all materials were put out in a big pile on the floor, the participants would engage them-
selves in a selection process with the materials available, generally focusing on a couple of 
garments as they reflected about what would suit their needs and ideas best. This process was 
highly individual and with little interaction between the participants. Most of the partici-
pants quickly found some materials to start to work with. 

In the selection process of materials most participants would lay out the different choices of 
materials in front of them on the floor to select certain colour schemes (photo 55). One par-
ticipant originating from Germany had a long reflection session first with a couple of chosen 
materials in front of her on the floor. Soon her friend arrived and she got help to visualise 
her ideas for herself as well as to her peer that asked her questions on how she planned to go 
forward with her ideas. She had turned the dress upside down and together they gesticulated 
and spoke back and forth to each other to explain different possible design solutions (photo 
56). 
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Photo 55. Selecting materials for a shirt. The chosen materials were placed out on the floor in front of the 
participant.  
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Photo 56. Two participants exploring possibilities with 
materials. 



By looking at one specific situation from this stage we can illustrate the choices that the par-
ticipants face when they are just about to choose which direction to take. For example, when 
the novice participant stands by the table with materials in their hands, there can be said to 
be at least six different causes of action: (a) the participant may not start; (b) the participant 
may start but then stop; (c) the participant may observe what other participants do and then 
start their own process; (d) the participant may observe what other participants do and then 
choose not to engage; (e) the participant explores possible ways of doing by trial and error 
without engaging with anyone else or (f) a combination of the above.

There seems to be an equal spread within the groups on how this activity develops. Option a; 
that the participants don’t start was rare as it seemed like the involved participants tended to 
be able to start off their processes rather quickly. To allow the participant to choose themsel-
ves if they wanted to start off the process independently or with guidance from anyone else 
seemed to be a good way to kick off the activities. Therefore option c, to observe and then 
start their own process was the most common. To observe and choose not to engage (option 
d) didn’t seem to be active. This perhaps as the act of observing someone also tended to att-
ract the peer to get involved and explain a certain activity until the participant would have 
understood it and consequently engaged in it. 

In Mozambique trial and error (e) was a popular way of dealing with the challenge. This 
would however eventually turn into questions to peers or the facilitator on how to move on 
once the initial design phases had been dealt with. This could be an indication that people 
in this context seem to prefer to work on the actual design phase on their own whilst there 
seems to be a need and openness to learn actual technical skills from the group.

The BIG MAMA played a crucial part to reach a feeling of community as it involved a diverse 
set of activities within one exercise, from peripheral crafting activities to more elaborate and 
complicated routines. The participants themselves adapted their practice and their interpre-
tation of BIG MAMA according to their current knowledge bank, making it challenge each 
participant in a unique way. 

By going through the different stages of making, either together with a peer, semi-indepen-
dently or completely independently, knowledge on, for example the unpicking of seams and 
copying paper patterns became established practices as they became more familiar to the 
participants each day. The exercise gave the facilitator an overview of the current skill sets 
within the group. It also gave the participants a common focus and some kind of deadline 
as there was a specific task for them to finish. BIG MAMA seemed to bring the group into a 
common arena, where there was a space for the participant’s different experiences and inter-
pretations to be explored and it seemed like a sense of belonging within the group emerged. 

At this stage participants had started to interact with each other more intensively. They acti-
vely started to take help from each other and ask each other advice on how to go about their 
next step. While some would start off with verbalising ideas and find support from peers or 
the facilitator, others would independently start their own process. If the participants don’t 
feel safe at this stage, and don’t trust that they have something to contribute with, they would 
most probably stop and choose not to engage.
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It was somewhere here, in the initial rapid problem-solving exercise, BIG MAMA that prac-
tices similar to that of a community of practice could be said to have started to emerge as the 
members of the group started to organise themselves. Different roles, such as sewing machi-
ne expert, design expert or unpicking master came to the surface.  

Unpicking and Assembling the Seams by Hand or by Machine
One of the participants that joined the workshop was frequently helping and assisting other 
workhsop participants in the technical composition of their designs. There were clear in-
structions shared between her and the other participants that seemed to be digested and her 
technical as well as design solutions spread further within the group. Making pockets was 
one main difficulty for many and in particular how to make a nice finish for a pocket (photo 
57.).

One participant that had been early to arrive was a women that also had been to the space 
during the opening of the exhibition. At this time she had already started with a BIG MAMA 
and was now back to continue, She had already gone through the process of selecting her 
materials and seemed to have reflected on her design at home as she was straight into the 
process of attaching a collar to her dress. She took up her dress anew and tried it on on top of 
her clothes, she also moved it around slightly to have another think if anything required to be 
changed on it. Later on in the afternoon she had finished her third dress that she also labelled 
with the project’s labels (photo 58-60).
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Photo 57. Workshop participant is helping other participant with technical advise on how to make pockets. 
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Photo 58-60. Workshop participant finalising her combination of BIG MAMA and The Little Black Dress. 

In the informal conversations that followed the photographer documented participants that 
explained that they found that the workshop had helped them to see the possibilities with se-
cond-hand garments that they previously had not experienced. There were also participants 
that shared that they might not continue with their redesign themselves but the activities 
had fed their interest in fashion. Others described how they were to start to work with se-
cond-hand garments as basis for their own making as well as sales.

”I didn’t not know you could recycle an outfit already made, make 
handbags, bags, turning everything, into what I really wanted to do, 
something to my taste.” (workshop participant, Maputo 2013)

5.2.3 Turning Things on Their Heads
There were certainly several participants that would drop in without being interested in ma-
king a BIG MAMA. One of them turned something familiar into an exciting phenomena as 
he made a pair of trousers from turning a dress upside down. He had previously been ob-
serving the way others in the workshop were doing, adapting and making their artefacts and 
through experimenting with the given materials he soon created his own concept of making 
as he turned the dress upside down. A peer expert participant helped him to tune his idea 
so that the final trousers fitted him correctly. He would later wear his trousers around the 
gallery. This in return sparked other participants to twist and turn the dresses in different 
directions. It even inspired one participant of the group to ”copy” his way of turning a dress 
upsidedown and to make his own version of the trousers. A full copy is however never pos-
sible to make when each garment only exist in one sample.
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Photo 61. One workshop participant turned two dresses upside down and combined them into a new style 
of ”Ali-Baba” trousers, creating a fashion of his own that soon was taken on and adapted by other workshop 
participants.



Another participant that during the workshop in 2010 had started to make bags from his 
old canvases choose to continue to develop his own ideas of what could be made with dis-
carded materials. This year he wanted to make more ”canvases” made from old garments. 
When asking him about his ideas and plans for his new designs, he described that he was 
not yet sure but that he wanted to leave the process open and that his final goal was to make 
something that was durable. 

”I think we have to pass two times, one time is not enough, The idea is 
that it will last my whole life.” (workshop participant, 2013)

By getting help by the expert participant he managed to assemble pieces of materials into a 
large piece of fabric (photo 63). 
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Photo 62. Workshop participant making a bag from an old canvas that he previously had painted onto. 
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Photo 63. Workshop participant with bakground in design and tailoring is helping another workshop partici-
pant to make a new large piece of fabric, giving him advice.



From Puppet-Making to Garment Making
One of the main collaborators in the installation was Karol da Silva. She runs workshops 
through puppetry and play often with children, shaping materials into unique characters and 
universes and building thoughtful stories of love and humanity. When re-working dresses 
there are normally plenty of scraps such as cut-off arms and lengths of skirts. These pieces 
could now be utilised in the puppetry workshop further reducing any waste. During our first 
week in Maputo we had passed by a group of kids in the street several times. One night da 
Silva sat down with them and showed them how to make puppets from old plastic bottles. 
She took the opportunity to invite them to join the installation.

On the second day of the installation the group of eight homeless children came to visit the 
workshop (film showing their work in appendix 3d). After having made a large puppet to-
gether they soon got curious in the other activities going on within the space. After having 
observed other participants of the redesign workshop for a few hours, the first attempt was 
made by one of the boys to cut and sew a garment. His friends soon followed his actions as 
they started to choose their materials and cut into them without hesitation (photo 64-66). 
Although these children had experienced little educational support their inherent creativity 
seemed not to restrict or inhibit their progress and involvement. They were fearless in their 
approach and were soon helped by other members of the group to for example thread and use 
the sewing machine. Their process of making shorts featured an initial moment of failure as 
the two dimensional nature of their first creation was too flat to step into, this was followed by 
assistance from both the peer participant as well as the facilitator and the shorts were quickly 
adapted. 
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Photo 64. Workshop participant wearing his newly made shirt redesigned from a dress. 
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Photo 66. Workshop participant in the foreground, wearing his newly made shirt redesigned from a dress. 

Photo 65. Four of the homeless children are getting involved in the making of their own garments. 



Running Out of Materials
Just like the previous workshop in Mexico it did not take long until most of the provided 
materials had been used up. One workshop participant that had helped with the set up of 
the installation offered to go and buy some more as he was familiar with where to get them. 
Within an hour he was back with a new bale that originated from Australia. The first bale 
that had been used had been bought as prime quality. This bale was of lower quality and was 
therefore cheaper to purchase. The difference in quality was most visible on a few garments 
that looked like coming from a hospital and contained blood stains. Broken items such as a 
single shoe, a backpack and a soft toy were also embedded within the bale. Presumably placed 
in there to give some extra weight. 
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Photo 67-68. Opening up a new bale of garments. The participants were quick to grab the newly released 
materials.
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5.2.4 Naming the Collection and Developing a Fictive Brand

The activity to document the redesign process and to create a brand was developed and in-
tegrated into a planned activity for the participants from ENAV and ISArC. The participants 
were divided into groups of two to four people per group. They were given approximately 
three hours to develop one outfit, photograph their process and to design a logo. To finalise 
the exercise they were asked to hang their garments in the gallery space and attach a printed 
or handmade paper label to the garment. Brand names such as for example Em, ECO MODA 
and Xiluva were made (photo 69).  

For the documentation process they were free to decide their preferred media and the group 
decided to collaborate and make a one and a half minute short film showing footage of how 
they had cut, ironed, unstitched and put together materials (appendix 3d). 
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Photo 69. In the branding exercise two participants named their fictive brand “Xiluva” (meaning flower in 
Mozambique) as they developed a collection of garments around patterns of flowers.

5.2.5 Gathering the Pieces: Resulting Garments & Final Installation

All creations made in the workshop were kept by their makers but before it was taken away 
it was hung up in the installation replacing the exhibitions initial contents (photo 70). Some 
visitors to the exhibition also showed interest in purchasing some of the participants’ works 
and the participants were free to negotiate the price themselves with the interested buyers. 
One participant also invited musicians and friends to an open jamming session as a closing 
event for the installation. During this final night people continued to drop in and make, co-
ming up with new ideas such as making beer bags and hats. 
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Photo 70. In Mozambique, 2013, the initial installation was changed through the participant’s artefacts being 
hung up around the space. During this final night, some participants were being asked by visitors if they 
waned to sell their garments. One customer wanted to use one of the displayed outfits in a music performance 
on live TV the coming week and the maker of the garment was of course, very pleased.
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Photo 71-72. Workshop participant making two dresses out of materials from one dress through combining it 
with other materials. 
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Photo 73-76: Photo above showing one workshop participant showing 
her final outfit with materials that has been used to make a dress as well as 
necklace. 
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One visitor that visited the workshop during the week posted a video on her blog (Groeschen, 
2013,) showing footage from the installation as well as writing about it.  

”People were cutting fabric. Some were sewing. Some ironing. Some 
pulling clothes apart. It was chaotic and beautiful and I was jealous I 
wasn’t a part of it all. It was so totally different from everything else I felt 
in Maputo. It was collaborative. communal. open. an escape it seemed.” 
(Groeschen, 2013)

She further related the activities to her mother who she thought would have enjoyed the con-
cept and how she herself started to reflect on taking up crafting again. 

”All I could think of walking into the workshop was how much my Mom 
would have loved to not only see it, but to help as well, and maybe it 
would be motivation for her to get her own thing going in NKY. (Do it, 
Momma) I also thought of how my sewing skills have deteriorated sin-
ce my days in 4-H (Head, heart, hands, health /.../ I have machines at 
“home” now I just need to be able to squeeze in the time to reacquaint 
myself with the needle and thread when we get back.” (Groeschen, 2013)

5.2.6 Openness versus Messiness
In Mozambique group gatherings and discussions were less common. One reason for this 
was the sporadic way in which participants showed up to the workshop at different times. 
It was therefore difficult to gather the group for common discussions as there would always 
be participants that dropped in later on and would have missed the information shared. As 
a response to this I walked around in the group in a more active way asking the participants 
about their progress and thoughts. On occasions there were also natural gatherings taking 
place when certain questions were raised by the participants that could be of interest for the 
whole group. No matter the approach, the participants seemed to find some aspects of the 
concept and way of working valuable as they kept on sharing their time. This with the aim 
to learn and practice their skills but also with what seemed to be an understanding that they 
needed to share. 

The open structure also caused mild distress for those who worked better in more formally 
structured circumstances. The project’s photographer explained that although he regarded 
the project as a social learning experience he also saw the messiness within it and that he had 
felt anxious by the fact of not knowing what to expect:

“The chaos creates anxiety and lots of loose ends, there are expectations 
that create stress.” (Rubalcava, 2016). 
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To deal with the open structure as well as making sure that everyone that participated; colla-
borating partners, artists and designers are feeling at ease and trustful towards the project is 
a rather large task that takes attention and careful and open communication. 

Other comments made was about the benefits of working with fashion and design in practice 
rather than in theory. 

“We never had a workshop with practicing so well, before we were tal-
king only theoretically.“ (workshop participant and student of visual 
arts, ISArC, Maputo, 2013).
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Photo 77. Workshop participant who had been helping out with the set up of the installation described how 
he thought the composition from time to time had been somewhat confusing. In the workshop he composed a 
dress by himself by adding pockets and a belt to a current dress. 
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5.2.7 A/r/tographer’s Reflections from Installation Two (Mozambique 2013)
There seem to be people in the visited community that are interested in the combina-
tion of reutilisation and fashion. 

There are people amongst this community that are willing to contribute with their 
knowledge and skills.

Even though there are spaces where artists gather under the same roof there seems to 
be a lack of a specific workshop space where designers can meet, share tools, knowled-
ge and skills. 

Peripheral activities that at first can seem unrelated to the core activities may contribu-
te to new aspects and processes of learning and sharing. Some participants proposed 
other activities related to for example music. Through letting them engage in their cho-
sen media the final installation became more versatile and seems to make the project 
accessible to a wider audience. 

Pre-skills do not appear to be a hinderance for trying to do, amend, make or create a 
new garment. 

There are visitors to the installation that contribute and chose to engage with their 
own practice, offering to share their knowledge and skills. A loose structure makes this 
possible. 

Participants seem to stop or interrupt their making when they do not get support or 
new ideas for how to solve their technical or design challenge. It seems to be essential 
to have at least one proficient participant or facilitator in the group that can guide and/
or encourage peer participants. 

With a larger team there are administrative difficulties and the lack of structure can be 
a confusing and stressful working environment for everyone that collaborate. It is cru-
cial that they all have a similar mindset where space for the unknown and unplanned 
is permitted. 

The fact that the workshop offered a shared learning experience seem to be of impor-
tance for the participants of the workshop as they expressed that they learned from 
each other. 
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Photo 78. Photos made with Nelly & Nelsa, Mima-te during the documentation of their working process in 
2013. 

Poster 3. Poster for a sales event of Mima-te’s dresses.

5.3 Seeing Opportunities to Use Learnings in Own Practice

Some of the informal interviews and observations that took place after the installations were 
finished indicated that there were participants that took some of their learnings further. For 
example in the case with the one participant who had a small tailor shop in a market next to 
El Faro d’Oriente in Mexico. She described how she had developed her own understanding 
of the concept as she explained how the workshop had helped her to see the possibilities with 
second-hand garments. Even though she had previously bought second-hand garments to 
use for example the buttons she had not made the connection before that she could incorpo-
rate the actual garments into new designs. 

Similar comments were made in the workshop in Mozambique in 2013. A female professio-
nal tailor explained she had not tried to redesign second-hand garments before but while she 
sewed in her label in her newly redesigned dress she descibed how she would try to do the 
same with more garments that she would also try to sell in the future. 

5.3.1 Carrying on and Developing Own Projects 
During the week of the installation in Mozambique, Rubalcava filmed the process of the 
project but he also filmed the process of da Silva’s project with the homeless children as they 
were making a large puppet together. Rubalcava later edited a short film together, ”Bottles of 
Hope” (appendix 3f) that shares da Silva’s work with the homeless children in Maputo in 2013 
as well as its connection to the project of The Life of a Dress. 

The film has afterwards been shown at two film festivals in London and Brazil. In a follow 
up interview, da Silva described that she had experienced the project as an opportunity to 
explore. The project and the installation became a platform in which the participants got an 
opportunity to share their creations and test ideas. 

”I think the most important thing for me WAS the permission to be ima-
ginative, to step outside one’s one skin for a moment, one’s own social 
self and dream alone and dream together. To be able to express our in-
dividual, cultural and collective unconscious, such a great opportunity 
for interaction and to explore individual and collective creativity.” (da 
Silva, Email interview, 2016). 

In 2015 there was also another edited film to be found in Rubalcava’s hard drive. It contained 
an edited short film with footage from the workshop in Mozambique in 2013. Film editor and 
director Vianna had as a surprise and contribution to the project edited it into a representa-
tion of the project. The film was later screened during an ethical fashion fair in Los Angeles, 
USA together with the short film made about the project in Mexico 2012 (Vianna, 2012; 
2013). Personal work based on the project has also been made and exhibited by Rubalcava 
who has published visual diaries from both the journeys to Mexico and Mozambique. These 
diaries depict the social climate, people and places that were visited during the project. 
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In Mexico I stayed in touch with one of the participants that had been following the workshop 
through photography. A few months after the workshop had finished she described how she 
had been giving photography workshops herself to students and attempted to make photo 
shoots with garments made from the workshop, Unfortunately it had become a rather messy 
situation this time, something she described in her Email below: 

”I have a photoworkshop in FARO, my students study very hard. I love 
this experience. I’m still learning fashion design in FARO. the last week, 
I made a shoot in FARO with the dresses which were made in your 
workshop, one of my students love this dress that she was a model. Luis 
did help me with organization, but there were a lot of people that it was 
a disaster. I take a few photos, I send the two best photos. I hope like this 
photos.” (Workshop participant, Email conversation, 25/2-13)

In an interview made a few years after the workshop had finished in Mexico one workshop 
participant described how the workshop had made an impact on him to continue to make 
garments and fashion. 

”The stories you told us about the journeys and projects you made 
around the world inspired me a lot, becuase you show us a not hidden 
face of the garment industry, a way to travel and make fashion in a 
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Photo 79-80, Photo shoot made after the workshop was over with participant’s final artefacts.

sustainable way. My favorite part was definitely the runway show at the 
end of the workshop, because i had the incredible opportunity to help in 
the production of the runway and in the process /.../” (workshop parti-
cipant, Email interview 2017)

He also described how he felt that there was a need for a greater coordination between the 
different styles that the participants developed. He highlighted that he thought that to make 
the final collection more coherent would have contributed to making the final garments more 
suitable for commercialising. 

”The only thing would make better the workshop is what we had a kind 
of planification or coordination for the final collection, because everyo-
ne made what they want, and a the end the clothes doesn’t match or 
have coherence between them; also it will be great if we can commerci-
alize the clothes or something.” (workshop participant, Email interview 
2017)

During the installation in Mozambique there was also a film director in the team that fol-
lowed the working process of Mima-te (photo 78; poster 3). Through his personal contacts 
with the large media group Condé Nast, the visual materials soon gained extensive interest as 
the group got involved in directing and editing a documentary specifically about the Mima-te 
brand. The result was later broadcast by Teen Vogue in the USA, reaching an audience of over 
two million people who followed the TV personality Kelly Osborne sharing their story of 
how the twins upcycled locally found dresses into fashionable garments (appendix 3e). 

This apects of commercialising or popularising the finished garments could be interesting to 
develop as possible processes to look into further as participants for example could be assig-
ned different tasks within the group, for example to develop a business model for the artefacts 
that were being made during the time of the project.

5.3.2 Traveling Installations can be a Catalyst in the Transformation of a 
Hobby into Businesses
In the beginning of this thesis we read about the case of Mima-te and how they developed 
their own business after they had taken inspiration from the project’s visit to Maputo in 2010. 
The very fact that they have customers for their supply of redesigned products that are pre-
sented as fashionable is an indication that there is a arena for a sustainable practice that may 
evolve even further. Furthermore their extensive media attention is also an indication that 
there is a global interest to learn more about this way of working. The business aspect of re-
designing garments is however still a time consuming and slow process as current practices 
of trade of fashion are built up on mass production systems. 
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5.3.3 Getting Inspired to Develop the Project in a Different Direction 
As a participant of the activities that had emerged through the interventions I had become 
inspired by the different creative ideas that the other participants had come up with. My role 
as a facilitator as well as researcher, had made me feel somewhat restricted in my own creative 
outlet as an artist, and I missed having some space to experiment and try out some new ideas 
myself.  

A new opportunity to do this soon arose as I was invited to organise yet another project in 
Mozambique. This time it was for their Fashion Week and the requirement was that I was to 
make a show as a international guest designer and then host a workshop. This for me was an 
interesting new context and I decided to take on the challenge. 

With experience from organising the participatory workshop and show in Mexico, as well 
as shorter similar gatherings in Sweden, I considered the possibility to make a participatory 
collection. This thought was soon replaced as I simply could not imagine how it in actuality 
would work out timewise. During the few months remaining building up to the show, my 
own time and energy had to be divided between readings, writings and making. The mo-
tivation I knew I would need to organise a participatory workshop was simply not there. I 
also needed to provide information to the organising partners about the coming collection 
quickly.

At this point in time I had begun to work with a street artist I had met during the RE:MEX 
project in Mexico. After a simple brainstorming session where the previous workshops were 
discussed and explored. The concept of upsidedowncycling was developed. It built on what 
some of the participants had done in the workshop in Mozambique in 2013, turning things 
upside down by making trousers out of dresses. 

After a chat with one of the participants that had come up with this concept we decided to 
go ahead and develop this spin off concept based on this idea of turning things upside down, 
inside out or back to front. The rules were simple (and allowed to be stretched) and for the 
next few weeks we developed a collection around the concept of reversing and disregarding 
the conventional compass points of garments. A website was built outlining the open source 
nature of this concept, offering a manifesto, open-ended directions and even allowing the 
brand logo to be copied and adjusted. 

Materials were gathered in a local market (photo 81) and redesigned into several new out-
fits. The collection was named as ”Taronja” (orange in Catalan) and soon a selection process 
also started in which 10 garments were selected to be included in the final collection. We 
made a logo based on the binary numbers that could also be read as 180 (refering to tur-
ning something 180 degrees). This logo was screen printed onto the garments that we had 
recomposited. The concept was then showcased with six outfits on the catwalk in Maputo 
together with a soundtrack that had been produced especially for the collection. We were 
in agreement that the collection looked both cohesive and elegant in a way that this cut and 
paste process seemed unlikely to create. The final collection was then shown at Mozambique 
Fashion Week (photo 82-83). 
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Photo 81. The second-hand market in Tortosa, Catalunya, where vendors are selling second-hand garments 
for 1-10 euro per piece. The garments are sorted in piles of type and price. 
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Photo 82-83. Final garment from the 180 collection shown in the catwalk show, Mozambique fashion week, 
2014.
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The day after the fashion show we organised a workshop and about 15 young designers that 
had been invited by the Swedish Embassy in Maputo came to join into the activities that 
lasted for a few hours (photo 84). During this workshop there were two of us to facilitate 
and encourage activities. After a short description about the values behind the collection, 
the participants had two hours to make an outfit from materials we had found in the local 
markets but we also mixed in left-over materials from the collection that we had showcased 
the previous day. The activities started immidiately and there were few questions on how to 
proceed. As the participants started to choose their materials and drape each other in them, 
the one sewing machine we had borrowed was soon occupied. 

As the workshop took place in the entrance of fashion week arena, there were several models 
present and the participants asked to have photographs of their new designs with the models 
of whom most agreed (photo 85-87). The final garments were then taken home by the par-
ticipants themselves and we were left with a bag of off-cuts of fabric that we could not carry 
with us but that with no doubt could have been of value.

All in all, the experience of organising the project with a short burst of a workshop was effi-
cient in the sense that as the participants already had knowledge of design and crafts, many 
ideas came through quickly.  In contrast with previous workshops I had organised, on this 
ocassion there was not a large need for technical support and more space was available for 
creativity. The activities seemed to inspire the group to think about old materials differently. 
We were pushing them to have an unrestricted blast of invention and to step outside what 
can be rules of conformity within the creative schools. Having fun with their experimenta-
tion helped enormously in this task. Many had already their own small business supplying 
tailor-made garments to people who would seek them for the specific ”style” that they were 
known to have. Their style would in this sense be their invisible label and trademark, and 
without having to be a branded concept they managed to make a living from tailoring gar-
ments for customers. 

In interviews that were made by the production company working with the Swedish Embas-
sy, participants expressed how they found it interesting to work with old garments and find 
ways to give them new life again (appendix 4a). 

”This is an opportunity to learn and when there is an opportunity, bet-
ter to learn more and more to make a better future for something good.”  
(Workshop participant, 2014)

”It’s a very interesting concept that they take a piece of clothing and 
from parts of it turn it into another piece of clothing.” (Workshop parti-
cipant, 2014)
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”Who knows? In the next fashion week the designers might show de-
signs based on recycling.” (Workshop participant, 2014)
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Photo 84. Participants trying on and adapting materials in the workshop, fashion week, Maputo, 2014.
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Photo 85-87. Showing some of the final garments made by the workshop participants. 

In Mozambique I observed what might be seen as a more traditional tailoring aspect to crea-
ting garments, handed down through the generations and perhaps this was one of the reasons 
for their readiness to engage. The idea of what could be described as thinking ’outside of the 
box’ can be very positive and welcome for young designers feeling stifled through the mass 
of rules and expectations heaped on them. We were literally asking them to turn the rules on 
their heads which actually appeared to be quite natural for them. The duration of this project 
was too brief to comment wether or not the participants took their learning or inspiration 
further into their practice. The organising partner’s evaluation described their take on the 
exprience as:

”The result of the exchange was very positive, every single designer de-
veloped a piece on their own, and afterwards a photo shoot was made 
with the new garments developed with MFW models at the place. The 
workshop was filmed and interviews were made with its participants, 
where people could see their satisfaction through learning and produ-
cing new concepts and garments.”(SEMOZ Evaluation, 2015)

All in all the project had managed to cause a bit of a stir and a year later we set out again to 
examine the concept of upsidedowncycling but in a completely new context. After having 
gained experience from how the participants had responded to different time slots and sizes 
of groups on three different occasions in two different continents, I observed the flexibility 
that the open structure allowed. 

I was curious to further investigate how students in a school setting would respond to a simi-
lar structure of an open workshop of redesigning. A series of workshops for new students to 
the Swedish School of Textiles in Borås, Sweden were initiated between 2013-2016 and one 
workshop was organised at the United World College (UWC), Singapore in October 2015. 
By adjusting the intervention into focusing less on the initial exhibition, time was distributed 
in a different way in these two final interventions. As the preparation time was more restric-
ted in these latter projects, focus was concentrated on the actual workshop. The groups were 
larger and more materials were needed and more time was subsequently needed to gather 
materials and to design a plan the coordination of the different tasks and instructions.

The additional tasks of photographing, blogging about, describing and naming the outfits 
was added to try and make sure there was something for everyone in the group to be invol-
ved with. This way of inventing new tasks according to the group size seemed to be a good 
solution for maintaining a momentum within the groups. At the same time these new factors 
in turn created new considerations like there being more visual materials to collect at the end 
of the workshop. This turned out to be time consuming for the facilitator.
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Photo 88. Unsold second-hand garments, The Red Cross Organisation, Borås, Sweden. 

5.4 Using the Workshop Method to Test on Students in a School 
Environment

Fast Forward Rewind Lab, Sweden 
Timeframe: 1 day, all day activity, 8 h
Participants: New students to the Swedish School of Textiles, The University of Borås
Age group: 18-42 years
Place: The Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås
Level of proficiency: Novice/proficient/expert
Name of Collections: Fast Forward Rewind (2013), Fabric of the City (2014), A Stitch to 
Wear (2015), Society of One (2016)

5.4.1 Eight Hours Redesign in Sweden, 2013-2016
This was to be one of the first activities for the new students arriving to the University and 
few of them had met before. Around 300 students were expected to join in and I was relieved 
that I had decided to focus on the workshop rather than organising a full installation with an 
initial exhibition as I needed to gather a large amount of materials and cover a lot of ground. 

The workshop day started with a short presentation about previous installations and I showed 
the new students photos of different artefacts that the participants in Mexico and Mozam-
bique had made. The students were then given instructions of what was expected of them as 
they were divided into approximately 40 groups with five to six participants in each group. 
Each group was a deliberate mix made up of students from different programs including tex-
tile design, engineering and management. They now had about 8 hours to develop an outfit 
per group and the exercise would culminate in a final fashion show, introducing the new 
designs for the other students and teachers at the end of the day. 

For four years this workshop became reoccuring as a yearly activity, and the students mana-
ged to collaborate and come up with inventive design ideas that they translated into artefacts. 
As part of the task, the students were asked to document their processes and continuously 
post their photos to the project’s blog (example of instructions in appendix 7). In this way I 
got an overview of the different activities taking place during the day as the groups were all 
spread out in the school’s building.

As materials, we had been given second-hand garments from the local Red Cross Organisa-
tion. I had been there prior to the start of the workshop gathered sacks of unsold garments 
that were stored in an overfull basement space (photo 88, 89), waiting to be sent away to the 
organisation’s central clothing depot. One of the employees described the increasing problem 
they were facing to take care of all the incoming garments as the turnover was rapid and each 
season changed quickly. 

”When the new seasons appears then there will be new clothes coming in 
to the storage. But then of course we’re already full with the clothes from 
the previous seasons.” (employee The Red Cross Organisation, 2013)
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Photo 89-90. The donated materials were sorted and lined up outside the schools auditorium and instruction 
posted around the corridors. Within ten minutes of letting the 40 groups choose their materials from these pi-
les, all material was gone and students were asking for more. They were at that point encouraged to go around 
to the other groups to barter and exchange materials with each other. 

Except from encouraging the students to grab any materials they could lay their hands on 
within the building (after asking for permission), I had also gone hunting for a larger batch 
of materials in the school prior to the workshop. The mission here was to find something 
that could give the collaborate collection a common theme. Each year this common material 
would be different and always made from left overs; from black warp yarn to blue felt carpet. 
The students had to find a way to involve the material in one way or another. This turned out 
to be an efficient way to make the collection more coherent. 

Materials became the first obsticle to overcome as it seemed like we always had too little. Im-
midiately after the groups had been divided and the first groups had chosen their materials  
the large piles of garments that had been amassed seemed to have vanished.

”A student came into the auditorium exclaiming, - There are 
no more materials- I froze for a second as I realised that 
I had forgotten to divide the materials into two parts, one 
to start with and one for emergency. And now the materials 
were all gone. I told her that she would have to look around 
in the building but she told me there were plenty of groups 
out there without any materials. I went out to see for 
myself and also saw that some groups had piles of materi-
als.- Go and talk to the others and explain, this is part of 
the exercise, to swap, to share and to be considerate with 
what you take, what you use and what you leave- I gave her 
the instructions to go and mediate, to open a conversation 
with the other groups. (Ericsson logbook, 2013)

As an exercise in becoming more conscious about the way we used the materials, the initial 
imbalance between the groups caused by greed and over stocking slowly began to be distribu-
ted more evenly through dialogue and commmunication to echo how we might hope a more 
efficient system might work. Bargaining and swapping became an established way to make 
the material bank last longer. It also opened conversations between the groups. Even though 
there had been a large apetite for the materials at the start of the day, the students were good 
at putting back materials that they no longer needed and a mountain of material slowly grew 
back throughout the day. At the end of the day there would also be a lot of materials left over. 

After the groups had been divided and the materials selected, they spread out in the building. 
I observed how there would be a first initial awkwardness in the light of the expectations 
and what their proposed roles were. About twenty minutes in, having discussed possible 
approaches it seemed like a large proportion of the participants in the groups engaged. This 
degree of engagement would naturally shift within the time frame and there would after a few 
hours into the workshop be a slight dip in the concentration levels. Through walking around 
between the groups and being visible and accessable for questions coming up, I gave hints 
and suggestions on how to continue and asked questions that I thought could lead the group 
forward and accelerate the decision making process (photo 91-108).
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Photo 91-92. The working process started as the group gathered around the selected (or bargained) materials. 
Through a process of looking, wearing and mending, the garments were modified. 
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Photo 93-94. Within a short time the groups found different places to sit within the school and started to take 
on their design assignment. The students showed a similar pattern in the reversed design process as in the two 
previously described cases of Mexico and Mozambique as the students tried on materials, cut them apart and 
figure out new ways of assembling them together.



”No one in our group is a designer or has any experience from making 
anything. We are really lost in how to proceed and even though we will 
give it a try but I don’t think it will look so good.” (workshop 
participant, 2013)
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Photo 95. The schools facilities were used with the help of the teachers in the sewing lab. Some students had 
more experience than other of the industrial sewing machines.
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Photo 96. Student’s own photos that were uploaded to the project’s blog www.fastforwardrewindlab.tumblr.
com. The blog was continuously filled with working process photos as well as short descriptions of their pro-
cess.



”At first we found it really difficult as we were one of the last groups out 
and there were almost no materials left. Now we have a much clearer 
idea of what we are to make thanks to another group who gave us some 
of their materials.” (workshop participant, 2014)

”At first I wasn´t so sure of what we were supposed to do. I didn’t really 
think the instructions were clear enough. But then once the group had 
gathered and we talked through what the presentation had been about 
we soon got the gist of it. We divided the group into different sections to 
establish who was up for doing what.” (workshop participant 2014)
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Photo 97. Students using an old jacket and turning it inside-out. Surface application with stuffed gloves as 
shoulderpads. 

”Some of the participants are like fish out of water, it 
seems to be easy for them to be blocked as they are not 
used to having a clear process for these kinds of design 
solutions though they all have the ability to move forward. 
I find myself challenging them while at the same time try-
ing to encourage them. This combination of resistance and 
encouragement seems to be the only way forward in getting 
some participants to engage. At first there were several 
students that seemed to be critical to being able to make 
anything wearable with the provided materials. I walked 
around talking to them giving them little nudges forward, 
perhaps even prompting them to take some quick decisions 
that could make them move onwards to the making process. As 
the day moved on though they seemed to change from being 
critical into actually being more excited and engaged by 
the task.” (Ericsson logbook, 3/9-15)
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Photo 98. Two different groups trying on and creating their outfits. 
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Photo 99-100. Students collaborating in weaving materials together into a cape. 
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Photo 101-102. Top: Jeans made into a jacket. Bottom: Students using cutting technique to create a new 
pattern out of an old jacket.
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Photo 103. Final artefacts from Fabric of the City collection shown in the fashion show
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Photo 104-107. Fabric of the City collection. Students final results incorporating the black warp yarn in their 
final artefacts., making the collection more coherent. Part of the activities during the day was to photograph 
the final artefacts in different locations. 
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Photo 108. Old backpack turned into a dress as it was combined with other materials. 

”Exhausted but amazed. I had no idea it would be possible 
to engage so many people at the same time in redesigning 
garments. Even though so many students told me they were 
nervous and shy about doing the catwalk, they did it! Hel-
ping factors was clearly also the great space we got access 
to, the audience and the music.” (Ericsson logbook, 2013)
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Photo 109. The students lining up to showcase the fashion show with their final outfits.
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Photo 110. The outfit named Enlightened from Society of One Collection, 2016.

”With our outfit, we would like to enlighten culture differences as an 
opportunity for the society to grow and develop. We chose to get inspi-
red by a certain subculture in the swedish society, namely the Roma 
people. In recent years society changed, and therefore fashion also needs 
to change. Designers need to rethink and let new influences in. Through 
fashion, we could enlighten differences in a positive way, and learn from 
each other.

The Roma people wear clothing that reflects their beliefs and ethics. 
Clothing and fashion is a part of their public performance as Roma. 
Women wear skirts long enough to cover their legs at least to the mid-
calfs. The colors they wear symbolize different elements of life.”  (Student 
group behind Enlightened, 2016)
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Photo 111. Society of One Collection, 2016.
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Photo 112. Bluebell, Society of One Collection, 2016.
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Photo 113. Society of One, final collection 2016. After the fashion show the collection went on display in the 
Textile Museum.

”To keep a large group like this inspired through a whole 
day is intense work. There are so many ideas flying around 
though and so much potential. Part of the stress may be not 
to miss a pearl while trying to process this flood of ideas. 
So much work is going into finishing these creations by the 
end of the day but then I keep asking myself if there is 
not anything more we could do? All these amazing creations, 
what will happen with them now? Are they just supposed to 
be thrown away as yet another kind of waste? Is there not 
a larger audience that would like to be inspired?” (Curtis 
logbook, 1/9-16)
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And Then?
After the outfits have been presented, photographed, worn and documented, what comes 
next? I can guess that the groups remember the day as an exercise in problem solving in a 
team that culminated into something greater than its parts, some of them may even have 
found skills they were not aware they posessed. But what happens with the materials and 
outfits after the show? And what happens with the scraps that are left behind (photo 115)? 

It is perhaps here, the real challenge starts. Once the creative minds have managed to com-
pose fantastic artefacts of colour, style and charm, attention needs to be focused on what 
remains. Not as learnings or experience but as material. One mission with these workshops 
in Sweden has been to find a use for the final artefacts as only a few students showed interest 
in keeping them. In Mexico as well as Mozambique the participants had been eager to keep 
their artefacts but here they seemed to be of little value and the emotional bond that I had 
read about seemed to be weak. Perhaps it was the compromising nature of the collaboration 
that diluted the bond and made the final artefact less interesting for the majority of the parti-
cipants. It could also be simply that a lack of communication in when and how they could be 
recollected caused this separation. Whatever reason, this is an essential area to explore fur-
ther in order to understand how we can make the most of each occasion as well as material.
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Photo 114-115. Example of an installation to encouraging the use of leftover materials from the yearly 
workshop. In the next lab the starting point was the ending point, the materials that had never been used. 
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5.4.2 One Week Upsidedowncycling Workshop in Singapore

Timeframe: 5 day, 3-4 hours/day, 
Participants: Total 93 students in three groups
Age group: 9-12 years
Place: United World College (UWC), Singapore
Level of proficiency: Novice

In Singapore the 180 project was invited to the United World College, an international pri-
mary school. The upsidedowncycling project that had been developed the year before se-
emed to be a suitable approach to provide a wide spectre of activities to introduce and exa-
mine the concept of reuse to a young audience. On this occasion we divided the workshop in 
a way that made it easier for us to work within our specialist fields. A stencil workshop was 
incorporated within the redesign theme as a complement to the overall reinvigoration of the 
second-hand garments that had been collected.

There were three groups of about 30 students in each group, aged between 9-12 years. Star-
ting with a short presentation, we soon challenged the students to come up with ways to (1) 
redesign the provided second-hand garments into something new (2) come up with alterna-
tive ways of marketing them in the school and to make people interested in the project and 
(3) to create stencils and their own versions of the 180 logo that they later could print on 
their final garments. As a common thread in the supplied materials we had chosen to use dis-
carded school uniform t-shirts that I had pre-cut into pieces. During the preparations I had 
chosen to pre-cut the pieces to save time but also to collect the collars to use in the making of 
a personal artefact as contribution to the project. 

One main difference from other interventions was that the group had been prepared by their 
own teachers in that they had been briefed on textile production and gained some knowledge 
of the negative impact of the textile industry. As another form of preparation I had prior to 
the workshop asked the students of all groups questions about their previous experience and 
prior knowledge of redesign. About two thirds of the groups had described that they had ne-
ver worn a garment that had been redesigned and about a third had described that they had. 

When asked if they could imagine to use garments that someone else had used before the ma-
jority of the group said yes whilst some said blankly no. The students were further asked why 
they thought it could be of value to redesign an old garment and more than half the group 
gave the environment as main reason. Other reasons chosen were for fun or to save money. 
None of the participants regarded redesign to be fashionable.
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Photo 116. The workshop was introduced with a presentation about the two collaborators behind the 180 
project. Photos from the Mozambique catwalk was shown and the three exercises were presented. 

Photo 117. The materials for the collection had been gathered prior to the workshop by the school. Student’s 
parents and teachers had been handing in materials for a few weeks. We then divided the materials and 
arranged them by colour. 

The Working Process
The activities were introduced through a presentation (photo 116) in which we presented the 
concept of reuse and redesign. The class we had joined was a creative art class and we had 
been asked to present our own creative practices as artists. After these short introductions 
it was time to get into action and the students were invited to choose their materials and get 
started with the first selected task; to make a BIG MAMA or a stencil to print on the final 
garment. 

The spread between previous experiences was large and the majority of the groups were no-
vice to crafting with textiles. For those who quickly showed previous experience it was easy 
to know how to proceed but for those without it was rather difficult. Some participants had 
never been using scissors with fabric before and it became neccessary for the facilitators to 
demonstrate this. 

At the beginning the students were excited and eager to start but it was difficult for them 
to know how to begin. Many of the students were inexperienced in how to use thread and 
needle and most other aspects of textile craft. I described that plaiting could be a good way to 
familiarise themselves with the materials and soon there were several students making their 
own plaits. This seemed to be a good way for the student to get acquainted with the textile 
material and the cutting and unpicking process. One girl came up to me to show me how she 
was skilled in making different varieties of plaits. Other students gathered around her and 
were curious to know her technique and she showed them some of the different versions she 
knew. Having a young classmate passing on skills in this way was an ice breaker you could 
only dream of. 

The largest need for encouragement was in the beginning of the making process. Asking sup-
porting questions such as ”what do you plan to do with these materials?” became essential 
in order to open up a channel of communication between some of the more shy participants 
that had stalled in their activity. By listening and being present it seemed like the participant 
slowly opened up and through explaining their idea they would realise what the next step 
would be. 

The students had also been encouraged to come up with different media stunts and ways to 
gain attention from other students in the school. The project was called 180 and had the up-
sidedown cycling theme as guidline to encourage the students to rethink ways that materials 
could be see. From turning them upside down to inside out, new ideas seemed to emerge 
as the students experimented with the materials and made stencils. Apart from those deve-
loping logos and posters around the theme one group of boys decided to take another very 
different angle. Unknown to us at the time they had made a visit to the toilet to change their 
underwear, shorts and t-shirts to make them inside out and back to front, they then spent 
several hours walking backwards around the school in a media coup to gain interest in the 
workshops from other students. It worked magnificently. If it had not already been invented 
they would have been the creators of guerrilla marketing (photo 119).
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Photo 119.  Students turning their garments inside out as a guerilla marketing excersise for the workshop. 

Photo 118. Students making plaits as an introduction to the making and redesign process.

For four days the workshop students familiarised themselves with the materials and the tech-
niques of cutting, redesigning, stencil making and reconstructing garments. 
The design process had felt laboured in some cases, often relying on one key member of the 
group to initiate the first moves for others to follow, this is a very common thread in younger 
groups where the fear to be ridiculed is greatly amplified. Others were very quick to move 
through the stages and worked with a carefree confidence that exists on the other side of the 
spectrum at this age. The boys in particular seemed to be enjoying themselves taking the 
mantle of redesigning to heart and manipulating concepts very naturally, noticably when 
they made their belts into ties (photo 121) without any prompting. The girls in contrast to the 
boy’s energetic spontaneity took on the task with more focus and patience as they carefully 
thought through their designs before they started their cutting process.

Unfortunately at this point in October there were big ongoing fires in Indonesia to make 
ground for palm plantations for the palm oil industry. Travelling over the sea, the air was 
contaminated with smog and contributing to such a poor air quality in Singapore that the 
school had to close during the last day of the workshop. Many of the students had only half 
made their garments and we had just commenced the printing sessions but there was nothing 
we could do and the workshop had to be postponed. After a talk with the teachers of the class 
it was decided that the students would continue making their artefacts after we had left. They 
decided to our great pleasure to make a catwalk show to present their garments for fellow 
students as well as a photo shoot (photo 125-127). 
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Photo 120. Having finished their plaits the students moved on to making BIG MAMAs. There were also two 
parents who joined in the workshop and helped the students with fitting and technical support. 
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Photo 121. Students taking photos of each other wearing their artefacts. An example of a belt being worn as a 
tie by one of the boys.
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Photo 122, 123 Two examples of the students’ versions of the 180 logo stencilled onto bags made from old 
school uniform t-shirts with spray paint.
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Photo 124. As part of the guerilla style awareness campaign for the workshop the student’s logos were cleaned 
into the stone and pavement by the school’s entrance. 

After having finished the workshop in Singapore I felt somewhat disappointed that we had 
not been able to finish the workshop as initially planned. The smog had put a premature 
end to our engagement and from experience it is during the very last day that things come 
together and much of the magic takes place. We were positively surprised when the groups 
shared a folder of photographs with us showing their final garments. The two very engaged 
art teachers had also recorded the fashion show that the students had chosen to set up and 
on looking at its contents I got a renewed sense of the possibilities this way of working could 
have. 

The responsibility to get all the pieces together had in the end been taken out of the hands of 
the facilitators and even though we had missed out on the experience to see the participant’s 
final efforts, it was somehow a relief that this open-ended way of working had functioned 
without the facilitator being present. What made this possible was without a doubt the two 
art teacher’s passionate engagement in the project as they between them had devoted both 
time in the preparations stage of the project (informing the participants of underlying prin-
ciples of environmental effects from the textile industry), during the project (assisting with 
cutting and realising designs, guiding and encouraging participants) and now, the presenta-
tion of the project (photographing and filming the fashion show).
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Photo 125. Workshop participant, Singapore, 2015
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Photo 126-127. Workshop participants in their final outfits, Singapore, 2015
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5.4.3 A/r/tographer’s Reflections on Testing the Workshop in a School En-
vironment 
Sweden, 2013-2016

When the time frame for the intervention was limited, the installation was more of a 
background feature and the presentation was instead introducing the concept and only 
a selection of photos were shown during the presentation. 

Due to the size of the group in Sweden it was more difficult to observe the ratio of what 
might be described as core activists within each group. There were some students that 
had to leave during the course of the day due to other commitments. This contributed 
to an estimation of about 230 students in the core group that seemed to be motivated 
and engaged enough to fulfil the whole day’s activities. This was repeatedly seen each 
year as the final show seemed to attract the participant’s curiousity of what their final 
outcome would look like on the catwalk at the end of the day. They also mentioned 
that they were curious in finding out what their peers were capable of doing in such 
short period of time. By having smaller deadlines throughout the day, for example for 
handing in of photos and descriptions, it seemed like the groups worked efficiently 
together by separating the tasks into smaller activities that they divided between them 
within the group. 

It was from the very beginning exciting to organise and fascilitate a workshop of this 
kind in a school environment reaching a large number if students already with a cur-
rent interest for textile and fashion. With each year passing by it became more daunting 
to handle such a large group oneself even though on some ocassions I was aided by 
other staff members that helped to give participants attention, encouragement and to 
be challenged throughout the day. 

As a researcher I found it difficult to gather the voices of the participants due to the 
large group size. 

As a teacher and artist, I wanted to be able to do more. It felt like I wanted to hand over 
the finished outfits to another team that could optimise the use of the finished artefacts. 

Singapore, 2015
There seems to be students in the classroom environment that are interested in knowing 
more about how garments and fashion are made. The more they get to know about the 
making process, the more they seem to increase their concern for the way that materi-
als are used and thrown away. 

Some of the students have difficulties in the making process of their own garments but 
chose to get involved through other activities such as stencilling and creative promo-
tion.
 
By testing a modified version of the installation focusing on the workshop but still 
keeping the visual element of photographing the final artefacts and showing them for 

a larger audience through some kind of presentation. I could see that the initial stress-
ful and time consuming exhibition was not essential for the progress of the workshop 
when organised in a school environment. It had however been efficient to initially sha-
re photographs and films of previously made artefacts from other cultures as these had 
placed the proposed activities within a wider context, a story.

To be a team of two artists with two engaged helping teachers in Singapore was a great 
improvement with consideration to time. The groups were due to their age groups in 
need of more care and attention. They used sciccors and craft knives and we had to very 
careful not to let them be unsupervised. It would have been very difficult to be a single 
facilitator in that environment. 

”No matter the country, the group size and the age of those 
involved, it seems to be possible to create platforms where 
we manage to engage people to get participate. The greatest 
challenge is not to find materials, tools or machinery but 
to keep people’s confidence up. 

Some people seem to have it in their make up to make, where-
as others are curious to learn. There are also those who are 
somewhere inbetween, either they can’t be bothered or they 
dont see the point, but still they seem to give it a go. 

At first I thought I was alone about being fascinated about 
the artefacts that had been made in the different workshops 
but when I show them to the participants they seem to share 
some of these feelings too. But how can this recognition be 
used? How could we use it to feed more engagement?” (Erics-
son logbook, 15/11-15)
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Wenger’s (1998) notion of how learning emerges within a community of practice is useful 
for analysing the process of shared learning, more specifically that which develops within the 
workshop part of the installation. The installations can be seen as a common domain where 
members are brought together by their learning needs (explicit as well as non explicit). The 
temporary communities that they developed were bonded together by their practices being 
shared and the following collective learning that took place through the participant’s interac-
tion. 

Firstly, the participants were attracted to the project and showed a desire to join into the 
proposed activities. They moved from initial attention to engagement, this was done through 
some kind of practical activity that bound the participants together within the group and its 
common domain. The main mission during the first stages was to instil confidence amongst 
as many participants as possible and make them feel part of the proposed community. It was 
therefore natural that more attention was given to those who struggled to start their actual 
making process whereas further down the line it would become important to give encoura-
ging support and to challenge those who had more experience. For all groups, the novice, 
proficient and the expert, confidence together with a varied degree of challenge seemed to be 
an important ingredient as it guided them to feel that they could contribute, that there was a 
role there for them to fill. The next stage was that this engagement seemingly developed into 
a self-organised community of sorts as the participants took on different roles and shared 
practices. They started to develop more activities and collaborations within the group (some 
participants also engaged friends or family outside the group). A mini culture developed. 

In addition to Wenger et al.’s (2002) seven activities (table 10) that were used to discuss how 
to encourage this kind of participation and to facilitate a community of practice to develop, it 
was in the installation possible to identify Wenger’s five stages that a community of practice 
is said to go through: potential, coalescing, maturing, stewardship and transformation (Wenger 
et al., 2002). On occasion these five stages were overlapping and somewhat difficult to sepa-
rate from one another.

Table 10. Seven activities that can be used to cultivate a community of practice (Wenger et al., 2002). 

Activity 1. “Design the community to evolve naturally”
Activity 2.  “Create opportunities for open dialogue within and with outside perspectives”
Activity 3.  “Welcome and allow different levels of participation”
Activity 4.  “Develop both public and private community spaces”

Activity 5.  “Focus on the value of the community”
Activity 6.  “Combine familiarity and excitement”
Activity 7.  “Find and nurture a regular rhythm for the community”
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYSING THE ACTIVITIES: THE INSTALLATION 

AS A TEMPORARY CREATED COMMUNITY



One other way of looking at this learning community in more detail is to regard it as an acti-
vity system. By categorising the organised community into context, people, rules, roles, arte-
facts and objective we can get an overview of the installation as a learning context where pe-
ople (subjects) with different motivations were engaged and comfortable enough to develop 
activities and share learnings with each other in a way that lead to a diverse set of outcomes. 
By taking support from Engeström’s writing of learning in social movements and his theory 
on social production we can further discuss what an activity system in a contemporary set-
ting could mean on a larger scale. 

The Format of the Installation as an Activity System
Through the collaborations within the workshop, learning could be identified to have taken 
place as participants showed an improvement in the way they handled the machines and the 
materials during the making process. Much of this learning seemed to emerge as participants 
helped and guided each other, strengthening each other’s progress with each other’s skill. 
Using Engeström’s second generation activity theory model (1987, p. 78) as starting point, 
the illustration in figure 7 merges the four interventions and puts them together into one 
generic installation. 
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Figure 7. A general overview of the human activity in the installation with the categories of Context (commu-
nity/setting), People (subjects), Roles (division of efforts/work), Artefacts, Rules (rituals/concepts), Objectives 
(common goals) and Outcomes.
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This analysis focuses on those who chose to engage in the workshop activities. But what were 
the factors influencing those who chose to engage and complete the full workshop? What do 
the participant’s constructed artefacts mean within the boundaries of these interventions? 
And in what way do their responses really matter on a larger scale? 

6.1 Merging Different Kinds of Values Together in One Created 
Community

The conceptualisation of the intervention aimed to give the exhibition visitors as well as 
workshop participants a ”feeling of belonging” in a wider context. There were participants 
and visitors commenting on the fact that they felt they were part of something bigger, a larger 
body of works. This may be a result of the fact that their practical work did not only result 
in redesigned and new garments but also that these artefacts became part of a travelling 
installation. The “magic making” aspect of fashion can be experienced when the redesigned 
garments are placed in a wider context as they become part of a larger body of garments, a 
collection. This seems to enhance the understanding of making beyond the garments and 
that fashion is a dreamweaver.

There appears to be a general interest for these kinds of projects from at least two viewpoints 
(1) people are willing to engage in the execution of the project and (2) organisations are 
willing to fund a project of this kind. The variety of actors involved in the four interventions 
contributed with different perspectives, as they related to different aspects of the project. The 
cultural exchanges arising through the vast geographical variations within the four visited 
locations seemed to attract people’s attention as it spoke to their curiosity for the unfamiliar; 
another culture, at the same time as it shared contents that were familiar to them; fashion 
and second-hand garments. This balance seemed to be one main reason that contributed to 
that a wide spread of participants of different backgrounds and socio economic groups were 
attracted, motivated and engaged by the project. 

The involvement of the Swedish Embassy in Mexico and Mozambique gave the project an 
initial atmosphere of rigidity possibly contributing to why at first it was somewhat difficult 
for the visitors and participants to know what to expect from the installation. The Swedish 
ambassador’s visit to the cultural centre in Mexico turned out to be a good opportunity for 
media coverage and there was a vast amount of photos and footage made while he made his 
own ties from scraps of fabric. This example not only illustrates yet one media intervention 
offering an opportunity for the Embassy to show that they are active in society and in the 
local communities, but also how the project became a meeting point for symbolic and cul-
tural exchange as there is a political agency for a cultural centre to have a visit made from an 
ambassador. By engaging also practically in the workshop the ambassador can be said to have 
given creditability to the activities within the group. The set up of the project differed greatly 
from, for example charity projects as it was built up on the sharing of participant’s practical 
assets and insights rather than the handing out of finished solutions. 
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The format of an installation seemed to succeed in merging different kinds of values together 
as monetary value, social value and user/experience value (Sanders & Simons, 2009) existed 
in the installations in different degrees at different points. 

First and foremost, it is possible to recognise the social value as activities functioned as an 
introduction to the concept of reutilisation and facilitated the involved actors to make their 
own connection and find their own way of taking the concept of reutilisation further into 
their own practice. In common for all installations, was the organising partners common 
interest in environment and social ecology as sustainability was an overarching motivation42. 
It was also a shared interest from the Swedish Embassy in the contexts of Mexico and Mo-
zambique, to share Swedish traditions and to bring in the Embassy in a new context beyond 
charity or commerce and share principles of reutilisation and sustainability in a new way that 
not only showed how things can be but also facilitates and encourages people to engage. In 
both Mexico and Mozambique the Swedish ambassador visited the installation, something 
that had a cultural and social meaning in these countries as the ambassador symbolises au-
thority, power and international relationships.

Except from the organising partner’s decision to embed the installation within a larger pro-
ject on recycling in Mexico 2012 also the participants made their own interpretations and 
connections as they for example mixed fabric of certain personal or cultural value (embroi-
dery) with the second-hand garments.

Secondly, monetary value could be identified as for example some participants saw the pro-
cesses as an indicator of a potential money making process (as described by for example a 
tailor in Mozambique and Mexico and the development of a local fashion brand in Mozam-
bique). In the field study in Mozambique and Mexico we could also see how there was an 
established relationship between redesign and money making potential, as there were already 
some actors in the local markets that were incorporating second-hand garments in their 
new designs. This economic value adds another parameter to Hirscher et al.’s (2017) value 
framework for social production as we can recognise not only the five proposed values for 
participatory design workshops (social value, knowledge value, experimental value, emotio-
nal value, environmental value) but also the economic value. Thirdly, user/experience value 
can also be recognised as participants, visitors and organising partners described how they 
experienced the making activities as useful, joyful as they saw the project as an entertainme-
nt/social experience as well as enhancing their own confidence and personal value. 

42 The Swedish Embassy further described the collaboration as “by engaging non-traditional actors and 
creating an innovative space for dialogue and relation building, the initiative responds to the Swedish gov-
ernment’s policy for capacity development and collaboration (UD2007/46452/UP) and Strategy for capacity 
development and collaboration 2011-2013 (UF2010/46581/USTYR), focused on the promotion of innovative 
initiatives that contributes to increased collaboration between Swedish and Mozambican actors in the private 
sector, academia and culture and communication (SEMOZ Evaluation, 2013).
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6.2 People Are Creative in Nature

People are curious and creative in nature and to see other people invent creative solutions 
seemed to spark ideas. The combination of having an exhibition and a workshop within the 
platform of an installation appeared to be efficient in the sense that the participants of the 
workshop seem to be stimulated both emotionally and intellectually. Participants showed 
how they got emotionally attached to what was made within the workshops and they also 
formed clever solutions to given and emerging design challenges. 

The subjects in the overall system (figure 7) were the organising partners, the visitors to 
the exhibition, participants of the workshop, facilitator/artist/researcher/teacher and other 
peripheral actors. Each participant of the project joined, engaged and completed their parti-
cipation in the project based on different initial motivations on why they wished to become 
involved in it. Each subject had a function within the emerging activity system as for example 
the organising partners facilitated the activities to take place through their economical enga-
gement, whereas the visitors for example shaped an audience that on occasion contributed 
with feedback as they asked questions to the participants about their processes. This seemed 
to trigger the participants into taking more conscious design decisions while they were giving 
form to their ideas.

The participants gave different reasons to why they where attracted to join the project. Some 
described how they wanted to be part of fashion but couldn’t afford it. Others described how 
they wanted to learn a new skill, feel good about themselves, or to develop the skill to adapt 
garments that they already had and turn them into something of greater value. Once enga-
ged, the idea was to keep the participants motivated throughout the workshop and to create 
a platform where they are encouraged to learn from each other. How to go about achieving 
this was different in each case each day, as the installations had attracted an eclectic group of 
participants with different expectations and motivations and these were in a constant state 
of flux.

The participants of all workshops shared an initial apprehension and confusion on what was 
expected from them. The coming challenge was how to induce a sense of community between 
the participants. It could be said that by simply putting a group of people together of different 
age, experience and background, and giving them a shared objective, that they automatically 
start to create some form of community to begin to tackle the problem together, using the 
positive attributes of the different members of the group and fulfilling the roles that come 
with them. This however will only function to its greatest potential if all those participating 
share these skills and are happy to contribute to them.

The participants in Mozambique and Mexico had a similar background in the sense that they 
came from less privileged backgrounds than the participants in Singapore and Sweden. This 
may have been a contributing factor to how the participants seemed to take on the concept in 
a more serious way there than in the two latter countries. They perhaps saw the workshop as 
an opportunity to learn a skill that could change the direction of their current life as learning 
new skills has a clear link to empowerment and improving ones prospects.
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It was the participants that took control of the situation and were driving the redesign pro-
cess forward as they transformed the initial artefacts as well as situations into new ones. The 
distributed agency that the participants seemed to divide between them and take on can be 
said to be distributed in a similar way as Engeström described the notion of social production 
(2007). In this system, agency is distributed horizontally within the group. There is a conti-
nuous negotiation taking place between the actors contributing to new ways of seeing and 
learning. 

6.3 Rules of Engagement

The largest factor for driving the activities forward was the given deadline. It seemed to be 
one important trigger for directing participants forward and into engaging. To have a well 
defined goal and clear instructions on what was expected on the way there was especially 
important when working in a large group. In Mozambique the goal was less developed and 
instead it emerged from the participants that during the end of the workshop they started to 
hang up final garments around the installation in an unprompted manner. 

It seems like this combination of allowing the participant to adapt the concept to their own 
time frame was most important in Mozambique whereas the students in Singapore and 
Sweden needed a somewhat firmer approach, perhaps due to the short time frame as well 
as the large group size. Another reason for this may be that they were in a school environ-
ment and therefore not fully voluntary participants of the project. The perception of time 
could also be seen as differing between different cultures. In Mexico it was common to see 
several participants turning up before set time. Perhaps to have time to catch up with some 
of their friends in the group but also for others to maximise the time spent in the workshop 
as they could be seen to be taking the workshop more seriously than perhaps the students 
in Singapore did. It would be very unusual to see school children arrive early to class but the 
feeling of maximising an opportunity starts with being present and ready as quickly as pos-
sible. To look more closely at the differences and similarities between the groups and specific 
cultural perspective could be one way to explore and analyse the participant’s engagement to 
then optimise their time spent in the installation. This aspect was however not selected as a 
preference for the analysis of the activities even though in situations like this it can became 
a prominent factor. The flexible structure of the installation does however leave space for 
differences in response, making cultural differences and similarities a given.

Some participants created their own rules to challenge their level of difficulty. For example 
some participants did careful sketches prior to cutting into their materials. These sketches 
guided the participant in the coming decision processes. It could for example be new rules 
set out such as; “I will only use different shades of green cotton fabric for my patchwork” or 
“My plan is to make a garment without seams”. As more knowledge was gained, the threshold 
increased. Some of this improvement can be said to come through learning by doing but also 
the process of observing and gaining feedback and support from peer participants is impor-
tant as it gives an instant external, yet not alien response to a certain activity. The installation 
seemed to be a good ground for these kinds of processes of trial and error combined with 
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instant feedback as the actors involved contributed with solutions on how to reutilise the 
second-hand garments provided. They quickly reached a level of competency handling the 
tools. This allowed them to challenge themselves even more and to produce more learning as 
well as to make more intricate artefacts. Some participants also showed great workmanship 
after just a few sessions of using the sewing machine. By demonstrating and observing, the 
technical knowledge on how to operate the machines was shared efficiently. A common cu-
riosity seemed to drive both parties forward as they became more confident in their making. 

The rule concerning the nature of the material used was in general respected except from on a 
few occasions. In Singapore there were a few students that had new materials that they would 
like to incorporate in their new designs and this was also the case in Mexico. At this point, 
the facilitator re-explained the underlying principles behind the project while allowing the 
discrepancy to be accepted but not to be repeated. Decision making of this nature might be 
considered as an important factor of managing and maintaining the group’s enthusiasm as it 
could be that too stern rules could counteract the improvisational nature of the participant’s 
ideas.  

Within the format of the installation different media were organised so as to reflect some 
of fashion’s common rules and practises and to illustrate that there is more to how we ex-
perience fashion than simply by its materials. Photos and visual media were used to inspire 
the participants into seeing garments and the redesign process from yet another angle, apart 
from the deconstruction process they were going through. By communicating the dream 
of fashion visually, the participants appeared to make their own connections and suggest 
different ways that could contribute in making the garment “more” than just a redesigned 
garment. For example, in Singapore the students were quick to respond to the suggestion to 
make logos. By creating their own logos that was sprayed onto the surface on the discarded 
garments there seemed to be a “renewed feeling”, possibly one of new found ownership in the 
way the participants regarded the material. In some cases photo shoots and lookbooks were 
encouraged even though there were no specific rules that said it had to be included in the 
practices. To use these photographs of finalised artefacts in coming exhibitions, the photos 
functioned as a boundary object between the past and the new context.

The project’s intention of sharing the design ideas that were being created was in reality more 
difficult to put into practice than we might have hoped. Participants tended to get rather 
protective over their designs and the free exchange of ideas was stifled in contrast to the open 
source principles of the project. In some cases there was evidence of the sharing we were 
striving for, in the workshop in Mexico for instance it was not uncommon to see participants 
sharing patterns with each other whereas in Mozambique participants seemed to be more 
secretive over their ideas as the copy of designs appeared to be met with scepticism, on occa-
sion bringing tensions into the group. 

In Singapore the students, possibly behaving in a more competitive way that is synonymous 
with younger children in school, were the most protective over their designs as they were 
eager to come up with the best design in the quickest way and before anyone else had made 
the same design. It does however seem like when working with second-hand garments as raw 
materials that the competitive nature of responding best to a given task is diffused partly by 
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the fact that the materials used will be different in each case, so comparisons are harder to 
establish as there is only one of each garment and the most intense phase becomes the selec-
tion of materials. Participants here tend to take more garments than they need, as clearly seen 
in the workshop with a large group of students in Sweden. A few hours into the workshop 
more materials are left behind as the participants are closing in on their final designs and re-
gard them as surplus to their requirements, not for the first time in the life of these materials. 

6.4 Shifting Roles Within The Community

There were several roles emerging within the space as the participants began to specialise 
in different tasks (for example sewing machine operator, colour designer, pattern designer, 
graphic designer, photographer). Just like the system itself is dynamic so are the roles. Partici-
pants swapped places and took turns in engaging in the different activities. It was not only the 
participants that steered this interchange of roles but there were also visitors to the exhibition, 
friends and family (for example two mothers to the students in Singapore) that joined in and 
helped other participants with certain tasks such as unpicking a seem or guiding them with 
design ideas. This engagement from visitors was made possible, as the workshop was open 
for anyone to join in, contributing to making the process into a social experience. To add the 
dimension of an open social experience into the project makes it dynamic as it extends the 
contents for yet a larger group and allows for a greater set of possibilities and therefore out-
comes. The final presentation shared the participants resulting artefacts and representations 
to a wider audience. The participants can be said to have become reporters of the contents of 
the project as they were also photographing and sharing photos widely online, extending this 
external audience further. 

There were also local people that got engaged in other parts of the project. In Mexico as well 
as Mozambique there were people working at the location that contributed with their time 
and local skills in finding materials, setting up the installation and translating texts. They 
came to play an important role as they made the set up and organisation of the actual con-
tents of the installation easier to integrate in the local space.

The homeless children that had joined in to da Silva’s puppet making activities were at first 
focusing on the puppet making activities. As previously explained they soon started to make 
garments for themselves after having spent a day in the installation space observing how 
people had been using the materials and the machines. Other participants of the workshop 
would then help them and assist them in their making. This way of learning through expe-
rience is an example of “active learning” (Scheel, 2002) as it shows to be an efficient tool for 
acquiring knowledge as well as a way to connect a learning space with the community. 

It seemed like the sense of community was reached in a similar way during all interventions 
through the inclusion of a more or less defined objective. The participants were, even if rather 
confused to begin with, quick to act together with their peers during the first workshop day. 
This contributed to a creation of their role in the group. Proficient and expert participants 
seemed to quickly realise the refreshing uninhibited view of design that some of the novice 
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participants could contribute with. In the same way, the novice participant quickly seemed 
to realise that the proficient and expert participant had knowledge to observe and listen to. 

The project’s photographer had a profound role in the execution of the installations as he 
communicated with the visitors and the participants through language and the camera (Mex-
ico and Mozambique). In a sense he de-formalised interviews as he was active in the space 
while the process of making was taking place. This, as opposed to for example the handing 
out of forms in which the participants themselves would estimate their efforts and engage-
ment. At the same time this approach proved to be problematic, as it appeared to be difficult 
for participants to comment negatively on posed questions. 

Also the facilitator went through different roles and stages in the workshop, from being de-
signer into adviser into full participant of the group, as previous other workshop had also 
shown (Avsec in Hirscher, Fuad-Luke & Moebus, 2015) 

6.5. Different Levels of Competencies Bound Together Through 
the Artefacts

The main artefact for the four installations was the garment dress and process to dress. It was 
chosen as a metaphor for the global making, travelling and social culture of garments. Vygot-
sky (2004) described how people take use of external artefacts to restrict their own activity 
into a certain direction, for example the use of a clock to build up personal rules on how to 
make a day more manageable, and also to find meaning. In the same way some participants 
choose to make up their own rules based on the artefacts in the workshops. The artefacts such 
as the second-hand materials and tools functioned in a way that bound the diverse ongoing 
activities together within the context of the installation. They also facilitated communication 
to run more smoothly as through using the materials and for example to lay them out and 
reposition them, temporary prototypes of ideas could be illustrated and used to describe ide-
as between the different participants as well as between participant and facilitator and vice 
versa. 

Through re-contextualising and bringing these familiar garments into a new arena seemed to 
intrigue both the participant and the visitors. In Mexico and Mozambique there were several 
visitors and participants that commented about the fact that they recognised the materials 
from the local markets and it seemed to be common knowledge that these materials were av-
ailable there. Everyone in the group seemed to have some kind of relation with these markets 
but few had had any previous thoughts of using the materials in the making of new garments. 
The process had an energetic atmosphere and several participants described how they found 
it a valuable experience (opportunity for learning, recycle, redesign, sharing, etc.). There se-
emed to be an opening for the participants to “plug into”, an area allowing for the participant 
to draw their own connections to their own practice and experiences. This could be visible in 
conversations where participants described that they now toyed with the idea of seeing more 
recycled materials in future fashion shows or wanted to set up their own business based on 
their new learnings. 
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By bringing in other kinds of artefacts into the installation such as puppets as was the case 
in Mozambique 2013, a lower age group could be reached. It was now not only possible to 
engage just through making garments as puppeteer da Silva had set up a small puppet ma-
king space within the workshop. Her contribution immediately attracted a younger audien-
ce, further extending the project’s outreach into that catchment area. To offer these kinds of 
alternative opportunities to engage seems to be important in order to engage a larger group 
of people in terms of age and background for instance at the same time within one platform. 

The Boundary Object BIG MAMA
For some participants the first basic exercise BIG MAMA provided an easy entrance for 
their engagement to begin. We followed how one participant that on his own initiative went 
from drawing large sized BIG MAMAs on a piece of paper to finalising one in chosen pieces 
of fabric within one day. His skills in sewing were initially low but after only a few hours he 
mastered the sewing machine and also showed that he could translate his idea from head 
to hand, paper to textile. The fact that he wore his BIG MAMA for the rest of the workshop 
could also be an indication that he actually liked and was proud of what he had done. The 
participant wearing the garment was also a source for inspiration for the other participants 
as well as installation visitors that commented on his dress.

Chapman (2013) highlighted that people have an inbuilt resistance to exploring uncertain 
situations. One way of challenging this resistance is if the situation and people are “defro-
sted” by this uncertainty being reduced. Giving a group of people a common task to fulfil in 
a shared space regardless of their different skills sets and different levels of knowledge could 
be one way of “defrosting” them. As we can see in the workshops people seem to be initially 
apprehensive of not knowing exactly what is expected from them. It doesn’t seem to take 
much effort though to challenge them and to overcome their fear of improvisation. Perhaps 
the participants that chose to engage in these workshops were already open for improvisation 
of this kind but that is also an indication that random groups of people are open to challenge 
themselves and to find their own solutions in a way that is similar to Chapman’s six proposed 
conditions43 of exploring new contributions. Just as halfway products and prepared toolkits 
seem to defrost people’s initial fear of getting involved in the process of making, the BIG 
MAMA seemed to ease people into the process of making as it functioned to reduce the app-
rehension that could be described as the fear of the blank page. 

The BIG MAMA merged different kind of competencies together as it allowed the partici-
pants to explore their different creative stages. Even though the proficient and expert parti-
cipants wanted to get on with their own BIG MAMA without losing time answering ques-
tions from the novice participant, a new balance emerged where the two parties started to 
exchange services with one another. We saw examples of proficient participants stitching 
together a novice participant’s artefact in exchange for example unpicking. We also saw ex-
amples of participants creating smaller production lines where they swapped roles with each 
other on who did what for example, cutting, stitching, fitting the garment etc. Design deci-

43 Letting go of perceptions on what is wrong and right ways of doing something (condition 1), em-
bracing mess (condition 2), allowance to act in obvious ways and letting go of the need to be “clever” (condi-
tion 3), look positively on failures (condition 4), supports others in having a good time or succeed (condition 
5) and letting go of words and let actions speak before us (condition 6).
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sions were however mostly kept on an individual level but there were also occasions when 
the whole group gave feedback on a finished garment as someone in the group tried it on. 
This way of working seem to be a natural development of placing people with different skill 
sets in one group.

In Mexico we saw how one participant asked for advice in how to initially progress with 
his chosen materials but his attention was soon redirected over to a more proficient peer. 
Through observing how they cut out and deconstructed their materials and made their own 
template, the more novice participant got an idea on how to progress. In a few cases there 
were also participants who chose to hand over the actual sewing process and use of sewing 
machine to a peer. In these cases we can see how the participant recognised the limit to their 
own ability but still chose to go along with the task through taking help from a peer. Thus 
they are able to recognise what skills were absent from their skill sets and to acquaint them-
selves to the actual process required through initial observations and then by finding some-
one to help bridge their gap in ability, while at the same time learning in part at least how to 
achieve what was necessary at each stage.  The group here can be regarded as a network of 
abilities as the participant seems to understand that they do not have to master all skills but 
are also invited to take help from each other within the group. In terms of trust, it seemed that 
it did not matter if you initially had fewer skills as the exercise allows everyone to engage and 
be rewarded. From this point it could be said that in terms of the group’s production some 
momentum had been induced. 

When hearing a participant’s description of their pre-knowledge of crafting and comparing 
it with their end result it is easy to assume that some of the participants may not have known 
they had certain skills. From having no previous experience there were participants who 
showed evidence of great competency and creativity as they created new wearable designs 
from what was previously ragged and outdated. Some participants showed that they could 
adapt a current material into another shape. There were others who were making a comple-
tely new design or even creating a whole new concept around their design.  To use the BIG 
MAMA as a boundary object for different ways to react therefore seem to be a suitable way to 
respond to the diverse ideas that the participants bring with them and to respond to the four 
kinds of creativity that Sanders and Simons (2009) have pointed out. 

The task of making a BIG MAMA levels the participants into a common ground. Through 
the exercise and by accomplishing it the novice participant may feel an increased feeling of 
confidence as they may have finalised their first garment ever. Through their imagination 
they are envisioning what the material could become. As we can see from the resulting BIG 
MAMA each student made his or her own interpretation of the exercise. The quality of the 
workmanship has not been evaluated in this research but to discuss this in the workshops 
could be one step to improve the participant’s craft proficiency. As we can see some of the 
participants have also chosen to incorporate their own fabric into their design and through 
this create an added and personal aspect and value to the final garment. 

Through studying the participants final BIG MAMA’s and their chosen processes, it is pos-
sible to identify concepts such as empathy (giving support to peer), care (for material, peer), 
hope (taking idea from mind to hand), creativity (creative design solutions), play and imagi-
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nation (innovative combinations of materials and methods, all of these have been highlighted 
as valuable concepts closely interlinked with possible changes of current relation and app-
roaches to fashion (Fletcher & Tham, 2015).

After the initial task of crafting the BIG MAMA the community started to take shape as the 
participants had started to interact and share knowledge with each other in a more frequent 
way. More initiatives were taken without prior discussion with the facilitator as participants 
seemed to feel more comfortable within the group. Some of the participants started to form 
smaller collaboration groups within the large group as this seemed to be the preferred way of 
working for some. The groups could now be described as going through the maturing phase 
(Wenger et al., 2002) as the participants started to identify their own skills in relation to their 
peers and without further instructions they divided the workload to be divided between 
them. The open making process that took place in the midst of different people with different 
skill sets also enabled instant feedback. 

Transformation Through Contextualising the Artefacts
The poster was the first encounter that people have of the project. It promoted the installation 
and communicated the title The Life of a Dress translated into local languages. According to 
some participant’s comments, the name itself was what first attracted their attention. The 
poster not only invited people to a crafting workshop but it communicated something more, 
something immaterial, perhaps the beginning of another story. The poster can thus be seen 
as a first door that the future participants to the workshops chose to enter. They have the in-
clination and the motivation to do so as they seem to experience a feeling similar to “This is 
where I can start to become involved”. 

To have a name that embraces and communicates the project seems to be of high importance. 
On more than one occasion there were participants that described how there was something 
more than just a workshop that had won their time and devotion (quote: ”I was attracted by 
the name”, ”giving garments a new story”, ”extend their lifeline”). In Mozambique there were 
comments made during the informal conversations, describing that the conceptualisation 
brought the activity to redesign second-hand garments into a wider context. Visitors to the 
exhibitions also described how the photos and the travelling nature of the installation gave 
them feelings of possibilities. It seems to be of interest for the participants to have different 
layers to the concept. It is not only a workshop that they sign up to but they become part 
of a travelling story that for example is based on a romantic dream or aspirational fight for 
change. To create a story helps people to trigger their imagination and to think outside their 
comfortable framework. 

Fashion lives and breathes through the recorded image, most traditionally through photo-
graphy and other visual media like magazines, shows and on screen including digital interfa-
ces (for example social media). The workshop allowed its participants to experience and be-
come part of that process and by recontextualising the redesigned artefacts. The participants 
saw first hand how a wide variety of garments in different size, colour and styles, through 
careful selection and by finding some kind of order, can be combined into one body, a col-
lection. The collection then becomes the hook and the central point from which these media 
revolves.
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Participants were encouraged not only to redesign garments but also to engage in other ways 
that lent themselves to this phase of media publicity, through for example music, film and 
photography. By using their resulting artefacts as basis for the development of an identity for 
the group, a temporary collective brand was built up.

The given assignment to conceptualise the garments with a brand was received with mixed 
interest. In Mexico the conceptualisation was the hardest bit of the workshop and it was left 
until the end. It was difficult to decide on a common idea and to develop the logo and in the 
end the facilitator had to intervene and finish off the process. In Mozambique there were 
already made labels available for the participants that they could use for their products and 
these were popular among the participants.

6.6 The Final Installation as one Common Objective

The clearest stage to identify from Wenger’s five-stage theory was the final stage of the in-
stallation as it could be described as the main transformation stage (Wenger, 1998) for the 
temporary created community. The presentations took different shapes as visual experiences 
of a catwalk or a final hanging session where the artefacts were exhibited. These presentations 
told part of the story about the project and its underlying values as the visitors and the audi-
ence were shown the final artefacts. 

The audience did not know how the garments had looked before their transformation and 
perhaps a more detailed exhibition showing photos of before and after could have given the 
story a stronger message. At the same time, by not showing the past, the audience’s attention 
is immediately directed to what the garments have become without any preconceptions. Fo-
cus then lies on their potential here, rather than being clouded by its past. This could contri-
bute to making the final artefacts more attractive as they have “a newness” about them. 

The participants described in different ways how they enjoyed this final part of the project as 
it gave them an opportunity to see their creations in a new context as it “breathed new air into 
the garments”. By engaging in the styling process and preparations of the catwalk in Mexico, 
some participants also got insight into how garments can be combined according to how to 
best present them on a catwalk. For some participants this was an exciting stage whereas for 
others it was more exciting to make the actual garment or to make photos of it.

The function of showcasing redesigned artefacts seemed to be an important incentive in the 
making process as it gives the participant a deadline on when they need to finish their ma-
king. It may also function as a source of motivation for those taking part to invite families 
and friends as they appeared to take pride from their artefacts being shown in a public arena. 
To have external ”eyes” on something that has been made within a group seemed to be im-
portant as it placed the artefacts in a wider context, moving out of the temporary group and 
into the everyday world. 
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In Mexico the final catwalk show took place in another space far removed from the workshop 
and the installation. From the suburb of Iztapalapa to the prestigious central square of Zóca-
lo, the participant’s artefacts became the focal point for a catwalk show and their collectively 
developed fashion collection was seen by more than 300 people. Some participants described 
how proud they had felt when seeing their garments on the catwalk as it ”proved” the gar-
ments to be wearable and fashionable. Their efforts could be said to have been validated in 
just that brief moment.

During the short workshop in Mozambique 2014, asking the models from the ongoing fa-
shion week to wear the final outfits seemed to be an appreciated part of the workshop. It was 
efficient in the transformation process as it seemed to induce the participants into amaze-
ment over what they could accomplish in such a short time. Rather than organising a final 
installation here with their garments, the models wearing their outfits became a live perfor-
mance that also attracted attention as guests to the night’s fashion show had started to arrive. 
Several guests got wrapped up in watching the models pose for the camera in the new outfits. 
Although unplanned this outcome was effective in seemingly diverting the perfect crowd to 
appreciate the days creations.

The final presentation in Sweden and Singapore seemed to have a great response amongst the 
participants who had initially found it rather embarrassing to walk down the catwalk in front 
of their peers before settling in and enjoying the experience. To get a larger audience to watch 
the catwalk show was one of the most difficult parts with the presentation in Sweden. The 
reason for this might have been lack of time for other students and employees or a general 
disinterest in these kind of events that occur outside of normal working hours. More interac-
tive events could perhaps be one way of encouraging a larger audience to engage where the 
audience is also expected to share something back to the students. 

6.7 Outcomes

From the experience of the four workshops the participants readily engaged creatively, ap-
parently excited to become part of the process of redesign and the associated elements of 
fashion. This resonates with what Sander and Simons (2009) described as an ignored creati-
vity need as “people today have been inundated with many ways to satisfy their consumption 
needs while their creativity needs have been usually ignored” (p. 1). 

The open-ended structure allowed people of different socio economic backgrounds, ages, 
sex and cultures an equal opportunity to participate in a shared learning experience and also 
to investigate their own feelings towards sustainability, second-hand garments and fashion. 
The flexibility of the platform that was created allowed most people to learn and leave a more 
skilled and aware person.

6.7.1 People Learning and Gaining New Skills
Even though people may have an inbuilt resistance to exploring uncertain situations (Chap-
man, 2013) people also seem to have a parallel, inbuilt curiosity for the unknown. By facilita-
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ting a common platform, like an installation and inviting a group of people, those who chose 
to engage could be said to become participants in a learning community.  

Chapman (2013) described three main obstacles against learning; fear, relationship and logic. 
These may perhaps at a first stage inhibit people from improvising and developing their cre-
ative capabilities but through developing an open structure that invites participants to create 
a community it seems to be natural process to let go of previous perceptions when working 
in a multi-facetted group with a large spectra of characters and forces. 

Just like a living organism these kinds of communities move forward according to their own 
progress, this is based on the agency of the participants creative activities that are in turn ba-
sed on their creative imagination (Vygotsky, 2004). The collective creativity move the group’s 
momentum forward as each creative contribution within the group ”creates something new, 
no matter how small a drop in the bucket this new thing appears” (Vygotsky, 2004, p. 10-11). 
When greater trust between the participants has been established the participant seems to 
become fearless and liberated in their creative process of making as they start to share the 
motivation and will to learn and to improve. Encouraging creativity is thus not only crucial in 
schools but also in all kinds of contexts where people are prepared to dedicate time to share 
and to learn together as each participant within the community has the agency to bring out 
dormant potential in someone else. 

Through the process of reutilising second-hand garments the participants appear to have 
increased their understanding of the making process. The provided dresses thus functioned 
as boundary objects in the installation as the material could be viewed, touched, selected 
(depending on its aesthetics, ideas, inspiration) and reconfigured through the participant’s 
chosen level of engagement. The boundary objects could also be described as a “meeting 
point”44 around which the creation is taking place. The crafting and design activities that 
emerge invites further conversation (Simon, 1968) as it seems like the participants reflect on 
both the practice itself as well as raising questions on for example where the garments come 
from and its first production process. Schön (1996) further explained this as the artefacts 
could facilitate the design dialogue/conversation between the participants and the materials. 
This process also confirms what Tischleder et al. (2015) highlighted as a possible outcome 
of practical activities as the participant gains new knowledge through the making. We heard 
for example how some participants described how they didn’t know that it was possible to 
remake garments that had gone out of fashion but through the workshop they soon learned 
to adapt materials to suit their envisioned design idea. Participants realised that they could 
reuse materials in order to make their own affordable fashion rather than to rely on what the 
market offered. 

The participants also take turns in sharing learnings and experiences with each other as they 
interacted one-to-one or within small groups that they created themselves. The rhythm of 
the progress is nurtured by the shared experience and an underlying comfort in the know-
ledge that as a group they are progressing through the availability of a combined skill set. 

44 Simon (1968) suggested that there is a fundamental common ground in design and the science of 
design. He suggested that an interdisciplinary and open field should be formed by the study of design, open 
for ”everyone involved in the creative activity of making the artifical world.” (pp. 111-114)
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When they hit a wall from time to time, through taking advice from others in the group, or 
being guided by the facilitator, the making can continue. Aside from this there seems to be 
a constant rediscovery of inert skills that nurture yet more activity to take place. This wor-
king process indicates that there is an endless supply of ideas and ways to bring them for-
ward if people are involved and engaged within a group. Eventually, they seem to make their 
own connections, adapting information into knowledge, just like Wenger (1998) described, 
through their own identity of participation. 

It may seem difficult to find a balance between how to learn the best and how to create the 
best garments. Ideally the facilitator wants everyone in the workshop to learn as much as 
possible but at the same time make great garments. With the time restriction given it is in 
all cases difficult to reach this state. Every participant is different and has a different way 
of executing redesign, they will also operate at a different pace in acquiring new skills and 
knowledge. 

The learning process differed from person to person, for example in the case of Mexico, the 
expert participants were less likely to gain the technological development they may have 
sought through being constantly utilised by the group as a whole for their advice and know-
ledge, though creatively they were able to explore a concept that would likely enrich them and 
could become a source of motivation for further creating. In contrast to this the members 
of the group who began with no prior knowledge of the machinery and methodology for 
making consumed a lot more energy in that area. A participant who could for example have 
made perfect garments from a roll of material and a set of patterns encounters a new chal-
lenge where their skills are sidelined temporarily until they manage to adapt to procedures 
that were previously alien to them. The novice participants were quick to pick up the concept 
of redesign and were perhaps better placed to be liberated from preconceptions of how things 
should look or be made than those who arrived with experience in garment making.  

In all interventions there were participants that learned to manage the sewing machine as 
well as composing designs, from idea to finished garment. In all four workshops there were 
participants in the group that at this first stage were unfamiliar with the practical side of the 
concept of reutilising second-hand garments as a basis for new designs but in most cases the 
participants and visitors gained an understanding of the basic principles of reutilisation and 
revitalisation quickly.

6.7.2 The Production of Wearable Garments
Whether or not we look on the artefacts that are created as items of fashion, if someone found 
the newly redesigned garment attractive enough to wear on their person then the circle of life 
of that once discarded garment has looped around once more. 

It is important to highlight the way that the participants actually started to regard their gar-
ments as fashionable, to them at least. Based on their descriptions and the way they acted 
around the newly redesigned garments, their version of fashionable can be said here to be 
something that is valuable to its precise time and place according to the maker’s own set of 
criteria. In this context of having a garment being made and defined by the same person 
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as ”fashionable” there is a hint that the power of the industry to define fashion can change 
hands and that could be significant. Under normal circumstances the selection process that 
occurs whilst purchasing new garments includes a browsing phase where the customer looks 
through the range of garments available in that store, in the workshop scenario they may 
browse through the myriad possibilities presented by their own imaginations and create so-
mething unique that exactly represents their version of fashion in that moment. 

Individually the participants had been able to transform something they found value in, to 
the point that they or someone they knew would wear it. There were conversations in which 
participants described to each other how they were planning to wear their newly redesigned 
garment at an upcoming occasion. Others described how they planned to gift their artefacts. 
Some of the male participants had plans to give their dresses to a friend or family member 
whereas others let other people in the group wear their artefact. In Mozambique there were 
also participants that after the final day of the workshop sold their redesigned artefact to 
visitors that had seen their work in the final presentation. Collectively the final redesigned 
artefact also contributed to create something larger than an individual garment, as it was one 
part of a larger body of works as well as being part of a concept.

Both individual and collective transformations might contribute to a change of mindset and 
understanding of the process of making fashion. The definition of what fashion is has histori-
cally been in the hands of a powerful minority who have used it for the control of the market. 
What might need to happen for a lasting change in the behaviour of the global market is 
that the definition of the word fashion comes back to public at large by their own purchasing 
decisions or in this case their decisions not to purchase. Once their vision and viewpoint of 
fashion is altered so will their behaviour towards it be. What is popular can be regarded as 
fashion.

On a few occasions some of the garments designed by the participants were imitated within 
the group, creating a fashion of that moment and a small microcosm of how fashions are 
created. Part of that microcosm could also be seen later when those who had been imitated 
showed dismay towards those who had copied their ideas. Fashion steals as well as borrows.

6.7.3 The Installation as a Practical Example of a Temporary Community of 
Practice
Many people in society do not consider themselves as being part of a community even though 
they inevitably are part of one (Maries & Scarlat, 2011). Although the community only ex-
ists for a limited amount of time, Wenger’s (1998) theory on community of practice was 
recognisable in several stages and activities that occured in the practical part of this kind of 
installation. The learning that Wenger (1998) described as taking place in social contexts as 
“Engagement in social practices is the fundamental process by which we learn and so become 
who we are” was identified in the way that the participants share their own knowledge with 
each other, resulting in facilitating each other to improve their own skill set. This was clearly 
observed in the intervention study as novice and proficient/expert participants collaborated 
and developed a variety of skills in the process of redesigning artefacts based on second-hand 
garments. 
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The mutual engagement (Wenger, 1998) can be recognised through the collaborators and 
participant’s choice to participate of their own free will. Both parties will also previous to the 
engagement have thought or expected to gain something from their role. Their contribution 
can for example be the sharing of time and skills in the workshop or their development of 
artefacts made from reused materials, or in my case to witness and investigate their activities. 
The concept of making a show together was enough to create activity and trigger the group 
to work together. 

The joint enterprise can be recognised through doing, adapting, making and creating arte-
facts (Sanders & Simons, 2009). The new contributions of artefacts seemed to inspire and 
guide the participants to progress in the group. The participant’s final artefacts can be seen as 
reifications of the learning process as they are based on what the participant knows prior to 
the workshop and what they learn during it. 

The meaning of making artefacts and to participate in the workshop activities was negotiated 
through the participant’s discussion with each other on how to progress with their making. 
A material was for example given a value as it turned out to be useful for the next step in the 
making. While new artefacts were made, new ideas developed. Through initiating planned 
activities in the beginning of the workshop, the participants were pushed to look for solutions 
for this particular challenge. Their chosen solutions were used and the process and result 
were shared within and outside of the group as shared repertoire through the final showcase. 

Even though there were pre-determined goals expected from for example the Swedish Em-
bassy in Mexico (to make a fashion show), there was much freedom given to the project 
from the organising partners. The very principle of leaving the installations and workshops 
open-ended and flexible was intended to allow the participants to create their own rules of 
functionality and thus maximise their output.

The organising partners had hoped to see more press and publicity. One of the reasons for 
this lack of interest and media coverage may have been caused by the project’s placement 
between fashion, craft and reutilisation, making it somewhat difficult to pigeonhole and then 
program. The evaluation that was made by the Swedish Embassy in Mexico described how 
they experienced that PR firm had failed in their work to write press releases about the pro-
ject and so few articles had been out in the press. In fact reaching the press and creating 
an impact was described as one of the hardest tasks of the project by the Swedish Embassy 
in their evaluation (SEMEX Evaluation, 2012). One other obstacle had been a shortness of 
financial resources for the Embassy as there was not enough personnel to handle the large 
amount of work that this kind of project needs in order to fulfil all the tasks required to have 
the greatest effect and outcome. 

In Mozambique the project received a larger extent of media coverage, perhaps as the press 
agent was more efficient to promote the project within what is a much smaller territory in 
which to service. There was interest raised from three TV-programs and one radio program 
that came to do reportages of the installation. These were broadcasted nationally.
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Individual, Community and Organisational Outcomes
Based on Maries & Scarlat’s illustration of the dynamic interaction model for a community of 
practice (2011) figure 8 is illustrating a simplified view of how interaction is organised within 
the installations. The platform of the installation thus became the meeting point for a wide 
range of interactions that contribute towards learning to occur for individuals, the commu-
nity and collaborating organisations.

From the point of view of the organising partners it was in their interest that the planned goal 
was achieved as this affects their credibility in these kind of cultural interventions. According 
to the Swedish Embassy in Mexico’s final report on the project they explained the project had 
reached its objective to create and encourage sustainable thinking as ”waste becomes a re-
source”. Through the people’s participation in the workshop they stated that ”the goal without 
doubt was reached, at least on a short term and possibly also on a longer-term basis” (SEMEX 
Evaluation, 2012). 

There were participants who aimed to continue with the design and study of fashion design 
that through the workshop had gained a new experience relating to second-hand garments 
that they could adapt in later work. Participants had thus gained inspiration for new ways 
of designing with reused materials as well as the skills, know-how and confidence to create 
them.

In terms of what the community itself gained from this intervention we can only speculate 
that the fact that the intervention had chosen to visit their community was alone a comment 
that this community mattered enough for the visit to take place there and there is an amount 
of community pride to be taken from that. 
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Individual outcome
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Figure 8. Installations as meeting points and contexts for the mutual engagement, joint enterprise and shared 
repertoire to evolve through the participants and the processes of cooperation, learning, communication, 
social interaction and coordination of activities mediated by the artefacts. Simplified figure adapted from 
Maries & Scarlat’s Dynamic Interaction Model (2011).

Appropriation

Recognising the Seven Activities Within the Installations
To give the first activity, design the community to evolve naturally a good platform on which 
to flourish, the community should have both the materials that it needs to create and also an 
incentive. To work in the cultural centres and art/design schools was an important factor and 
pre-setting for the objectives of the project as it needed little effort in placing the participant 
or the visitor into a creative frame of mind. These platforms were already creative hubs for 
different design and artistic practices which helped a lot. The relatively short time period 
for the workshops also gave the participant a limit to their opportunity and this might have 
helped create some momentum in terms of pushing initiatives and enducing working rela-
tionships.

There was a readiness and often eagerness evident to get started to learn in all the communi-
ties visited although in Singapore and Sweden it could be said that this was tempered by what 
might be considered as a steadier momentum more typical of academic institutions who 
provide their students with a daily schedule of learning opportunities. In Mozambique and 
Mexico that was not the case as it seemed like they were taking care of this probably much 
rarer opportunity to become involved in a group project to a greater extent. 

Wenger (1998) highlighted both the importance of developing both public and private com-
munity spaces (activity four) and to create opportunities for open dialog within and with outsi-
de perspectives (activity two) in the creation of a community of practice. These criteria are re-
flected in both the selection of the venues that housed the installation and also in the format. 
The fact that the cultural centre in Mexico and the gallery space in Mozambique were both 
public spaces in which anyone was welcome to join, allowed the group to be frequently in 
contact with members from outside the group. In Mozambique the space also enabled a large 
flow of people to visit the installation. The very fact that this space also hosted a restaurant, 
bar and live music events also contributed to a more public outcome there. Clearly, there was 
a large amount of discussion taking place openly and freely for the whole group to indulge in 
in both cases. During periods of activity there was also a large amount of personal one-to-one 
interaction taking place within the group.

To keep the installation open-ended and allowing for peripheral participation was an app-
roach that was embedded from an early stage in the design of the project. I aspired to find a 
way of formatting the installations to allow and encourage the development of a role reversal 
where students/participants became teachers and vice versa as there would be a transdisci-
plinary exchange of skills. Wenger (1998) further described how feedback from an outside 
perspective can contribute to new insights. It was evident throughout the course of all the 
installations that this process was in operation encouraging reflective practice and concept 
development for the participant who was often called to define their ideas and describe their 
work to an external actor.

Wenger (1998) also described this aspect of being open for different kinds of participation in 
his third activity; welcome and allow different levels of participation. Some participants may 
for example choose to engage through focusing on documenting their own or their peers 
process and it is important to allow for these different processes to exist. The participant may 
feel an increased confidence by being given the trust to experiment with alternative interpre-
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tations and contributions. To allow for and to encourage improvisation can thus be said to be 
crucial in the way this project was set up as the different perspectives become woven into an 
eclectic but coherent collection.

Wenger et al.’s fifth activity to focus on the value of the community was embedded in the study 
by placing itself inside a community and then offering a platform that invited its members to 
both pull together and create in a way that would show its positive attributes. What shapes 
the identity of a community and then what can mobilise its parts into a productive organism 
are inumerous. A good community schools, cares for and nurtures its members. Often what 
are regarded as deprived communities can assemble and unite, pooling resources and wills in 
a way that more privaledged ones are unable to do. Perhaps the necessity to cooperate forges 
community, whereas in some cases wealth and abundance breeds detachment. By engaging 
and utilising people’s collective talents their voice can be made stronger. At the same time 
as they have access to materials and tools, it is up to the structure of a project as well as its 
facilitator to be responsive to these voices and to be flexible enough to bring the different 
directions together. 

Gaining a rhythm involves the management of time, space and the content provided. Wenger 
highlighted this importance of finding and nurture a regular rhythm for the community (acti-
vity seven). The facilitators can do this by making sure that there is a space provided that con-
tains the same set of constants, the same set of tools, materials and scheduling of time. The 
community can further be nurtured through the facilitator recognising what the community 
needs through listening to its requests and allowing enough time for the community to deve-
lop. The installation in Mozambique were open to the public for one week, which seemed like 
enough time for the participants and visitors to get acquainted with the conceptual nature of 
the project and its machinery. In Mexico the workshop was open for ten days that for the way 
the group worked functioned well as the meetings were only three hours per day, three days 
per week. This gave time for reflection and thoughts to develop, both for the participant and 
the facilitator. 

Having a goal or a significant end point to work towards gave a backbone to the rhythm mea-
ning focus was maintained and consistent for the most part. Tight deadlines were crucial for 
the workshops in for example Sweden and Singapore. Here there were also smaller deadlines 
and tasks divided throughout the day as this seemed to be an efficient way to keep the moti-
vation up and to nurture a feeling of community within the groups. 

To bring in the element of the unexpected can be an important part of the learning process 
as it may inspire as well as to create an interest. The sixth activity describes the importance 
of combining familiarity with excitement. For the proficient/expert participants this combina-
tion could be translated as finding a new balance between on one hand, using old skills and 
knowledge of sewing, and on the other hand to step into a reversed way of designing, starting 
with the actual second-hand garment instead of an idea of a final garment. This can for some 
be experienced as foreign whereas for others it becomes something exciting and challenging. 

In Mozambique there were several local artists involved in the installation, they contributed 
both with their artistic input and offered ideas on how to structure and set up the space. The 
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framing of this combination between familiar elements and unfamiliar concepts seemed to 
contribute to an excitement amongst the participants and the visitors. These contributions 
were for example art works that echoed the sentiment of the project such as a garment hanger 
created from a collection of recycled guns welded together and canvases made from reused 
garments. Due to the short preparation and execution time of the intervention in the school 
environments, there were no such collaborations made here. 

In Mexico, a local fashion designer was invited to tell the workshop participants of her own 
experiences from developing her own fashion brand. She shared insights that she had gained 
through her business and discussed aspects of quality and sales. It was appreciated by the par-
ticipants that this lady was both successful in the industry as well as a native of Mexico City 
particularly by those who aspired to become independent designers themselves.

6.8 Reflections on the Execution of this Project

This research has limitations. Many of the problems presented in the beginning of this thesis 
are concerning the negative effects that new production of garments has on people and the 
environment and the negative effects that the trade of second-hand garments may have on 
countries in the Global South. 

The territories and the types of institutions we visited varied greatly. Two of the studies 
were made in wealthy developed countries that are party to systems of overproduction and 
consumption. Those countries belong to much larger territories that are to a great extent whe-
re the origins of the problems discussed are based. In the two other visited locations, garment 
manufacturing was either limited or in the case of Mozambique none existed, however the 
effects from the overproducing and consuming territories were also present. The effects of a 
change in attitude towards the value of second-hand garments that these varying populations 
could make on the systems they exist within would be very different in each of these places. 

Perhaps it would have been of more use to focus on setting up installations in countries in 
the Global North to test people’s interest and engagement there. It is however important to 
note that by looking at different people’s interpretations in different territories we can actually 
extend our learnings further. It is also notable how the cultural exchange plays an important 
role to encourage and attract people to get involved. Cultural exchange was on several occa-
sions mentioned as reason to why people choose to engage in the activities that the installa-
tion proposed. 

In the visited communities in the Global South, resourcefulness is one important and highly 
present skill that people seem to master as a result of a lack of new materials and resources 
available to them. By learning about design in these contexts there is knowledge shared that 
could be inspiring for people in the Global North as it may contribute to a change in ways 
of seeing and doing. To test and experiment with ideas in different countries in the Global 
South can also enable more knowledge to emerge from communities that previously have 
had little attention in the field of sustainable fashion. These regions are also directly affected 
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by, for example the fast fashion industry’s surplus as this is what feeds the local second-hand 
markets. There also seems to be an interest from institutions in the Global South to learn 
more about activities relating to sustainability and to find affordable solutions and business 
opportunities that could encourage people to waste less. 

One limitation with the study is that it is built on data that has been collected during relati-
vely short periods of time. Longer ethnographic research methods could have been used to 
learn more about the long-term impacts that a created community like this may have and 
what potential it could evolve into. The installation and project within the visited community 
was officially closed when the final presentation had taken place. There was however no final 
end to the possible development of the artefacts and learnings from the project as social me-
dia and the Internet further shared photos and films of artefacts and processes. Mozambique 
was the only country to which the project was repeatedly invited, in total three times. This en-
abled a follow up through direct observation to take place in 2013 and 2014 based on the first 
activities that emerged from the visit in 2010. This imbalance in follow up in the other places 
may have affected the analysis. At the same time the fact that the Embassy in Mozambique 
enabled the project to come back three times may also be an indicator of a genuine interest 
and understanding of the need for long-term engagement in the field of sustainability and to 
explore the potential with the second-hand garments that are flooding these countries. 

Another shortcoming in the execution of the installation as research method is that there was 
no attention given to further examine the reasons to why some participants would drop out 
from the workshop activities. The structure of the installation is built on voluntary presence. 
The facilitator’s attention was focused on supporting as well as observing those who were 
present. In Mozambique people were coming and going in a random way. A larger group of 
people researching the group would however had been needed in order to cover more areas 
of the participants more closely. 

The structure of the installation also lacks clear feedback mechanisms that would be requi-
red to systematically assess in what way learning occurred in the facilitated communities. 
Another aspect that could also have been stronger is the presence of the project online. Uti-
lising social media to a greater extent would have generated greater awareness and feedback 
about the project. There were however a few participants who engaged with social media to 
share their processes and final artefacts with a wider audience. 

As research method it would have been easier to hand out forms with specific questions prior 
to the workshops and to let the participant describe what they were doing and how they rela-
ted to the given concept. More details on participants experience and how the activities affec-
ted them and for example their future consumption behaviour could for example be achieved 
through more systematically organised studies with more precise and defined research ques-
tions. By doing that the point with this project would however have been lost as embedded in 
its core is the spontaneity that it allows for as well as the undisturbed making process.

The choice of including a literature review on fashion as a complex system enabled the in-
tervention study to be put into a wider context. The categories for describing and analysing 
the materials were then chosen as a result of the examination of the data collected and the 
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two theoretical frameworks through discussion with supervisors and advising practitioners 
within and outside academia.

The Artographic Approach
There was no initial research question defined or methodology developed prior to the execu-
tion of the project as it developed throughout its duration. In the construction of the research 
question the artefacts of the gathered photographs, the field notes and observations from the 
installations between 2010-2016 made up the body of data. They became the starting point 
for this written formulation of the research inquiry described (Niedderer, 2009).

This a/r/tographic research project does not result in the creation of one final hypothesis or 
conclusion as it regards the process as being the result. It does not seek to offer linear answers 
or extracted answers but presents an assemblage of moments, actions, people, materials and 
places to bring out reflections, temporary answers and ongoing question/s. The result is a 
learning that is open-ended and rhizomatic. It can further be used as information and basis 
for future questions, practice and analysis. 

The choice to actively participate in the researched field and created communities turned 
out to be a challenging but fruitful process. It was complex in the sense that a project like 
this involves several ways of thinking and acting, many times with little space between the 
different roles required. The a/r/tographic approach provided good support in identifying 
these roles and to further develop an understanding of the possibilities and the difficulties of 
being involved in the researched field. Wenger et al.’s seven proposed activities to cultivate 
a community of practice to emerge were useful in understanding the intuitive and organic 
development of the four installations. With relation to the framework of community of prac-
tice, it is almost surprising how well it may be applied and used as support to understand the 
activities and the installation that emerged intuitively and initially without any knowledge of 
the framework.  

The Artefacts
Pre-owned textile materials and in particular second-hand garments were the main bounda-
ry object and artefact displayed and used to generate activity. Just like McRobbie (1994) des-
cribed how the rag market has always been a source of inspiration for mainstream fashion, so 
did also second-hand garments here function to inspire the creation of new garments. 

Using second-hand materials lead the participant and the visitor into asking questions about 
the previous stories of the provided garments and how they were produced. The facilitator 
overheard conversations where participants discussed how this production affected the en-
vironment negatively and possible options to these negative effects. The aspect of quality was 
frequently discussed. In Mozambique the second-hand garments were said to hold a better 
quality than the big supply of newly produced Chinese clothing that had started to appear 
in the markets in 2013 (field study & interview, 2010; 2013). The artefact of dress was thus 
not only a meeting-place for craft and design but also became a symbol and representation 
for the underlying system of production and consumption of the textile and fashion supply 
chain. The artefact dress became an opening point to the system of fashion itself and the 
forthcoming questioning of it. 
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The tools that were used such as needles, sewing machines and scissors were crucial in the 
development of new ideas. Pencils and paper were also used to sketch and illustrate prototy-
pes of ideas. Prototypes became important as they integrated mind with body and enabled 
reflection and sharing of ideas to take place between the participants. Templates and paper 
patterns were also available to be copied or inspired by. 

Limitations were experienced with the artefacts in that there would be a lack of skills of how 
to use for example the sewing machines. This was in particular the case in Mexico where both 
available machines were industrial and thus needed extra time and care. This could create 
waiting time for the participants but at the same time this provided an opportunity for other 
collaborating activities to emerge, participants started to take turns in performing different 
tasks, for example one person would become the dedicated cutter, seamstress or unpicker of 
seams. 

Using photography appeared to be an efficient way to engage interest and attention. It offered 
a break from the redesign processes to reflect on practice and observe peer’s processes. The 
photos of the final representations have also been a valuable resource for the analysis of this 
project as they gave an idea of what the participants found important and chose to frame. The 
process of photographing further seemed to expand the participant’s view of their own arte-
facts, as they seemed to find the resulting photographs gave further life and context to their 
creations. Especially if the garments they had made were worn by a peer or a model who was 
willing to strike a pose that would remind them of fashion magazines and advertisements. 

It is however difficult to measure or further comment on the influence that the photographs 
possibly had but through conversations with visitors and participants some shared infor-
mation that the photos had helped them to relate to the second-hand materials in a diffe-
rent ways from if they would have just seen the materials on their own. The visual media 
was further contributing to giving them a sense of belonging to a larger context. Informal 
conversations showed that the use of photography made a difference to the visitors and the 
participants as they said that they allowed them to envision or as one visitor to the installa-
tion expressed “to feel part of something larger and dream” (quote participant, Mozambique, 
2013). In conversations with the founders Nelly and Nelsa from Mima-te they described how 
when they started their brand it was soon clear to them that it was easier to sell the dresses 
that were shown on photographs in their exhibitions. It could perhaps be said that the photos 
place the visitor and participant into a wider context that in return may creating a feeling of 
belonging to something else, something new.
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There is a vast amount of information available on the resultant negative effects on the en-
vironment and society as a whole that come from the mass production of garments and the 
subsequent waste it creates. Even so, there is only a fraction of this information that might 
be regarded as being translated into empowering knowledge that would encourage people to 
engage in making a difference to this, whether it be in the way they consume or for enterpri-
ses the way they chose to produce. When information is integrated into an identity of par-
ticipation new possibilities arise that make information less alien, less fragmented (Wenger, 
1998). By providing information about difficult matters such as environmental pollution and 
social risks through the overproduction of garments, any kind of presentation runs the risk 
of being daunting for their audience and possibly creating negativity. By offering information 
as a background feature and rather placing focus on potential ways that people can take part, 
new ways can be discovered to mobilise a positive physical response. This does not mean that 
these kinds of interventions alone could change a whole system but it could encourage local 
efforts that are interested in engaging and participating to redesign current situations into 
preferred ones (Simon, 1968).

Reutilisation is only one section of dealing with the problem of mass production and 
consumption. As the prices for new garments are low, the time aspect of getting involved 
in these kind of activities is yet another perspective to take into account. As we could see 
from the participants that could not join in fully in the activities, not everyone can afford 
themselves the luxury to spend hours redesigning materials as they have to work, take care 
of family etc. For some, cheap options of garments is the only option to dress the family as 
other options are too time consuming. For those, this option to spend time reutilising and 
redesigning garments may not be a solution. First and foremost it is of interest to attract and 
engage those who today are involved in fast consumption of mass produced garments. 

By having tested this way of working in different cultures it could be said that the sharing 
culture that develops in this kind of situation was developing without a large investment of 
money or tools. Birtwistle and Moore (2007) described how redesign could delay the final 
disposal of garments. Other gains to be had are: 

1. Potential high profit margins when transforming something of little value 
into something of higher value.

2. Redesign businesses can support local seamstresses and tailors in communi-
ties.

3. Minimise material loss, waste materials and profit loss as the participants 
tend to make the most use of the chosen materials (with exception in Sweden 
and Singapore where students cut into more materials than they finished off).

4. Potential new view of the construction of garments after having been invol-
ved in the process contributing to a new understanding of the complexity of 
a garment. 
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Alternative design approaches such as DIY and DIT have the aim to activate people and to 
get them to become engaged in their own making process. The making thus becomes an al-
ternative to further consumption of new products as the process of making offers a creative 
as well as social experience with the opportunity to learn a new skill (Chapman, 2005; Roster 
and Richins, 2009). Atkinson’s (2006) suggestion to use DIY as one possible contribution and 
antithesis to mass production seems to be one viable option to deal with problems of waste. 
DIY and DIT can further be used in different contexts as Harrison (2015) and Horton (2011) 
have shown that it can be done locally in groups as fashion is used “as an agent for social 
inclusion and ethical design practice in communities” (Horton, 2011, p. 1). As we can also 
see from this research intervention, people from different cultures seem to be interested in 
engaging when offered an opportunity. They also seem to be triggered by seeing other people 
doing, adapting, making and creating (Sanders & Simons, 2009).

Initiatives of this kind and the DIY and DIT movements are today using social media in new 
ways that have contributed to break up the status quo as they inspire people to find their 
own alternatives to fashion. The Internet hailed a sea change in the way people collected and 
shared information both inspiring people to change not only their own perspectives but also 
their way of life. It will however never be able to replicate fully or replace the feeling transmit-
ted by a group of like-minded people under one roof. 

The people in the space often need and benefit from continuous encouragement and by wor-
king together in a group, participants seek this as well as the help they need from each other. 
They organise themselves naturally within the group without hierarchical structure and de-
pending on the local culture and the size of the group, the need for a strong common goal 
may shift. For some it is the experience itself that is the goal, whereas for others, especially 
within a larger group, it is necessary to have a well-defined goal with clearly marked deadli-
nes.

From looking at the descriptions, observations and the outcome of the actors initial moti-
vations to participate in the project there are five emerging areas that contribute to making 
people engage in crafting and redesign activities. These are:

(1) There is an interest to learn more about other cultures and the different prac-
tices contained within them. This cultural exchange can be seen to inspire creati-
vity.
(2) There is a clear interest for reutilisation and to learn more about reuse/rede-
sign/recycling.
(3) There is an interest in protecting the environment and sustainable fashion.
(4) There is an interest in learning how to make garments and to develop techni-
cal skills.
(5) There are actors who simply want to participate in a creative group whose 
goals are not necessarily related to any of the above points.

These five themes are important in the sense that they show that there is a strong foundation 
for these kinds of projects to be organised, executed and followed up. 
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7.1 Does an Installation Really Matter?

The participant’s choice to take part in the installation in itself goes some way to answer how 
it can be possible to encourage people to revaluate second-hand garments as an alternative 
to newly made garments. Interventions such as a public installation seem to be one possible 
approach to engage people into becoming more active in the way they examine their role 
as consumer/designer/producer as it makes them relate differently to materials and making 
processes. From the experiences taken from the intervention studies it seems like the latent 
need for creativity can be triggered by simply inviting people into a group situation with a 
basic set of tools, visual stimuli and a common goal. 

The language of fashion and the allure it creates has further shown to be efficient in the way 
it attracts people’s attention. By framing a crafting workshop with fashion as one of its key 
elements people have shown to be interested in getting involved. von Busch (2008; 2015) has 
also shown a similar approach to the installation through his fashion hacking events, that 
the consumer can be made into a more active participant of the system of fashion. By mixing 
fashion theory, craft and activism, he has described how social making can be one approach 
to encourage people to build self-esteem. von Busch also draws on theories from open source 
computer systems as he discusses how the division of rules can change the roles of producers, 
consumers, designers and users as fashion ecologies can reinforce ”the craft of everyman” 
(von Busch, 2008, p. 26).

Unesco’s international framework for action worldwide (Unesco, 1997) describes that we 
must change structures and mindsets through experimentation. This research is a practical 
example of one possible trial and error project aiming to do what Unesco describes as doing 
“more with less”. Fashion has the strength to transform the simplest and most basic object 
into something desirable (Kawamura, 2005). It uses the language of romance and desire as 
it appeals to our imagination. In the Fashion System, Barthes described how “the transition 
from clothes into ‘fashion’ takes place with the aid of words and images describing a garment” 
(Barthes, 1983) and also in the context of this research photography turned out to be an effi-
cient tool to suggest different ways on how second-hand garments could be seen differently 
through different contexts. The photographs mediate information and inspiration, showing 
the participants and visitors that ”it is possible” to redesign and revive second-hand garments. 

In contrast to the dream weaving of fashion, craft is about making. It is robust, hands-on 
and it deals with materials. By combining these two forces of fashion and craft, people were 
attracted to join in to the proposed workshop that was organised within the installation. 
Tischleder et al. (2015) described how consciousness about materials, the process of hand-
craft and repair ideas come more easily to people with knowledge of making. An installation 
of this kind with both visual and practical elements to inspire and encourage the participant 
into making offers an opportunity to use craft as a way of thinking intellectually through the 
senses (Adamson, 2007; Nimkulrat, 2010; Sennett, 2008). 

By using second-hand garments that are available in almost every part of the world as boun-
dary objects, and to encourage people to use them in new ways, new learnings can develop as 
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people raise new questions about the construction of garments, as well as where they come 
from and what lies behind them. These boundary objects are the focal point to understand 
the process that takes place within the activity systems that develop (Engeström, 1998) as the 
participant’s learnings are materialised through them. As the access to materials seems to be 
good in most places, there is viable ground for Manzini’s suggestion for distributed fabrica-
tion and to make “things as near as where they will be used” (Manzini, 2015). To know more 
about the actual process behind the construction of garments could also encourage people to 
use their garments longer as they may see them in a new light. This could lead to a change of 
their attitudes and mindset towards materials in general, as it may be an initial influence and 
encouragement to thinking differently towards waste of different kinds. 

All people have a human need to give value to materials, described by Dissanayake’s as “ma-
king special” (1992). This need can especially be recognised in the emerging making move-
ment where democratisation of tools, materials and ideas are spreading in a similar way to 
the old school sewing circles but through modern technology they are now shared on a larger 
scale via for instance the Internet. 

7.1.1 Open-ended Installation as Participatory Intervention
von Busch (2013) described how practice-based seminars could be suitable approaches to 
explore empowerment, innovation, entrepreneurship and people in relation to the role of 
craft. The third premise in this project was that an installation matters and by combining an 
exhibition and a workshop the final concept could have the potential to encourage people to 
revaluate second-hand garments. This as a form of practice-based seminar that exemplifies 
ways that could change the way we regard craft, material assets and human participation. 

Hirscher et al.’s (2013; 2015; 2017) study of alternative participatory design strategies such as 
for example DIY and DIT in fashion found that these kinds of strategies offer people:

”an opportunity to create different types of value reaching from creative expe-
riences, gaining knowledge and new skills for empowerment to deeper per-
son-product attachment to the garment, because it is manufactured with one’s 
own creativity, skills and time.” (Hirscher et al., 2017, p. 17)

This resonates with the findings from this study where we saw how people from very different 
contexts found as well as created value in second-hand garments. They shared their knowled-
ge and creativity in the co-creation of the final collection, fashion show and/or presentation. 

The project also has similarities with principles discussed by Hirscher (2013) as it encourages 
and engages people into social production that results in a temporary redefinition of roles. 
One main difference from Hirscher’s approach is the lack of kits and instead it relies on in-
ducing the participant with enough confidence so that they start their own creative process 
based on the current available materials, in this case second-hand garments. 

Participatory approaches such as co-design are about involving people as co-designers in 
the process of designing (Ehn, 2008). When organising a participatory intervention of this 
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kind it was crucial to be flexible, supportive and to give continuous encouragement in the 
development of co-designing concepts. Sanders & Stappers (2008) described this in their 
”scaffoldings for experiencing”. Rapid problem solving through a specific crafting task is a 
helpful tool to initiate contact with a workshop group with participants with different moti-
vations and pre-knowledge. It also informs the facilitator of the current levels of pre-know-
ledge and skills of the participants. The facilitator here may also get a closer understanding of 
the structure needed for the particular group according to the cultural context. 

The installation format offered a platform where imagining and envisioning were given space 
and Vygotsky’s (2004) notion of creative imagination could be recognised in the creativity 
that the participant brought to the platform. These are important concepts in the search for 
alternatives and to allow change to take place. As Greene (1995) pointed out, a recovery of 
imagination in the context of ethics in the society is of importance as it may permit people 
to see alternative realities and may help to break away from what has been taken for granted 
(Greene, 1995). She further described how envisioning together and social imagination has 
the “capacity to invent visions of what should be and what might be in our deficient society, 
on the streets where we live, in our schools” (Greene, 1995, p. 5). 

This does not mean that there is one specific model of installation that would be an ideal. 
Everyone has to find their own way, their own BIG MAMA or their own scaffolding based on 
the set of tools and materials available. One of the most significant aspects of the interven-
tion is the social learning experiences it promotes. The installation acts as a dynamic meeting 
point and a temporary community of practice where social production emerges through the 
coordination of a project without traditional hierarchical organisation (Engeström, 2007). As 
we could see the group may not have been an outspoken social movement but their activity 
could be regarded as such as it makes a comment and opening for questions on the way that 
industrial mass production of garments is made today.

Social production involves people changing through their involvement. The actors in social 
production are involved to achieve something as they work with an orientation towards an 
object that could be open-ended or unpredictable. It has however a strong motivational power, 
a collective power where values and meanings are continuously redefined and transformed 
(Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006). By looking at how this project combined different motivations 
within one platform we are able to identify certain building blocks that can be of importance 
in order to attract, engage and maintain people’s attention in the quest to encourage people to 
revaluate and redesign second-hand garments. These building blocks, or practicalities could 
be used and developed further for the benefit of (a) the involved participants, who learn for 
example a new skill or to collaborate; (b) to demonstrate the principle of redesign and to in-
spire outside visitors that it is possible to transform waste materials into new artefacts and (c) 
to illustrate examples for organisational institutions that if given the opportunity these kind 
of collaborations can come up with potential ways to deal with masses of waste material as 
well as to engage people into participation. 
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7.2 Practicalities when Organising an Open-Ended Workshop 
within an Installation

Trust is one prominent building block that stands out as one contributing factor that en-
courages people to feel comfortable enough to engage. Without it there will always be less, 
less people, less activity and less inspiration. One of the most important aspects of working 
in another country is to make sure that the local customs are taken into account and acknow-
ledged. This is aided by allocating time and personnel to carefully plan and execute these 
kinds of interventions. The facilitator has to show that they have prepared for their visit and 
doesn’t just show up without any time or space for local practices to emerge within the propo-
sed concept. These preparations could involve taking local language and culture into account 
in the planning stage of the project. Prior to this and aside from the financial support needed, 
trust from the organising partners is also an important factor as it otherwise is difficult for 
the facilitator to feel comfortable enough to set up the space for the participants. 

The participants turn up with different sets of skills that eventually start to be shared within 
the group. This process takes place in different stages; from showing the desire to join into the 
proposed activities, attention then transforms into engagement and eventually a self-organi-
sed community with its own rules and set of practices emerge. As the initial structure is open, 
the participants develop their own roles and new relationships with each other, these take the 
shape of one to one tutorials between participants to smaller group discussions initiated by 
participants themselves. 

7.2.1 Working in Messiness
The space created may further become a place to celebrate ”the importance of not always 
knowing what you are doing (Atkinson & Claxton 2000). It may be rather uncomfortable to 
enter this area, for collaborators, participants as well as for faiclitators. According to Cook 
(2009) it is vital to research these kinds of arenas and to look outside of the comfortable and 
understandable area in order to find new ways to engage in practice. Tensions are thus dri-
ving development forward and through experimentation deviations from established norms 
may result in social change and transformation as its instability and contradictions are ”the 
motive force of change and transformation” (Engeström, 1999, p. 9). 

During the introduction stage the concept was presented but neither participants nor the 
facilitator knew exactly what was to come. The participants did not yet know about their own 
skills within the concept of reutilisation and collaborative making and the facilitator did not 
yet know to what extent the participants were going to engage or not engage with each other. 
The facilitator experienced an initial apprehension in the preparation stage of the project, 
as there was not only a new culture to adapt to, but the experimental nature of the structure 
was inviting the unknown and unexpected. Would there be anyone interested to join into the 
activities? Would there be enough materials? Would there be enough skills within the group 
that could be shared? 

Cruickshank et al. (2016) described the theme of lack of control that co-designing activities 
may bring to the organising partners and facilitator. The open nature of these kind of activi-
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ties creates a fine line between how to encourage someone into discovering their own way of 
doing something, and to control conversations as it may be natural for the facilitator or ex-
pert designer to jump in with their ideas and try to control conversations the way they would 
normally do with a client (Walmlsey in Cruickshank et al., 2016). There is no simple way to 
address these issues but a good start is to be aware and receptive to the messiness that these 
kind of approaches may bring. 

Within the messiness to maintain a balance between structure and elements of excitement 
is crucial for the activity to take place as the participant might otherwise feel lost or bored. 
Even though the activities are unpredictable and self-organising it is important to have a ba-
sic schedule drawn up, as it is a practical necessity to communicate with the organising part-
ner so that all parties have some kind of idea about what the project contains. There is also 
a risk with this kind of open-ended situation if the participants are not inspired enough to 
get started with ideas or don’t feel comfortable in the created community. This may become 
a negative factor in their progress and those of others. In order to reduce this risk the initial 
rule of improvisation is introduced through the first and common task of making a universal 
artefact. 

Messiness became a natural part of the installations as they developed intuitively in the visi-
ted communities. As a facilitator, artist, researcher and teacher the messiness provided an op-
portunity to follow the participant into the ”messy area” where roles, challenges and oppor-
tunities met and developed. Simply to see what would happen when this messy area became 
the arena for the familiar and the not yet known, more specifically an arena between explicit 
and tacit knowledge. This space thus became vital for “seeing, disrupting, analysing, learning, 
knowing and changing” (Cook, 2009, p. 1) as previous experience, intuition, practical jud-
gement and professional knowledge were seen from another angle as Cook described ”it is 
here that reframing takes place and new knowing, which has both theoretical and practical 
significance arises: a ‘messy turn’ takes place (Cook, 2009, p. 1)”. The actual experience of the 
messiness may as we saw in this intervention initially be received with stress and negative 
feelings for some of the collaborators but with the understanding for its existence and its im-
portance for the shared learning experience to develop, it can be turned into a more positive 
experience. Messiness may present itself with the opportunity to imagine and create collecti-
vely and to express our individual, cultural and collective unconscious (da Silva, 2016). 

7.2.2 Local Collaborations to Familiarise Contents
It is essential to collaborate with someone local or with good knowledge of the local context 
when stepping into the unknown in this way. A person with strong knowledge of the context 
can assist in making it more familiar for the facilitator as well as for the participants. From 
the participant’s point of view they need to see that the facilitator is ready and open for them. 
A certain degree of trust must be built that can be reached through preparations that link the 
concept to where they are. This may enable respect in both directions. 

It is of importance to bring in familiar elements together with unfamiliar. The installation 
then becomes a platform for the different and the exotic, at the same time as it is based on 
something familiar, something known. Wenger (1998; 2002; 2013) described the importance 
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of familiarising the contents when trying to facilitate a community of practice so to combine 
familiarity with excitement. One way of doing this in the planning of the project and to for 
example involve local artists in the installations. This seemed to be a good way to create a 
feeling of familiarity. This had several effects on the workshop participants, perhaps acting 
by both helping to remove fear or alienation from the concept and the contents in front of 
them and also making them more comfortable to engage within the space of the installation. 

At the same time as the familiar may have been a factor to make the participant comfortable 
and safe enough to engage, the cultural exchange seemed to be another important factor to 
make the participant feel inspired and challenged. To have an intervention of a travelling na-
ture facilitates this cultural exchange to take place. Fashion has cultural exchange embedded 
in its core as styles and ways of dressing travel worldwide. 

7.2.3 Group Dynamics
The installation can be executed in smaller as well as larger groups, but is most suitable for 
shorter projects, as the structure is hard to keep alive and dynamic for a longer period of time. 
This is one of the main differences between this kind of temporary community of practice 
and a conventional community of practice. A conventional community of practice sustains 
itself whereas this research has only been a temporary visit into a possible approach to deal 
with collective creativity and learning (Vygotsky, 2004; Sander & Stappers, 2008). 

As everything, the project is in need of continuous renewal that it gets from the group’s en-
gagement. In a school environment there are however several activities going on at the same 
time and the energy that is needed for these kinds of activities might not be enough to sustain 
the group for a longer period of time. Through having a preparatory workshop the novice 
participant gets an opportunity to acquaint her/himself with the concept of redesign. For 
them to create artefacts that can be used in the installation is also a good motivational trigger 
during these preparatory workshops to create instant activity. 

When working in a large group, the quick absorption of materials was another unexpected 
obstacle for the making process to take place instantly. On occasion the participants were en-
couraged to barter with each other and exchange materials so as to solve this dilemma. This 
could be further explored and placed into the instructions of the workshop but is definitely a 
practicality to take into account as it is the materials that seem to set off an immediate visua-
lisation process for the participant of what the old garments could become. As we have seen 
Sennett’s (2013) concept of cooperation as a craft skill in itself, is a valid observation in the 
context of a collaborative study of this kind. 

From a practical perspective, to work in a group could be one unsettling experience for some 
as distractions can stop the momentum in the making. The waiting for tools contributed to 
both a loss of focus as well as aiding some participants to engage with each other. It is of great 
importance that everyone in the group understands that they are allowed to deviate from the 
initially presented assignments. Some participants in the group may dislike their peer’s devi-
ation if this flexibility has not been properly explained and understood.
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There were a number of factors that disturbed the impetus of the creative processes in the 
workshops forcing additional time to be required, some participants were too shy to ask for 
advice while others might lack skills or knowledge. There was however little disruption with 
regards to language as crafting activities such as the act of ”making” seemed to be a universal 
pathway known by most people. In the school environment it was however helpful to have 
local teachers supporting the students in the introduction stage of the project. Their invol-
vement helped maintain the momentum of the group irrespective of whether the facilitator 
was present. 

Part of the essence of the development and functionality of the project is personal engage-
ment and endurance. It goes without saying that the group needs to be inspired from the 
activities, engaged and present as it otherwise would become a rather dull sharing session. It 
is necessary for the facilitators to be receptive to local and personal needs and desires but also 
to be firm and keep the structure, even if it is flexible in some ways. As the installation deals 
with people in different new cultural contexts there will be several surprises to be expected. 
Through faith and trust in the people and the structure of the installation, the facilitator may 
be able to work in good spirits. Manzini’s (2015) image of the expert designer as place maker, 
contributing with dynamic solutions to engage local communities has a resonance here. 
 
With experience from executing the approach repeatedly in the same place over several years, 
as was the case with the school environment in Sweden and the installations in Mozambique, 
one new question is raised about the approach’s potential to keep the participant’s attention 
for longer. For the students that were new each year, it was exciting with a completely new 
exercise that also served other purposes such as getting to know each other and the facilities. 
For the employees and the people working it is different as it seemed to be difficult to keep 
the majority of the local teacher’s and administrative employees interested in the final outco-
me of the new student’s work. Perhaps this aspect doesn’t matter that much for the students 
themselves but it highlights the importance that the organising people are feeling appreciated 
by the collaborating partners. Without this support and with each year’s similar execution the 
facilitator runs the risk of losing the important driving force that is needed for this kind of 
project to be executed successfully. Without an engaged and inspired facilitator the approach 
falls into being a mere repetition of something that has been.  

7.3 Social Production of Fashion Offers a Platform where Everyone 
Can be a Designer

With the fashion industry being described as “pathetic and parody” of what has been (Eidel-
koort, 2015), a change of roles of who is the consumer, producer and designer could contri-
bute with genuinely unique garments and concepts that could bring a fundamental change to 
the industry (Hirscher, 2013; Hirscher & Fuad-Luke, 2013). These different factors combined 
with people’s motivations to learn and share, points towards the fact that there is an interest 
for a shift in the way that fashion is made, used and produced today as people seem to want 
to explore ways that could bypass the fashion system as we know it. 
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Papanek (1972) described how all human activity could be regarded as design. This doesn’t 
necessarily mean that everyone has to be fully competent designer, designing a specific pro-
duct but that with a designing mindset, or as Manzini (2015) describes it, through developing 
ones design mode, more opportunities appear as we learn to become better designers. In 
addition to this it also means that there is an opening for a field where for example a place 
maker encourages local communities into exploring their design mode and their critical sen-
se, creativity and practical sense. This would include enabling more platforms where people 
can practice redesigning, individually and/or together. By learning to become better desig-
ners we are also getting closer and closer to improved sustainability. Depending on a person’s 
combination of the three human gifts of critical sense, creativity and practical sense, their 
design mode is determined (Manzini, 2015). These aspects of Papanek as well as Manzini’s 
reasoning are highly relevant and visible arguments in a democratised world searching for 
sustainable solutions.

Design democratisation has found its way from hobby level and culture into the market and 
more professional domains (Owens, 2013). Playful fashion hacks have shown the way that 
social production can be done in small groups with a facilitator taking the lead encouraging 
participants to realise their own agency and potential (von Busch, 2009; Gonzales, 2006). A 
few companies have also shown that it is possible to bring this approach into the commercial 
market (Horton, 2011; Harrison, 2015). 

7.3.1 Reversing the Movement of Meaning
Engeström’s framework for conceptualising social production as a new landscape of learning 
shows us the potential with social production versus craft or mass production. In the adapted 
table 11 social production of garments have been highlighted as a new form of production 
that takes place through learning by doing in temporary community of practices. 

The runaway objects (for example prototypes, products and learnings) that are created may 
not all become commercial success stories but they all contribute with bringing this niche 
forward. The locus of agency is the horizontal structure of the decision-making processes 
within the communities. The coordinating mechanism is the continuous negotiation and 
feedback that takes place within and outside of the group. Wenger et al.’s seven proposed 
activities45 to facilitate a community of practice can further be seen here as the coordinating 
mechanisms. 

45 Activity One “Design the community to evolve naturally”, Activity Two “Create opportunities for 
open dialogue within and with outside perspectives”, Activity Three “Welcome and allow different levels of 
participation”, Activity Four “Develop both public and private community spaces”, Activity Five “Focus on the 
value of the community”, Activity Six “Combine familiarity and excitement”, Activity Seven “Find and nurture 
a regular rhythm for the community” (Wenger et al., 2002 )
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Table 11. Highlighting social production in temporary communities of practice as a new model of production 
of garments through redesign as a new landscape of learning. Adapted from Engeström (2007).

NATURE OF 
OBJECT

LOCUS OF 
AGENCY

COORDINATING 
MECHANISM

LEARNING 
MOVEMENT

CRAFTED 
GARMENTS

Personal Object Individual actor Identification and 
subordination

Peripheral 
participation, 
gradual transition 
towards the centre

MASS 
PRODUCED 
GARMENTS

Problematic object Team Process 
management

Focal involvement, 
linear and vertical 
improvement

SOCIAL 
PRODUCTION 
OF GARMENTS

Runaway object, 
unique and one of 
a kind garments 
made to sample 
possible final 
designs or as final 
products.

Knotworks. 
Horizontal 
and symbiotic 
relationships 
between small-
scale production 
facilities.

Negotiation and 
peer review. Feed 
back through the 
group and extended 
group audience. 
For example future 
customers. 

Expansive 
swarming 
engagement, 
multi-directional 
pulsation. Learning 
taking place cross 
dimensionally with 
knowledge from 
within and outside 
the group.

People are interested in discovering individual expressions and aesthetics “unbounded by 
the structures of mass production and passive consumption” (Atkinson, 2006). By gathering 
a space, tools and material within one platform, ingredients are made available as they are 
democratised. This democratisation could further contribute with making production closer 
to the end user of the goods (Atkinson, 2006; Manzini, 2015). In this study there were several 
participants that described how they wanted unique garments that didn’t cause unnecessa-
ry harm to either people or the environment, yet they had to be affordable and accessible. 
Through the change in roles from originally starting out as a consumer to becoming the de-
signer and producer the extra cost to create a specialist bespoke garment of this nature is re-
moved vastly increasing its accessibility and market. By placing the actual production process 
closer to the end consumer in this way may perhaps be one of the steps towards sustainability 
becoming part of a learning process rather than a fixed solution.

By looking at Engeström’s third or fourth networking generations of activity systems we can 
start to imagine a parallel kind of system to the current fashion system. With the help of the 
group’s knowledge base and their own creativity, discarded waste materials from the fashion 
system are transformed and rejuvenated into new products. Some participants even chose 
to become commercial producers, as they believed that what they produced could be sold 
on (for example Mima-te in Mozambique). This kind of collaboration seemed to contribute 
to the participants seeing possibilities as they realised that they did not need to know a full 
range of skills to create something of value to them. With basis in the activity systems that the 
participants set up to exchange skills more elaborate approaches could develop that has the 
potential to create garments and/or fashion at the same time as they act parallel to the current 
fashion system. For instance local and small production units could be working increasingly 
together to exchange materials to be redesigned into garments that could be further promo-
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ted and distributed with the help of social media and new online market places. 

McCracken’s model for movement of meaning (1986) can be used to describe the reversed 
movement of meaning that for example social production could offer. The adapted figure 
9 below illustrates how the individual consumer gets involved in the different rituals that 
contribute to making consumer goods valuable (as opposed to having the industrial market 
pushing products and using rituals to encourage people to see value in consumable goods).

Through the language of fashion the goods are thereby pushed to the culturally constituted 
world. By working in this reversed flow the waste materials are given new values through 
the similar methods that the fashion system is currently using, the main difference being the 
actor initiating this process. 

Fashions change with tremendous speed, traditionally there are new seasonal ranges and 
colours that herald what we are meant to be wearing at a given time or place, then there are 
the idols and the different genres. In terms of production, this fast turnover might lend itself 
to temporary set-ups and organisations as in some ways more flexibility could be afforded. A 
summer enterprise just dealing with a limited but well researched range could be an example 
of this, cutting out unrelated, unnecessary costs and streamlining resources. Temporary or-
ganisations have grown to become more popular and a bigger part of the local and global so-
cial and economic life (Lundin & Söderholm, 1995). Even though there is criticism that these 
kinds of small-scale initiatives are too small to have an impact, Vygotsky (2014) described 
the potential that collective creativity could have as he highlighted how smaller groups, when 
unified could make a larger difference, from the local to the global. 

Benkler (2006) described how a new model of production has taken root. It is built up by 
thousands of volunteers coming together and developing new collaborative networks. Within 
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Figure 9. Adapted version of McCracken’s Movement of Meaning (1986) with the arrows in red having been 
reversed in opposite direction from what McCracken proposed. This revaluation of value is suggesting a 
reversed relationship between the individual customer and the culturally constituted world as it includes a role 
reversal between the consumer, producer and designer.

these networks, or knotworks, those who were consumers are now built into the production 
process in one way or other. So far this approach has been popular within the open source 
software world but there has also been more examples appearing from other industries, in 
a small testing scale, even within fashion. Hirscher et al.’s (2013; 2015; 2017) experiments 
gathering groups to take part in social manufacturing of garments from pre-made kits, are 
together with this intervention two examples amongst more upcoming and ongoing initiati-
ves, exploring how alternative design strategies can create new value and transform meaning 
in the field of fashion in the near future.
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What we regard as fashion and how we define sustainability are in a constant state of flux, 
influenced by our geographical location, socio economics, peer groups and the industry’s use 
of visual media. Even though there is a vast amount of information highlighting the negative 
environmental and social impact that the overproduction of fashion contributes to, the fa-
shion industry still has the power to attract and turn more people into consumers as they feed 
the human need and desire for renewal. 

By learning more about materials and engaging in the processes behind the making of gar-
ments, people become more aware of their own capabilities and the extended potential of 
materials. An installation such as the one constructed in this research offers an opportunity 
to encourage a process where the roles in the making of garments are revaluated and through 
a social production process, reassigned. By borrowing elements from the industry of fashion 
(visual language, lookbooks, catwalks, branding) and combining them with hands on crafting 
activities, this project offers an alternative platform for people to engage in fashion. The resul-
ting process becomes a collaborative learning activity as well as a means of production where 
the participants are satisfying the need for renewal and urge to be creative together whilst 
coming up with their own everyday approaches to sustainable fashion. 

To create an engagement is the first vital step towards turning people into participants. In-
stallations are one important type of intervention that can connect and encourage people to 
gather as a group to revaluate their relationship to second-hand garments as an alternative 
source to those newly made.

8.1 Contribution, Usage & Future Research

The observations made of the participant’s engagement in the installations contributed to a 
deeper understanding of existing competencies in different communities. These competen-
cies can be triggered and directed towards the common goal of sustainability. This large pool 
of talent has in many cases been left inert for many generations but holds the potential to 
amongst other things create garments as well as fashion. Some of which people are happy to 
buy and/or wear. Through the redesign of garments, the time it takes second-hand garments 
to reach the global export market or the rubbish heap is delayed, furthermore the time before 
the need to purchase new garments is also delayed, and we could consume at a slower rate. 
This approach doesn’t necessarily have to be limited to the field of fashion and could include 
any media to attract community member’s attention (for example cooking and carpentry 
etc.). 
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8.1.1 Practical Contribution: The Importance of Coming Together in a 
Group
On a practical level the project shows the importance of a physical group context for engage-
ment and learning to take place, as people need to be inspired and encouraged into contri-
buting with their knowledge, skills and time. In recent history our inclination to belong to 
online groups has steered us away from the energetic exchanges of a mixed group of people 
face to face. The structure of the installation, one of familiarity as well as excitement through 
cultural exchange, contributed to a feeling of inclusion and understanding of how fashion 
may emerge with limited resources but with the development of skills, collaboration and ima-
gination. It is also showing how fashion can both contain the concept of renewal and change 
yet be sustainable as the actual production process extends the lifetime of existing garments. 
The fuel for change being in this case an undoubtable pool of inherent skills and strong will 
to take part in such an installation as were clearly exhibited by the voluntary contributions of 
those that took part. Over the duration of the project, the participants improved their making 
skills as their confidence and knowledge base increased while their artefacts were created. 
To further see their artefacts in a new context away from the crafting scene and into a final 
presentation contributed to a shift in how they perceived the materials that had now turned 
into wearable garments and for some even new fashion.

Usage & Future Research
These kinds of approaches could be of interest of for example organisations wishing to build 
capacities and skills within communities as well as actors wishing to encourage the public 
to discover more sustainable lifestyles. Even if only a few business opportunities developed 
within this project these can be read as indications of possible threads that a percentage of 
what was made, however small could be resold, offering an opportunity to make a living. Fur-
ther research on how to incorporate some kind of market place or publicised platform either 
on or offline for the garments made may present clues to the next step required to expand the 
potential outreach of this installation concept. 

Through the continued exposure in research and the media of the fashion industry’s negative 
impacts not only in terms of its waste production but also its history of low wages and poor 
working conditions (ILO, 2015), the fashion industry has been slowly forced to respond by 
publicly buying into practical solutions. This project offers a possible structure that can be 
used to address elements of this complex scenario while hopefully remaining outside the 
theatre of greenwashing.
 
8.1.2 Methodological Contribution: Flexibility is Crucial for Full 
Participation to Occur
Without flexibility at the core of the installations full participation would be greatly inhibited. 
The structure of inviting a broad spectrum of people into a mass collaboration runs the risk of 
turning the participants into merely a source of inputs and ideas. On a methodological level 
this project contributes with showing a participatory situation and outcome where everyone 
involved has had a part. Much of the interchanged learnings in the intervention studies were 
shared in silence and nuanced by the nature of the temporary assemblage of people, tools 
and materials present at the given time. To try to plan these kinds of participatory processes 
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in any detail from the desk alone would have been an impossibility, making a presence in the 
field a necessity to get a feeling for how these kind of projects need flexibility and openness 
for messiness in order to grow. Even though this can be both time consuming and stressful 
for the collaborators it is crucial in order to keep the project participatory. 

Another risk with this kind of research on participatory approaches is that they often conclu-
de with descriptions of what occurred without taking into account the researcher’s personal 
experiences (Whitcomb, 2016). This may create a false picture of the participatory process as 
fluent and straight forward, when in reality it is far from that. By sharing a personal account 
of the experiences taken from four intervention studies, this research describes the practica-
lities relating to for instance working in messiness, cultural exchange and group dynamics.
 
Usage & Future Research
A/r/tographers entering into participatory projects of this nature would be well advised to 
both work with a flexibility that allows time and space for the many different ways of how 
to engage and to be open to adapt their aims to what can be a constantly changing sets of 
circumstances. Through allowing for other kinds of peripheral activities, concepts might 
evolve that are not yet discovered. 

In order to learn more about the possible difference creative crafting workshops can have 
on a larger scale, one suggestion would be to do systematical experiments in for example 
educational institutions and comparative studies on two separate groups, one with previous 
experience of redesign and one without. This could contribute with more information on 
if there are any differences between the groups in how they (a) consume and (b) what they 
might do creatively with what they already have got at home. This could be further analysed 
to bring deeper understanding of the making process’s potential to bring meaning and value 
to existing out of fashioned materials and through it possibly affect general consumption 
habits. It would be an opportunity to organise these kinds of installations and embed them in 
educational programs at an early age. It would also be of importance here to further explore 
what happens when a project like this is repeated over a longer period of time and how in 
these situations it would be possible to keep facilitators as well as surrounding collaborators 
interested.

Even though today there is an increased amount of research being made in the field of sus-
tainable fashion one possible addition to the current field would be to introduce and develop 
more research projects that look at sustainability from the point of view of people in the 
Global South. By doing so it would be possible to gain a more nuanced image of current and 
possible future approaches and practices that could contribute with local as well as global 
sustainability and how it may be adapted in different realities. 

8.1.3 Theoretical Contribution: Social Production of Fashion
With a spine in theoretical study and practical application this research reinforces and may 
widen the usage of communities of practice and activity theory within for example the field 
of fashion. On all occasions the participant’s way of sharing knowledge and skills with each 
other can be said to have emerged into a temporary community of practice. By showing a 
root map into the emergence of a temporary community of practice the project shows the 
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importance of these kinds of communities and the potential of making together with the 
contribution of different people’s skill sets. It shows how the actors within it and the activi-
ties they develop make up a large activity system where new value is given to and meaning 
created around out of fashioned fashion. This may be of relevance perhaps for theorists or 
practitioners that are aiming to analyse open-ended interventions in different communities 
but could also be particularly beneficial to those who aim to explore the potential with expe-
rimenting with social production or social manufacturing in the field of textile and fashion. 

Usage & Future Research
Previous studies have shown that these theoretical frameworks may be useful to change social 
practice and this project illustrated how experiences, skills and crafting advice can be shared 
in a modern form of sewing circle that takes place in the middle of an open installation. Just 
like in the old “peer-to-peer textiling” (Bratich, 2010) circles the installation becomes a mel-
ting pot in which stories and experiences from different people of different cultures are sha-
red and then utilised to find solutions to the creation of waste. When these sewing circles are 
built on DIY/DIT approaches with a motive for change, they become the roots for the more 
political activism communities that could also benefit from representing and analysing their 
interventions from a theoretical point of view. Both community of practice and activity theo-
ry could here be suitable supports for understanding and give leverage to social production 
as a new landscape of learning that may decentralise the way fashion operates as an industry.

The world today is changing rapidly, technology has moved so far ahead of conventional 
industry that new more compact forms of business may flourish with portable systems that 
follows today’s trend of “pop up” enterprise. The installation was productive in the sense that 
both learning and artefacts were made at a low cost, and could be developed as a blue print 
for business development if scaled up correctly. In order to bring social production to this 
level, the combination of reutilisation, craft and fashion would however need further syste-
matic research focusing on developing structures that would not only allow people in the 
community to contribute with their skills but also by exploring suitable complementary bu-
siness models. It would perhaps be interesting to explore how the framework would function 
once it was taken out of a creative space. Perhaps by organising a redesigning event in a retail 
environment on behalf of its customers. 

8.2 Final Words

It is unimaginable today to think of a world that doesn’t contain bright new things. Shopping 
instincts seem to be ingrained, passed on through culture and peers on a daily basis. But as 
we already know, the human cost is too high and the way the industry works is dangerously 
far from sustainability. There is a need for not one but for many initiatives to tackle this pro-
blem. This project does not propose that everyone should sew or redesign their own or others 
garments as a way to deal with problems of waste but rather that anyone has the capacity to 
do so and that if more people should have the opportunity to be in that position then change 
would be experienced. The initial interest or motivation to engage does not have to be related 
to sustainability as creative practices themselves appeal to several other motivations such as 
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an interest to learn a skill or to exchange cultural experiences, the need to be creative and an 
urge for fashion as an expression or simply an appetite to experience a social event. 

To gather and work together in a group environment seems to be an important aspect in trig-
gering people into action and encouraging them to come up with realistic contributions that 
address the growing mountain of waste that the textile and fashion industry generates. The 
human need and desire for renewal is woven so deeply into the modern world it is unlikely to 
disappear any day soon. Redirecting this need towards a more wholesome outcome could be 
vital for all of us as well as our planet. Increasing the potential of the world’s population and 
the materials that already exist are part of a survival plan that needs to be bought into. What 
we need, what we buy and how we use it are significant parts of this. 

I set this context of an installation not only to facilitate and encourage people to work and 
make together but also to explore a combination of fashion and craft that I believe is a poten-
tial way to revaluate waste and to expand fashion ideals. The people that engaged showed that 
there doesn’t have to be a conflict between sustainable design and people’s need for change 
and renewal. People, amateurs as well as professionals know naturally how to construct ama-
zing creations out of waste materials and by encouraging them and providing more platforms 
for making, each design solution has the potential to contribute to decreasing the mountain 
of waste by turning it into resource for new learning and new fashion.
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3a. REMEX Edit: The Life of a Dress-Mexico, 2012

3c. The Life of a Dress-Mozambique, 2013
(Vianna, 2014)

3d. A Vida de un Vestido- Made by the workshop 
participants, 2013

3b. The Life of a Dress-Mexico, 2012
(Vianna, 2013)

3e. Behind Global Threads/Mima-te’s working 
process 2013 (Sauvage, 2014)

3f. Bottles of Hope by Karol da Silva & Roberto 
Rubalcava (2014)
http://robertorubalcava.com/bottles-of-hope/1/

Appendix 3 Films from www.thelifeofadress.com



4a. 180 Workshop-Mozambique Fashion Week 2014 4b. 180 Fashion Show & Interview with the Swedish 
Ambassador-Mozambique Fashion Week 2014

5a. The Life of a Dress Animation (Diagonal-
akademin, 2008)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOhgzqJTaZk

5b. The Life of a Dress Animation II Burst (Diago-
nalakademin, 2008)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMw_rEJsiO0
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Appendix 5 Animations in Exhibition

MiMA-TE  & SECOND-HAND IN MOZAMBIQUE 
by Nelly and Nelsa Guambe, Maputo, Mozambique
2012

Second hand clothes are for most Mozambicans the only clothes they can afford. They are sold in 
huge quantities in informal street markets all over the capital Maputo. Second, third and sometimes 
fourth hand textiles, once unsold or not worn anymore in the rich world, are brought to Mozam-
bique mainly from the US , Europe, Australia.

However, given their low price and the enormous quantity of textiles that come to Mozambique, 
even those clothes often end up as waste. They have already reached one of the poorest countries on 
the planet, so there is nowhere else left, where they could be sold off to. Without any infrastructure 
in place that would allow for recycling those clothes, they are mostly just thrown away.This is bad 
for the environment and this is a lost opportunity for setting up a new kind of a development pro-
ject. With MIMA-TE, our intention is to recycle and renew this textiles and turn them into fashion-
able, modern and affordable clothing. Inspired by vintage fashion designers all over the world and 
particularly appreciating African modern fashion, we believe that recycling what has been given by 
the West to Africa as a sign of good will, but much too often ends ups as waste, is an innovative way 
of creating a new image of Mozambican clothing and at the same time serves to harness environ-
mental awareness, both in Mozambique and in the origin countries of those clothes . It also allows 
people – from the seller to the sewer at the informal market – to be involved in creating something 
beautiful instead of just reselling donations. Our project started in January 2011, after meeting 
Amanda Ericsson, and Dreamandawake clothing recycling project. To meet Amanda and learn 
about her project was a great inspiration, impulse and reconfirmation for us to start MiMA-TE. We 
live and work in different continents but we nevertheless share the common vision of the need to 
recycle textiles and support people, working in poor working conditions within an urban informal 
sector.

We are proud to have now finally joined the fashion world and to be able to work in our own local 
markets in the South-East of Africa, inspired by but nevertheless far way from what we saw in Cape 
Town, New York, Berlin and Paris. Creating new designs of clothing from clothes that people in the 
rich world threw away is a different way to promote environmental friendly fashion and simulta-
neously support people in participating in the Mozambican economy, that before were very limited 
in their capability to do so. To start something new is a challenge, particularly without having dealt 
with fashion in a professional way before, but Amanda with her expertise and experience has been a 
great help. We have been working hard to improve our work and promote our brand MIMA-TE. But 
we still lack the capacity and knowledge on how best promote our initiative abroad, in those coun-
tries where the “raw material” of our fashion comes from. Wouldn’t it be amazing, if those clothes, 
that people once gave away because they didn’t need them anymore, could be sold back to the US 
and Europe as vintage fashion, in different designs and innovative cuts, being worth much more 
than they once were but not having lost their story? We believe so!
As young Mozambican womens we would greatly benefit from the exchange with people from all 
over the world to discuss our ideas and objective to integrate intoa small business model concepts 
of environmental sustainability in a country, where a lack of ressources and capacity to create small 
businesses has been the main obstacle to socioeconomic development. Learning everyday by doing, 
and recycling more and more!
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Workshop 31st of August, 2016
www.fastforwardrewindlab.tumblr.com

SCHEDULE
09.30  Welcome and Introduction. Workshop instructions and dividing the groups (will take a little 
bit of patience).
10.00 The Material Bank is open! The workshop begins.
11-16 Sewing facilities are open on floor 4 and in the Textile Museum.
16.30 Outfit and model ready for rehearsal in the Textile Museum, Ground floor. All models will 
after the rehearsal be photographed in the museum.
17.00 Break and final touch up of outfit and model.
17.15 Gathering of models backstage of fashion show area, Textile Museum, Ground Floor.
17.30 Catwalk starts.
18.00 Pub and Food, floor 4. Free food for all students! All drinks 20 SEK, cash payment only! No 
big notes.

Tasks during the day / Result:
•	 Create ONE OUTFIT as contribution to the project’s 2016 edition collaborative developed 

collection ”Society of One”, made out of provided materials. The outfit should stand as a strong 
symbol for the group behind it as well as the concept of the year. The final outfit is to be present-
ed at the end of the day in a collectively made fashion show. Rehearsal of the show takes place 
from 16.30 and onwards in the Textile Museum. Garment has to be finished by 16.00 for the 
rehearsal of the show 16.15. Show starts 17.30. Music and lights are provided. The show will be 
filmed and showed in the Textile Museum for a limited period of time. 

•	 Produce a PHOTO SHOOT SERIES of 5 ”mood” photographs showing the concept and image 
of your outfit (similar to a ”marketing campaign”). The final garment OR the original materials 
has to appear in minimum two of the shots. Feel free to experiment with location and style. 

•	 Photographs to be uploaded on www.fastforwardrewindlab.tumblr.com/submit. Don’t forget to 
add your outfit’s name  to the photos.

•	 A GROUP SHOT with name of outfit and group number: Make a group shot of your group 
and make sure to include a A4-paper in the shot with the name of your outfit (that you chose 
together). Photograph to be uploaded on www.fastforwardrewindlab.tumblr.com/submit

•	 BLOG 5 process photos from your groups working process with comments on your activity 
and/or experience on www.fastforwardrewindlab.tumblr.com/submit. Don’t forget to add your 
outfit’s name  to the photos. 

Materials: Left over textiles found within the school, donations. 

After the Show: After the fashion show is finished, six outfits will be selected and exhibited in the 
Textile Museum together with the filmed show, from the 1st to the 16th of September. All outfits 
(that you don’t want to keep yourselves) should however be returned in a plastic bag with your out-
fits name on and handed in to Amanda on floor 3 after the show.
Also! Please tidy up after you and your group! Good Luck and have Fun!

MORE ABOUT: FASTFORWARDREWIND is a redesign lab investigating ways and methods to work 
with second-hand clothes and textile materials, from design to concept development. From head to 
hand, and back. The project was initiated in September 2013 at The Textile Fashion Center, Swedish 
School of Textiles, Borås when the first redesign lab took place as a full day activity for the new students 
of the school. For more info email: amanda.ericsson@hb.se
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